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In St. Louis
Sees More Concessions
For Mixed Marriages
ST. LOUIS (NC) More
niixed marriages in which
both Catholic and non-Catholic
clergymen officiate may be
permitted here according to
an official of the St. Louis
Archdiocese.
Msgr. Josepn W. Baker,
vice chairman of the archdio-
cese’s Commission on Ecu-
menism, was commenting on
the marriage of Susan H. Ek-
berg, an Episcopalian, to Pat-
rick C. Barker, a Catholic.
A Benedictine priest and an
Episcopalian minister officiat-
ed in the ceremony in a Cath-
olic Church.
The event did set a pre-
cedent but could not be called
an “isolated" Incident, Msgr.
Baker said.
“While it would be wrong to
consider this to be the general
pattern, there is no reason to
think that such permission
would not be granted in the
future, given the same set of
circumstances,” he said.
The circumstances, he said,
were the bride's sincerity and
her allegiance to her faith.
PERMISSION thought to he
the first ever given in the
United States was granted by
Joseph Cardinal Ritter after
the prospective bride and her
mother brought to his atten-
tion the problem of conscience
they would face if forced to
give up the ceremony in which
they believed.
Cardinal Ritter said several
times during the Vatican
Council that the consciences of
sincere non-Catholic Christians
should not be violated.
SHORTLY AFTER the sec-
ond council session ended
Miss Ekberg’s family investi-
gated to see if a Catholic-
Episcopalian wedding could be
arranged in which the beliefs
of bride and groom would be
represented.
“I had been thinking about
it some time," Mrs. John Paul
Ekberg Jr., the bride’s moth-
er, said at her home in Green-
wich, Conn. The family, long
residents of St. Louis, moved
to Greenwich last summer.
Mr. Ekberg for many years
was senior warden of the Epis-
copal Church of the Good
Shepherd here. "We take our
religion seriously," Mrs. Ek-
berg said.
SHE WROTE to Episcopal
Bishop George L. Cadigan of
Missouri. He wrote to Cardinal
Ritter. Mrs. Ekberg and Susan
then visited the Catholic chan-
cery in St. Louis.
"We had a nice visit with
Msgr. William M. Drumm, the
Cardinal’s chancellor,” Mrs.
Ekberg said. "He couldn't
have been nicer to us; he went
out of his way to be helpful.”
Subsequently, the Ekbergs
and the Bakers received per-
mission not only for the Epis-
copal Book of Common Prayer
to be used, but for the Ek-
bergs' minister, the Rev. Mr.
Claudius Miller, to be a wit-
ness with Rev. Leonard Jack-
son, 0.5.8.
First scheduled for a private
home, the wedding was
switched to the Catholic
church of St. Genevieve du
Bois at the request of the
groom’s mother.
AT THE CEREMONY, Cath-
olic canon law requirements
were observed in that the
priest received the couple's
vows. The bride and groom
got the usual permissions and
made the usual promises. ..
From an Episcopalian point
of view, the Book of Common
Prayer was used for the en-
tire ceremony and the minister
officiated at roughly half of
the ceremony. The Rev. Mill-
er pronounced the couple man
and wife.
The only time the Roman
ritual from which the wed-
ding rite is customarily taken
in Catholic churches was
used was at the beginning,
when Fathr Jackson read the
invocation.
MSGR. BAKER said the
wedding was unusual because
of the issue of what the Church
calls "communicatio in sa-
cris” mutual participation
in worship.
"What is frequently over-
looked is the fact that the dis-
pensation granted to enter a
mixed marriage is already
communicatio in sacris. It is
the entering into the celebra-
tion of a sacrament in which
the ministers of the sacrament
the bride and the groom
belong to different churches,”
he said.
"What was Involved in the
Ekbergßarkcr wedding was
the form and the participation
of a minister as witness."
Storefront Church
Sets Way of Life
BARCELONA, Spain (NC) Anew kind of urban parish
Is in operation here, building a whole way of life around its
facilities.
The Church of San Medin looks more like a country store
than a religious edifice, with only a crucifix and an image of
its patron to identify it as a place of worship. Its other institu-
tions are schools, a group of apartments, a meeting hall gym-
nasium, a library and even a bar.
Its pastor, Rev. Moden Vidal, lives with another priest and
five laymen in the parish house. They make decisions about
parish activities as a kind of executive committee.
Masses are celebrated with the priest facing the people. Much
of the liturgy is in Cattalan or Castillian Spanish. The entire
parish is invited to Baptisms; these are treated as community
events. '
Council Commission Cited
For Speeding Its Chores
VATICAN CITY - Speed -
a quality found lacking by
many in the deliberations of
the Vatican Council may be
more in evidence when the
council reconvenes Sept. 14.
This was the view of Msgr.
Fausto Vallainc, head of the
council press office, in an arti-
cle in L'Osservatore Romano.
If the Fathers move quicker,
ho said, thanks will go “to the
silent and often overlooked ac-
tivity of the conciliar commis-
sions."
MUCH OF THE commis-
sions’ effectiveness is due to
the work of the coordinating
commission, which met short-
ly after the second session to
implement the Pope’s direc-
tives for speeding the council’s
work, Msgr. Vallainc said.
He then outlined the work
of the commiasions in reduc-
ing schemata to their es-
sentials or, in some cases, in
reducing them to simple pro-
posals, which will be voted
without floor debate by the
Fathers.
Among the busiest has been
the Doctrinal Commission on
Faith and Morals, which did
the majority* of the work on
the Revelation schema (with
a special commission created
by Pope John to revise the
schema) and which worked
closely with several commis-
sions in preparing the draft on
the Church in the Modern
World, he said.
MSGR. VALLAINC cited the
Commission on the Missions,
which has decided to treat
The Church’s Missionary Ac-
tivity” rather than missions as
a whole and thus avoid repiti-
tion of material already treat-
ed in the draft prepared, on
the Church.
Schemata on The Formation
of Priests and on Catholic
Schools and Universities have
been reduced to "proposals,"
w'hieh require only a vote of
the Fathers.
The schema on the clergy
la now known simply as "Of
Priesti," contains only 10 pro-
posals and will not be debated.
The same is true of a draft on
religious, he said.
THE SCHEMA
on the Lay
Apostolate, said Msgr. Val
lainc, has been “considerably
shortened by comparison with
its original formulation in the
preparatory period." Its five
chapters must be discussed in
the council.
And with the drafting of pro-
posals concerning marriage by
the Commission for the Disci-
pline of the Sacraments, the
last of the texts is on its way
to the Fathers for their con-
sideration.
One draft which is wire to
take a great deal of' time,
Msgr. Vallainc noted, is that
on Ecumenism, which has
been revised with the help of
the Commission for Oriental
Churches, and which apparent-
ly now contains declarations on
the Christian-Jewish relations,
non-Christiana and on religious
freedom.
On the Inside..
.
“ALL OF A SUDDEN, there is hope.”
That’s the tale a Newark priest has
brought back with him from Hon-
duras where the Newark Arch-
diocese mans a mission. See Page 7
CARDINAL BEA gives some rules for
understandingthe Bible in a report
carried on Page 2
FOR THE STORY of how a Newark
chaplain helped a Panama village,
see Page 8
SPECIAL TREATMENT - The fivemillionthvisitor to the Vatican Pavilion at the New
York World's Fair receives a replica of the famed Pieta statue on exhibition there. Mrs.
Barbara Troostwyk and Lee Troostwyk and their children Sara, 9, and Mark, 11, of
Orange, Conn., accept the replica from Rev. Joseph T. Lahey, assisant director of the
Vatican Pavilion.
Shared Time Gets Nod
In NEA School Survey
WASHINGTON - Shared
time —a controversy-raising
question in many parts of the
nation—recently won approval
of the majority of school su-
perintendents polled by the
National Education Associa-
tion.
More than 60% of the 183
school heads polled on "Would
you advise other school dis-
tricts to provide a program of
shared time?" answered
•Yes.”
Only 9% gave an unqualified
"No." The rest either ignored
the question or qualified their
replies.
THE STUDY was confined
to arrangements in which non-
public, usually Catholic,
schools send their pupils to
public schools for instruction
in one or more subjects during
a regular school day. All
schools involved had enroll-
ments of 300 or more.
While it did not cover all
shared time arrangements in
tiie country nor even a rep-
resentative sample of them,
the number of replies pro-
duced some insights into the
workings of shared time, ob-
servers said.
States with the largest num
ber of shared time programs
reported were Michigan (42),
Ohio (36), Pennsylvania (31),
Ilknois (27), Wisconsin (23),
Minnesota (13), Indiana (11)
and Missouri (10).
Industrial arts, vocational
education and home economics
were the subjects most fre-
quently provided by the pub-
lic schools. Others, in the or-
der of frequency, included in-
strumental music, physical ed-
ucation, physics, chemistry,
driver training, advanced
mathematics, foreign langu-
ages, general science, and bus-
iness and clerical subjects.
NEARLY HALF of the
superintendents said shared
time had brought good rela-
tionships between parochial
and the public schools and
greater public school support
from Catholics.
"We w-ere able (o secure a
favorable vote on anew build-
ing bond issue on our initial
attempt,” said an Illinois su-
perintendent. A Michigan
school head said: “Perhaps
tliir is tlie reason there has
never been an organized op-
position from parochial par-
ents on public school issues.”
Almost one-third of the su-
perintendents expressed con-
cern over tile fact that such
courses as industrial arts, vo-
cational and business educa-
tion are. "expensive to offer
and teachers. . . are
jdifficult to find." For tliis rea-
son, they said, parochial school
children often would be de-
prived of such education, were
it not for shared-time pro-
grams.
TWENTY-FIVE superin-
tendents expressed convictions
that the public schools arc es-
tablished for the education of
all children; that parents of
parochial school pupils help fi-
nance the public schools and
are therefore entitled to bene-
fits from them.
Sixteen noted that shared
time strengthened their own
school offerings. A Minne-
sota superintendent reported
that his school was able
to establish an agricul-
tural department only after
the addition of parochial pu-
pils made enrollment large
enough to justify it. Similarly,
he said, the school band was
greatly enhanced by the added
numbers of parochial school
pupils.
Most of the disadvantages
cited were problems of admin-
istration scheduling, trans-
portation, student control, stu
deni activities and record
maintenance.
More on Schools, Page 16
Dialogue Urged
By Holy Father
LEON, Spain Pope Paul
VI, in a broadcast to the sixth
National Eucharistic Congress
here, called on Catholics to
use the "mechanism of the
dialogue" for an "interchange
of ideas” in search of unity
and truth.
Speaking in Spanish, the
Pope noted the congress’
theme, "That They All May
Be One," and emphasized that
unity was the desire of Christ
"which His disciples must
bring about by their constant
efforts."
CHRIST by His death, the
Pope said, “broke down every
dividing wall so that hence for-
ward there would be neither
Jew nor Greek.”
The "true Christian,” he
said, seeks this “mystery of
unification” not only in reli-
gion but in human society. "He
is ready to sec in society,"
the Pontiff stated, "as a sign
of the times, the movement
towards certain expressions of
unity acting like a leaven in
the minds and upon the
knowledge and action of peo-
ple with a desire to do better
and achieve a higher con-
quest.”
"LET THE mechanism of
the dialogue be developed, but
let there be no deplorable
weakenings" the Holy Father
declared.
“Difference is appreciated,
and in collective attitudes may
be admissablc, but always
within the framework of ec-
clesiastical discipline and
without a break up of social
unity and concord, and always
under the supreme law of
charity which sets due limits
to the, tone which must regu-
late the exchange of ideas in
the search for truth in all its
riches."
The Pope also said that
Catholics must strengthen
their faith, the vigor of their
Christian life, their religious
education, and their mission-
ary efforts.
"In this way," he concluded,
"will be guaranteed Catholic
unity which we already poss-
ess and which wiU further the
social, civil and spiritual well-
being of the country."
Mora on Pope, Page 2
Most Churches Go to State in Tunisia Pact
VATICAN CITY - The Vati-
can and the Moslem Tunisian
government have signed an
accord in Tunis, ending long
'tiegotions and establishing a
“modus vivendi" for the
Church in that Arab country.
The accord will cede to the
state large segments of Church
property Including St. Louis
Cathedral —and give premier
Mongi Slim the right to pass
on appointments of future
Archbishops of Carthage
(Tunis).
MANY DETAILS of the pact
remained secret, but the follow-
lng additional terms were re-
vealed:
• The release of 102 of the
109 Catholic churches to the
state, which will convert them
into museums, archeological
monuments, public libraries
and schools.
• The government has guar-
anteed freedom of religion to
Catholics.
• Although 102 churches will
be closed no restrictions can
be placed against Catholic re-
ligious education programs.
• Among various other
Church properties reverting to
the state will be the vineyards
and winery of the White
Fathers at Thibar.
• St. laiuis Cathedral has
already been vacated by the
Church and the White
Fathers’ seminary at Carthage
has been closed.
THERE ARE nearly 250 nuns
teaching in private girls’
schools and there are 13 Catho-
lic coUegea in Tunisia more
than half of whose 14,000 stu-
dents are Moslem. It was not
known whether the pact would
affect either the nuns or the
colleges.
The number of Catholics in
the country has dropped front
300,000 to 40,000 as Europeans
have left Tunisia following its
independence from France.
But Tunisian officials denied
that their adoption of Islam as
the official religion was a fact-
or in the takeover of Church
property. Instead, they said,
people wished removal of re-
minders of French control and
the exodus of Europeans re-
duced the need for many
churches.
THE PACT was signed by
Msgr. Agostino Casaroli and
Msgr. Luigi Poggl of the Vati-
can Secretariat of State and
Premier Mongi Slim. Arch-
bishop Maurice Perrin of
Carthage was a witness to the
signing.
APPARENTLY, however, the
door was left open for further
negotiations, since the Vatican
City dally newspaper, L’Os-
servatone Romano noted in a
commentary;
"It is by no means a com-
plete agreement satisfying in
all details or covering in all
Jssues at stake between the
Church and that country."
Give Workers
Policy Voice,
Vatican Says
VATICAN CITY (NC)
Workers have earned a right
to a voice in making national
economic policies and to a
just share of national incomes,
a Vatican letter has declared.
The letter also urged work-
ers’ organizations not to be-
come mere pressure groups
but to work with management
for national and international
prosperity.
THE LETTER
was written
on behalf of Pope Paul VI by
Amleto Cardinal Cicognani,
papal Secretary of State, to
the 51st French Social Week
meeting in Lyons.
Cardinal Cicognani wrote:
"The part taken by the div-
erse categories of workers in
constructing the common pros-
perity permits them to take
a legitimate part in the choices
that give direction to it and
to share equitably with the
whole nation the goods which
are its fruit.
“It is no longer a question
simply of the distribution of
national income, but more
basically of an essential right
of the worker to take part as
a citizen
... in the orienta-
tions that involve the enter-
prise and every economic ac-
tivity of the country.”
ALSO, THE LETTER added,
there is no longer a question,
“as there once was, of the
trade union concentrating its
efforts exclusively on the de-
fense of just rights . . . Now
it must build, if not in com-
mon, at least in harmony,
through a fruitful dialogue with
the other comtmimties, under
an acknowledged dependence
on the responsible authority,
which will be eager to favor
this free participation of all
in the building of society.
"The workers associations
will refuse, then, to become
’pressure groups,’ but rather
rise above all class outlook
to collaborate with the heads
of enterprises for the common
national and then inter-
national.”
Clergy Back
Bights Rally
In Bergen
PARAMUS More than 60
Bergen County clergymen
including six priests of the
Newark Archdiocese are
sponsoring a rally July 18 in
honor of the three civil rights
workers missing in Missis-
sippi.
The rally, organized by the
Bergen County Congress of
Racial Equality, will be held
at 8 p.m. at the Central-Uni-
tarian Church, 156 Forest Ave.
Among those appearing will
be Nathan Schwerner, whose
son, Michael, 24, is among the
missing; Ann Moody and Gene
Young, two teenage Missis-
sippi Negroes; Dave Dennis,
coordinator of the Mississippi
project, and a group of free-
dom singers.
Priest sponors of the rally
are Msgr. James A. Stone and
Rev. James T. McHugh of
Holy Trinity, Fort Lee; Rev.
Bernard Lickteig, O.Carm., of
St Cecilia’s, Englewood; Rev.
Robert Hunt of Immaculate
Conception Seminary; Rev.
Francis A. Heinen of St. An-
drew’s, Westwood, and Rev.
Hugh J. Austin of St. Joseph's
Bogota.
School Aid Suggestions
Ignored by Republicans
An Advocate Newj Summary
SAN F RANCISCO Despite
an appeal from the National
Catholic Welfare Conference to
include all school-age children
in federal aid to education
programs, the Republican Par-
ty platform committee made
no mention of either children
or federal aid as it nailed the
final planks in place here
July 12.
The NCWC, represented by
Msgr. Mark J. Hurley, Stock-
ton diocesan school superin-
tendent, and Thomas Mellon,
a San Francisco businessman
and former California state
hoard of education member
testified before the platform
committee at hearings on
July 10.
RAID MSGR. HURLEY:
“It is our conviction that
such a platform will give due
recognition of the public serv-
ice rendered by private non-
profit schools in the total
educational effort of this coun-
try and that such a platform
is essential to good public leg-
islative policy."
Mellon argued that GOP sup-
port last year of federal aid
for construction of academic
facilities at colleges indicated
that inclusion of private grade
and high schools in aid pro-
posals might be acceptable to
Republicans.
NOTING THAT 19 GOP Sen-
ators sbd 107 Republican mem-
bers of the House supported
the college aid bill, which ben-
efits both public and private
institutions, Mellon said "the
same logic which applies at
the college level applies also
to the elementary and sec-
ondary level."
Mellon also cited GOP sup-
port in 1958 for the National
Defense Education Act, sev-
eral of whose provisions in-
clude private schools and their
teachers.
Msgr. Hurley argued that
federal aid which excludes
children in parochial schools
will defeat its own purpose of
raising educational standards
and "in a very real sense, it
will be contrary to the Ameri-
can principle of no discrimina-
tion because of religion."
Excluding parochial schools,
he predicted, would have at
least three serious conse-
quences:
Parochial schools will be
"tremendously weakened" in
expansion efforts; public
school systems will feel an in-
creased financial pinch trying
to absorb increasing numbers
of children unable to attend
Catholic schools; and th« na-
tional need and welfare would
be hampered.
EXPANSION of Catholic
schools—now enrolling about
45% of Catholic elementary
school-age children and 35%
of Catholic high school-age
students—will be curtailed,
Msgr. Hurley said, because the
areas of heavy Catholic School
population will be the areas
hardest hit by federal taxa-
tion if money Is sought to
support public schools alone.
Assistance to private schools
was also urged on the GOP
by the AFL-CIO which said
in its platform proposals that
federal aid is frustrated by
Congressional indecision over
private schools.
The AFL-CIO urged aid to
private schools, citing assis-
tance to studies in science,
mathematics, modern foreign
languages, English and social
studies.
It proposed grants for
classroom construction In ad-
dition to funds to equip labora-
tories.
The National Education As-
sociation urged substantial fed-
eral support of all levels of
education—but only for public
schools.
HOSPITAL VISITS BY TV - Children under 14 not allowed to visit an ill family member
may do so via TV at Resurrection Hospital, Chicago. A special camera-receiver hook-
up is part of the hospitals communication system. Mrs. Richard Kimball helps
youngster overcome stage fright as Richard Jasper operates the camera.
Collegiality: New Word, Old Idea
By REV. JOHN DONNELLY
NCW'C News Service
One word collegiality
stood out at the second ses-
sion of the ecumenical coun-
cil, and it is likely to leave
its imprint for some time.
THE CONCEPT of collegi-
ality is difficult to describe
its exact meaning is still be-
ing debated by the council
Fathers. Nor is it likely they
will move swiftly on this point,
a theological issue, to be ar-
gued at the level of doctrinal
formulation.
Collegiality is In fact an ex-
amination of the very struc-
ture of the Church as it re-
lates to the role of the Bishop
and the Pope. Its clarification
will influence two important
schemata.
ONE DECREE. "On Bish-
ops and the Government of
Dioceses," needs a resolution
of the collegiality debate to
establish the role of the Bish-
op in relation to his diocese
as teacher, ruler and sancti-
fier. This would include his
relationship with the exempt
religious . orders, would es-
tablish a workable structure
for the relationship between
the Bishop and the Pope in
Rome, and it would set more
definite guidelines for the ex-
panding role of national Bish-
ops’ conferences.
The council Fathers also
need a clear and precise def-
inition of collegiality to com-
plete the draft decree “On the
Nature of the Church.’'
This draft continues theo-
logical refinements accented
at the First Vatican Council
in 1869-1870, when the doc-
trine of Papal infallibility it-
self was defined and broad
outlines drawn for future de-
velopment in the relationship
between the Pontiff and the
Bishops.
THOUGH THE WORD
"collegiality” is new, the con-
cept is not. The German theo-
logian and council expert, Rev.
Karl Rahner, S.J., of Austria's
Innsbruck University, argues
that Christian tradition has
consistently regarded the col-
lege of Bishops as the suc-
cessor to the college of the
Apostles, and the Church has
taught this consistently.
Father Rahner believes the
Fathers will reaffirm this tra-
ditional view and "will prob-
ably state that in the Church
there is not only a combina-
tion of individual Bishops. . .
but a college as a collegial
unity in its true meaning of
a moral person. It is als)
likely to state that this unity
. . .belongs to the unchange-
able established law of the
Church which is ’divine’ and
not only of the Church in the
sense of a positive changeable
law."
THE DEBATE flourishes
here. Not all Bishops will ad-
mit for this unity any divine
origin stemming from the re-
velation of Scripture and Tra-
dition concerning the "College
of Apostles" who ruled the
Church under Peter’s supreme
authority.
Dissenters would rather sub-
mit that this collegiality is of
the Church's own instigation,
growing out of a need for un-
ity in a world which tends
ever more toward political and
scientific unity.
PERHAPS AN even more
profound difficulty for the
minority view among council
Fathers is to tailor the con-
cept of collegiality to fit the
supreme authority of the Pope
as defined by Vatican I. If
as a "collegial body” or "sen-
ate" what happens to the
supremacy of the Pope? Does
he then become "first among
equals" after the pattern of
the Orthodox Church and its
Patriarch of Constantinople?
Or do the Bishops derive their
authority solely from the Pope
and exercise it only with his
permission?
Vatican I set the stage for
the formal debate. Shortly
after that council, Pope Leo
XIII said in his encyclical on
Church Unity “Jesus Christ
was sent by God; and the
Apostles by Jesus Christ. The
Bishops have been sent by the
Apostles.”
HE SAID the Pope is not
the only leader established by
Jesus in the Church. . .We
must not regard the Bishop as
a simple vicar of the Roman
Pontiff, he said. The Bishop
possesses an authority proper
to himself and he carries the
title of "Ordinary of the people
he governs."
Thus the majority view of
the council Fathers.
As to the Bishop’s bond with
the Pontiff, Pope Leo said “the
union of the Bishop with the
successor of Peter is of evi-
dent necessity; if this tie is
severed, the Christian people
themselves become only a
multitude easily scattered.
They can no longer form a
single body and a single
flock."
Thus the hesitation of the
council minority.
THE KEY to uniting these
two trends lies perhaps in a
further idea of Pope Leo sum-
marizing the others. It is
paraphrased here by Bishop
Pierre-Marie Theas of Tarbes
and Lourdes, France, in his
book "Only Through These
Hands":
"The' hierarchy of the
Church is not the Pope alone
nor the Bishops alone. It is
the Pope and the Bishops. The
authority of the Pope is uni-
versal and sovereign. The au-
thority of the Bishops depends
on the Pope, not in its origin
which is divine, but in its ex-
ercise. Christ, Founder of the
Church, has so willed it in
wisdom and concern for un-
ity.”
In a weekly general au-
dience (Nov. 20, 1963) near
the height of debate in the
council, Pope Paul VI hinted
his own view on the subject
without directly forcing the
hand of the council. He told
the audience that the Church
is "a living society. . .a union
of brotherhood with an or-
ganization and a hierarchy led
by the Apostles that is, the
Bishops —and the first place
by Peter that is, the Pope."
THE DEBATE produced
what is perhaps the high point
in the council so far, as the
moderators called for a vote
to determine the Fathers’
thinking and guide the com-
mission in reframing the
schema "On the Nature of the
Church."
The crucial question was
whether the Fathers accepted
in principle the body of college
of Bishops as the successor to
the college of the Apostles in
the office of teaching, sanctify-
ing and ruling, and whether
they thought this college to-
gether with its head, the Pope
(and never without him), pos-
sesses full and supreme
power over the whole Church.
The Fathers voted 1,-
808 "yes” and 338 "no."
ANOTHER question covered
the further implication: is this
power of the college of Bish-
ops united with the Pope a
power by divine right, making
the Bishops thus the juridical
successors of the Apostles?
Fewer of the Fathers would
go this far: 1,717 "yes," 408
“no."
Collegiality had won an
overwhelming "vote of confi-
dence” in spite of the fact
that the balloting had no strict
binding force.
A clear definition of "col-
legiality” may not be so soon
in coming. But at least the
distance from definition has
been narrowed by giant theo-
logical steps.
A HELPING HAND - A Jewish boy at the lavelle School for the Blind in New York gets
o helping hand from Sister Mary Audrey. Alan Lacov of New Hyde Park, N.Y., learned
Braille at the Catholic school to help him prepare for his Bar Mitzvah (confirmation) rites.
The school, operated by the Dominican Sisters of Blauvelt, is open to all handicapped
children regardless of religion or race.
Offers Rules for Bible Study
ROME (NC) Augustin
Cardinal Bea, S.J., has given
some rule* of thumb for re-
coocUtaß apparent contradic-
tions in the Biblical accounts
of Christ’a life.
The head of the Church’s
Secretariat for Promoting
Christian Unity, who has de-
voted moot of his 83 years to
the study of the Scriptures,
hated "some principal rules”
to bear in mind:
• The Gospels are not sten-
ographic records of Christ’s
words
• Christ probably repeated
the eatne idea in different
words on various Occasions.
• Each sacred writer has
his own distinctive style and
the Orientals of the an-
cient world had a manner of
expressing themselves quite
different from the manner of
modem westerners
• Every account of an event
is shaped by the purpose the
author has in writing about
the event.
CARDINAL BEA called this
purpose “the fundamental
question." He pointed out that
Pope Pius XII in the encyclical
Divino Afflante Spiritu called
it "the supreme norm of inter-
pretation."
He made his points in Civilta
Cittolica, a fortnightly Jesuit
review. His article dealt prin-
cipally with the Gospels of
Matthew, Mark and Luke.
He warned against trying to
reconcile differences among
the Gospels by seeking to ex-
tract their essential religious
elements and regarding the
rest as mere "dressing."
Aside from the practical dif-
ficulties of attempting such
distinctions, he said, “there
would be a risk of abandoning
facts and particulars that
, might be very important, sim-
ply because the exegete mo-
mentarily does not see their
connection with faith and mor-
als or with the essential
points of the faith."
HE ALSO WARNED against
giving more theological weight
to Biblical passages which sci-
entific criticism indicates are
more "primitive." The more
primitive passages deal more
directly with events or with
the words of Christ, while the
less primitive passages are ex-
planations furnished by the
Evangelists for a particular
public.
Such distinctions, said the
Cardinal, "must not give rise
to confusion, as if what is less
primitive had less theological
value, were less the Word of
God, less and less
faithful to the thought of
Jesus.
"This might perhaps be
said by those who consider the
Gospels purely from the hu-
manistic-historical point of
view, not by those who con-
sider them as the inspired
Word of God."
CARDINAL BEA began by
pointing out that while the Gos-
pels are inspired by God, the
human who is used by the
Holy Ghost as His instrument
still "makes use of all his
faculties—of intellect, of im-
agination and of will—no less
than any other human author."
The special influence of the
Holy Ghost "leads the author
to write precisely what the
Spirit of God wants and in the
manner He wants," the Car-
dinal reminded.
"We may even add a word
regarding the advantages of
these differences. If the Apos-
tles had not offered us a
preaching which varied in the
aspects It presented to us, in
its emphasis and its manner of
piesentation, we might wonder
why Jesus chose 12 of them,
and 12 of such varying tem-
peraments, as they reveal
themselves in the Gospels.”
The HolyFather's Week
Asks Morality in Film Making
VATICAN CITY Pope
Paul VI has reasserted the
right of the moral law to a role
in the production of movies.
Speaking to participants in
a convention of the Italian
Catholic Association of Motion
Picture Theater Managers, the
Pope said:
"The moral order we
know how unpopular it is to
recall this word, this idea, this
higher imperative. We know
how bored many people look
when someone dares to speak
of them diming a discussion
on the artistic aspects of a
show.
"We know that many pro-
ducers, artists, critics and
spectators boast that they are
free from the usual norms of
the moral order. We know that
unfortunately the attraction of
a large part of the production
of films comes from the am-
biguous and often unprincipled
and exciting portrayal of im-
modest scenes. . .”
"The moral postulates which
govern and defend man's true
life," he said, are "eternal and
absolute” and apply to movies
and all art. He observed that
the introduction of moral cri-
teria in films does not belittle
the art of motion picture mak-
ing.
Disregard of the moral or-
der on the other hand, he said,
often results in the production
of movies which are uninhibit-
ed, immodest or otherwise ob-
jectionable for family patron-
age.
•
Blessings to Malawi
BLANTYRE, Malawi (RNS)
Pope Paul has formally
extended his good wishes to
the people of this new nation,
formerly the British protector-
ate of Nyasaland.
Through Archbishop John
Baptist Theunissen of Blan-
tyro, Pope Paul expressed his
blessings: "Upon die entire
population of Malawi we call
down God’s choicest favors of
prosperity, peace and advance-
ment.
"We are confident that the
rulers of the new Republic of
Malawi will continue to respect
the rights of freedom of wor-
ship and of preaching of the
Word of God,” he said.
"In return, we urge our be-
loved children not to be out-
done in faithfulness to their
civic duties, respect of lawful
authority, observance of the
law and generosity in contri-
buting towards progress of
their country in the social, in-
tellectual, and cultural
spheres, as well as in the field
of material prosperity."
•
Brotherhood Symbol
VATICAN CITY (RNS)
Pope Paul told 10,000 persons
at his mid-week general audi-
ence that his use of the phrase
"sons and daughters" in greet-
ing pilgrims was not merely a
conventional greeting, but a
symbol of world brotherhood.
"God does not save us
alone," the Pontiff said, but
the whole world “gathered to-
gether is an order of things in
society, and in an organized
community, that is character-
ized by the Christian love of
charity in a religious system
itself organized for our salva-
tion."
Two aspects of this "bond of
charity" are "fatherhood and
brotherhood," Pope Paul said.
"It is this charity which puts
into our heart, and makes us
say to you, those most sweet
uords, ’sons and daughters.’ "
•
Praises Past Council
VATICAN CITY (NC) -
Pope Paul VI has issued a
Latin language letter com-
memorating the Ecumenical
Council of Constance (1414-
1418), in which he credited
that council with restoring tire
Churchs’ unity.
The council put an end to the
to-called Schism of the West
by the election of Pope Martin
V following a period during
which there were several
claimants to the Papal throne.
Pope Paul recalled the his-
torical importance of the an-
cient Archdiocese of Constance,
which is now incorporated in
the Freiburg See.
Of the council itself he said
"not all problems raised at
that council are solved, yet the
Council of Constance’s merit
of having restored unity of the
Church then in danger must be
recognized.
"This was due above all to
the happy election to the su-
preme pontificate of Martin V.
Tips event which took place
immediately after grave events
perturbing the internal life of
the Church once more showed
that the supreme pontificate
was the true foundation of the
Church’a unity and that It was
universally recogniied as
such,” the Pope declared.
"Therefore, the Council of
Constance has become a sym-
bol of fidelity toward the
Church, and consequently
toward the successor of Peter,
on whom Christ built His
Church."
Pope’s Trip to Note
Feast Anniversary
VATICAN CITY (NC)
Pcpe Paul is said to be plan-
ning a trip to the medieval
Italian city of Orvieto on Aug.
11 to commemorate the 700th
anniversary of the feast of
Corpus Christi, a universal
feast day. ,
No confirmation was avail-
able from the Vatloan but It
was said that the visit is al-
most a certainty.
THE CATHEDRAL of Or-
vieto houses a relic of a blood-
stained Mass corporal, a piece
of linen on which the Host is
placed, which is said to have
led Pope Urban IV to declare
the feast of Corpus Christi a
universal feast in September,
1264.
The corporal is connected
with the so-called miracle of
Bolsena, a nearby town, in
which a priest who doubted
the'real presence of Christ In
the form of bread was cele-
brating Mass. According to the
story, when the doubting priest
broke the Host during his
Mass it dripped blood upon the
corporal on the alUr, confirm-
ing the real presence.
The corporal was transfer-
red to the cathedral of Orvieto
where R is etiU enshrined and
exhibited rarely. Many histor-
ians. however, dinpute the con-
nection between the corporal
and the decision of Pope Ur-
ban VI to institute the univer-
sal feast of Corpus Christi.
Sainthood Approved
For African Martyrs
VATICAN CITY (NC) - The
Congregation of Rites has ap-
proved the canonization of 22
African Negroes who were
slain in Uganda in the 19th
centpry for refusing to re-
nounce their Faith.
Vatican sources indicated
the new saints would be can-
onized on Mission Sunday (Oct.
18) during the third session of
the Vatican Council. It is also
expected that some note will
be taken at the ceremonies of
12 Anglicans who were also
put to death for refusing to
deny Christ.
THE VOTE BY the congre-
gation accepted the validity of
the miraculous cures of two
missionary Sisters in Uganda
in 1941. Sisters Marie Louise
Griblet and Marie Rachildre
Bueh were dying of pneumonic
plague when a novena to the
martyrs effected their cure.
One of the witnesses for their
cause was a Moslem physician
who treated them at the time.
The 22 martyrs are the first
Africans south of the Sahara
to be declared saints. They
were beatified in 1920. Con-
verted by the White Fathers,
the 22 were ordered killed by
their local ruler between 1885
and 1887.
Pope Paul VI was present
at the meeting of the congre-
gation which also approved
tuo miracles attributed to
Luigi Guanella, Italian found-
er of two religious communi-
ties who died in 1915.
Change Stand
On Observer
TIRUVALLA, India (NC)
An official observer of the
Mar Thomite Church will be
sent to the third session of the
ecumenical council.
At a meeting of the Church’a
council, Bishop Phillpose Mar
Chrisostom was named as ob-
server.
The Mar Thomite Church, a
separate branch of the Jaco-
bite Church, became an inde-
pendent body at the last cen-
tury. It has 300,000 members.
A previous Invitation to send
observers was declined.
Refuse Audience
Holy See Supports
Disarmament Efforts
VATICAN CITY The Vat-
ican has sent a letter encour-
aging efforts for disarmament
to delegates to a denucleariza-
tion conference in Algiers.
The letter was sent by Pa-
pal Secretary of State Amleto
Cardinal Cicognani to llouari
Souiah, head of an Arab dele-
gation to the conference of
Mediterranean nations, who
had asked for an audience
with the Pope.
While the letter declined
the request, it "particularly
encouraged the undertakings
for disarmament, especially
those seeking to ward off the
atomic peril . . . humanity
should come to forearm itself
against such a serious threat
by a sincere and general ac-
cord . . ."
THE ITALIAN Communist
paper Units hailed the letter
as "substantial support for the
conference and for its action,"
although the conference was
not mentioned in the docu-
ment.
The Communists, too, have
given the conference substan-
tial support through the left-
wing government delegates at-
tending.
Cardinal Cicognani’s letter
declined Souiah’s request for
an audience, saying that "The
Holy See, by its very nature,
cannot participate in undertak-
ings of a politico-military na-
ture, no more Jhan it could
engage in undertakings that
pursue ends of an ideological
propaganda which is not in
conformity with the doctrinal
principles that it holds worthy
and good for the whole of hu-
manity.”
English Approved
For Orthodox Rites
DENVER, Colo. (NC)— The
"limited use of English in the
Divine Liturgy" of the Greek
Orthodox Church in this coun-
try has been authorized at the
17th biennial Ecclesiastical
Congress of the church here.
Archbishop lakovos of the
Church’s North and South
America archdiocese said the
change will also Introduce
English in the administration
of the sacraments.
People in the News
Rt. Rev. Daniel W. Kuccra,
0.5.8., 41, president of St.
Procopius College. Lisle, 111.,
since 1959, has been named
Abbot of St. Procopius Abbey.
Very Rev. Conrad Blanche!,
M.S., a native of Southbridge,
Mass., has been named su-
perior general of the Mission-
aries of Our Lady of LaSalettc.
Archbishop Owen McCann of
Cape Town, South Africa, has
been reelected chairman of the
South African Catholic Bish-
ops’ Conference.
Rev. Ille Crlhalmean, pastor
of St. George Church, Canton,
Ohio, has been elected presi-
dent of the Association of Ro-
manian Catholics of America.
Dr. Robert Hanna Felix, as
sistant U.S. surgeon general,
has been appointed dean of St.
Louis University's School of
Medicine.
Auxiliary Bishop Edward P.
McManaman of Erie, Pa., 64.
la in "poor" condition in Grad-
uate Hospital, Philadelphia,
suffering from a stroke.
Gen. Thomas S. Power, com-
mander in chief of Strategic
Air Command, haa been
named a Knight of the Grand
Cross of the Order of St. Syl-
vester, and his wife has been
awarded the Pro Ecclesla et
Pontifice medal by Pope Paul
Rev. Joseph E. Havey, aide
to Bishop Fulton J. Sheen at
the Society for the Propagation
of the Faith for seven years,
has been named assistant to
Msgr. Edward F. Sweeney, su-
perior of the Society of St.
James the Apostle.
Richard Cardinal Cushing of
Boston, founder of the Society,
of St. James, which staffs mis-
sions in Latin America, has
been awarded Spain's Grand
Cross of the Order of Isabella.
Very Rev. Aloyslus Nagle,
O. Carm., has been reelected
to a three-year term as head
of the Carmelites’ New York
Province.
Very Rev. James M. Darby,
5. of Dayton, Ohio, has
been reelected president of the
Conference of Major Superiors
,of Men.
* ‘ I
Archbishop Michel Bernard
of Brazzaville, the Congo, a.
native of France, has resigned
his post to permit Coadjutor
Bishop Thcophtle Mbemba, a
native of Brazzaville, to be-
come head of the archdiocese.
Rev. Charles F. Egan,
C.P.S., a native of Waltham,
Mass., has been named provin-
cial of the American province
of the Stigmatine Fathers.
Rev. Placldus 11. Riley,
0.5.8., has been named presi-
dent of St. Anselm’s College,
Manchester, N.H., succeeding
Rev. Bernard Holmes, 0.5.8.
Causes
. . .
Mother Mary Theodore Voi-
ron, C.S.J., first provincial
superior of the. Sisters of St.
Joseph of Chambery Province
of Itu, Sao Paulo, Brazil.
Born in Savoy, France, April
6,1839, became superior of Itu
in 1859, died July 17, 1925, at
90. Beatification cause intro-
duced before Sacred Congre-
gation of Rites In Rome.
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Here today9
where tomorrow?
With some moving companies, you’re never
quite sure. Engel’s centralized control office
keeps tabs on ALL our vans, eliminat-
ing delays and lost shipments. With
an Engel move, you’re here
today and there tomorrow.
EL 4-7800
Engel Brothers, Inc.
world-wide moving
Review Refused
Dang Sy Conviction
In Vietnam Stands
SAIGON (NC) Vietnam's
prime minister, Maj. Gen.
Nguyen Khanh, has refused
the request of 347 priests who
asked that the “unjust” sen-
tence passed on Maj. Dang Sy
be reviewed.
Dang Sy, a Catholic, was
•entenced June 6 to life im-
prisonment with hard labor for
having allegedly murdered
eight persons while obeying or-
ders to disperse a crowd of
Buddhist demonstrators at Hue
on May 8, 1963.
THE PRIESTS presented
their petitions “on behalf of
the Vietnamese Catholic com-
munity” in a letter delivered
June 19.
The priests analyzed the
evidence given during the trial
and asserted that the case was
a “frameup” and the verdict
unjustified.
Khanh made his flat refusal
known in reply to a written
question submitted by a cor-
respondent. Dang Sy was con-
demned by a "revolutionary
court” from which no legal ap-
peal is permitted.
Khanh agreed that this
court was not “normal," but
justified it by saying, “we are
not in a normal situation."
The revolutionary court was
established by a decree issued
by the prime minister last
Feb. 28.
That same decree ex-
cluded the right of appeal, bar-
red the court from allowing for
extenuating circumstances or
granting reprieves, and auth-
orized the prime minister
alone to appoint the presiding
judge, eight assistant judges
and the prosecutor.
New Basilica
For Shrine
CAP DE LA MADELEINE,
Que. (NC) The new basilica
of Our Lady of the Holy Ro-
sary will be formally opened
here from Aug. 14-16. The oc-
casion also will mark the 250th
anniversary of the old Shrine
Chapel of Our Lady.
This shrine, popularly
known as Our Lady of the
Cape, is visited by thousands
of pilgrims each year.
The old shrine chapel here
is now the oldest Catholic
church in Canada preserved in
its original form. It has been
a perpetual shrine dedicated
to the Queen of the Holy Ro-
sary since 1888, The new
basilica, which can accommo-
date some 6,000 persons, will
supplement the old stone
shrine and not replace it.
Outing for Blind
NEWARK An outing for
ihe blind to Camp Happiness
in Leonardo will be spon-
sored by the Mt. Carmel Guild
Center for the Blind July 18.
About 40 blind people and
their guides are expected to
leave 99 Central Ave. by bus
at 1 p.m.
After 4 Years
- Communion
MIAMI For four years,
Sister Anna Grace, S.S.J., a
victim of multiple sclerosis,
has not been able to swallow
solid food.
And so, Sister Anna Grace
had not been able to receive
Holy Communion.
But the Holy See has
changed that by granting her
a special dispensation to re-
ceive Communion under the
form of wine.
Sister Anna Grace has been
a patient at Mercy Hospital
here for seven years. The first
signs of the incurable disease
appeared more than a dozen
years ago, but Sister continued
to teach piano and organ until
her admission to the hospital
for care.
‘Joan of Arc’
Chapel Moving
MILWAUKEE Marquette
University will reconstruct a
15th century French chapel
Joan of Arc is said to have
prayed in it before leading her
countrymen against the Eng-
lish in 1429 in the center
of its new expanded campus.
The chapel, originally known
as the Chapelle de St. Martin,
is from Chasse, a Loire valley
town in western France.
Marc B. Rojtman, anew
York financier and former
Milwaukee industrialist, has
donated it to the university,
along with the money to dis-
mantle it and ship it from
Rojtman’s Long Island home.
The chapel was brought to
the US. by Gertrude Hill
Gavin and rebuilt on Long Is-
land in 1927, together with a
medieval chateau now at the
Cloisters in New York.
IN CASE OF FIRE - Newark's new fireboat, the John F. Kennedy, is blessed by Aux-
iliary Bishop Costello at ceremines last week.
35 Men Enter Franciscans
LAFAYETTE - Thirty-five
men were received into the
Franciscan novitiate and 22
others were professed in cere-
monies at St. Raphael’s No-
vitiate here July 14-15.
They are in training for the
New York Province of the
Order of Friars Minor. The
province comprises the East-
ern seaboard and has mission
fields in Brazil, Bolivia, Japan,
Jamaica and Puerto Rico.
Very Rev. Donald Hoag,
°F.M., minister provincial,
presided at the ceremonies.
Those entering the novitiate
will spend a year here before
making their profession. The
newly-professed Friars will
move to St. Francis College,
Rye Beach, N IL, to continue
their studies for the priest-
hood.
THOSE FROM North Jersey
entering the novitiate include
Gervase C. Donnelly of St.
Genevieve’s, Elizabeth; Vladi-
mir Kasprzyk, St. Adalbert's,
Elizabeth; Christopher B.
Keenan and Marion J. Wagen-
hofer, Assumption, Woodridge.
Nathan P. Trela, Holy Name,
Garfield; Donan A. Vahey, St.
Anne’s, Fair Lawn; Peter
Brandt, St. Mary’s. Pompton
Lakes, and Jonathan Nero, St.
Michael’s, Nctcong.
The newly-professed from
the area are Fraters Matthew
P. McLoughlin, St. Thomas
the Apostle, Bloomfield; Kier-
an J. McWatters, St. Anne’s,
Fair Lawn; Damian P. Bara-
nik, St. Francis, Wanaque;
Ivo L. De Pue, Sacred Heart,
Rockaway; Solanus M.
Gerdes, Holy Angels, Little
Falls; Brice A. Leavins, St.
Bonaventure’s, Paterson, and
Brendan P. Regan, St. Cather-
ine’s, Ringwood.
Also professed was Brother
Andre M. Frasco of Assump-
tion, Woodridge.
He has recently com-
pleted three years of study at
St. Stephen's Brothers School,
Croghan, N.Y.
Tribunal Statements
Challenged in Court
WATERLOO, lowa (NC)
The U.S. Court of Appeals for
the Eighth Circuit has been
asked to reverse a lower court
ruling that statements to a
Church tribunal are privileged
communications not subject to
an action for defamation.
Eberhard F. Cimijotti has
asked the appeals court to
review a June 3 decision by
a U.S. district court dismissing
his suit against his former
wife, Lauretta N. Cimijotti,
and two other women for
allegedly conspiring to damage
him through statements to a
Church tribunal.
MRS. CIMIJOTTI had gone
before the tribunal for permis-
sion to file a civil action of
separation, and the two other
women appeared as witnesses
in support of her testimony.
In dismissing Cimijotti’s suit
last month, District Court
Judge William C. Hanson held
that testimony before a Church
tribunal falls within the cate-
gory of a legally privileged
communication, as do matters
told to a priest by a penitent
in the confessional.
Judge Hanson based his
ruling both on common law
and the religious liberty guar-
antees of the First Amendment
to the Constitution.
He said that “to allow slan-
der motions to be based solely
upon statements made to the
Church before its recognized
officials and under its discip-
lines and regulations would be
a violation of the First Amend-
ment.”
“A person must be free to
say anything and everything
to his Church, at least so long
as it is said in a recognized
and required proceeding of the
religion and to a recognized
official of the religion," he
held.
A New Degree
For Franciscan
ROME Rev. Alexander A.
DiLella, 0.F.M., a native of
Paterson who was ordained in
1955, has been awarded a
licentiate in Sacred Scripture
by the Pontifical Biblical In-
stitute here.
Father DiLella, who taught
at St. Bona venture University
several years after ordination,
previously earned a licentiate
in theology from the Catholic
University of America and a
doctorate in Semitic languages
and literature.
The Paterson priest In 1962
received a research fellowship
at the American School of Ori-
ental Research, Jerusalem,
participating In archaeological
excavations and traveling ex-
tensively in the Near East. He
will return to the U.S. later
this month.
One-Parent Meeting
ENGLEWOOD CLIFFS
The Catholic One-Parent Or-
ganization of Bergen County
will meet at the Volkswagen
executive offices here July 21
at 8:15.
A film will be shown at the
meetings.
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Defending Our Police
In recent months vve have read,
watched and heard, via various media of
communications, stories and incidents of
alleged police brutality to citizens. Doubt-
less, in some incidents, these charges bear
some semblance of objectivity, and pos-
sibly even truth. Even granting this prem-
ise, one must keep in mind that such
stories do not always carry the police-
man’s side the circumstances, the
provocation and other pertinent facts.
WHAT IS FACTUAL is the recent
presentment of the Essex County Grand
Jury returned before Superior Court
Judge Alexander P. Waugh: “We were ap-
palled to hear that some of our fellow
citizens have visited violent and severe
injuries to officers charged under the law
to maintain peace and order.”
N The jury said that there were ap-
proximately 100 attacks on policemen in
1963 —. a year after the legislature passed
a measure making assault and battery of
an officer of the law a high misdemeanor
a penalty of up to seven years in
jail, a $l,OOO fine or both. The jury noted
that "attacks are continuing (in 1964) at
an alarming rate.”
The jury’s finding received strong
and vigorous confirmation from Newark
Police Director Dominick Spina. “Unless
■omething is done,” he said, "there will
be more attacks this year than ever ”
Prophetically and tragically, that very
night an Essex County Park policeman,
brutally beaten a month ago by a mob of
club-swinging teenagers, was again at-
tacked on his first tour of duty following
his recovery.
LET’S FACE the facts. This Is not
juvenile delinquency. This is war war
against established authority, and even
against the very idea of respect for au-
thority. Director Spina, the grand jury,
and others are absolutely right in not re-
questing, but demanding, that these rebels
and outlaws against law and order be ap-
prehended, convicted, and punished to the
fullest extent of existing law. Any other
course is unthinkable.
Let the bleeding hearts, the do-good-
ers bleed a bit and do good for our police
officers, the vast majority of whom are
honest, decent, stern but humane up-
holders of the law. It is becoming in-
creasingly difficult to attract such men
of dedication and devotion, not because
our society is not producing such men,
but because society is not giving these men
the help and the respect they need. Such
dedicated men are available now. We have
them now. They are ready, able and will-
ing to do a good job to protect you. But
they cannot do it without you.
The Choice Is Yours
Tondelayo come home! Sadie Thomp-
son and Mother Gin-Sling, we miss you!
There was a time, not too long ago, when
people knew you all and recognized what
you represented, corruption, decay, sin.
Each season in the theater, one of
you appeared and all the theater-goers
realized that your production meant dirt,
plain undisguised dirt. People seeking en-
tertainment were able to choose between
the depraved and the decent: The lines
were clearly drawn, and there was no
doubt of the difference between the good
ind the bad.
THINGS HAVE CHANGED, and not
for the better. Now there is little room
for choice between the good and the bad.
The depraved is acclaimed as delightful
while the decent is discarded as unartistic.
People no longer make clear distinctions
between virtue and sin and the presenta-
tion of them. Heroines are noteworthy by
their absence from the theater,and heroes
ire a forgotten commodity.
Characters no longer walk; they
creep. They no longer withstand adversi-
ty; they crumble. Motive is used to excuse
action, and psychoses lo qualify decay.
Evil I* no longer seen as evil, and weak-
ness is no longer reproachable since it is
inevitable.
Within the past month, three motion
pictures have been forced upon the view
ers in New York. Two of them have been
listed by even the critics of important
dailies as filthy while the third has been
categorized as cruel, bloody, and vicious.
This is the fare offered the summertime
movie-goer.
Slowly but surely, decent peo-
ple are being forced into a no-choice area.
A constant procession of motion pictures
exhibiting humanity at its worst in such
pictures as the “Carpetbaggers” and the
“Night of the Iguana” accompanied by the
disappearance of family level pictures,
leaves the average family with no choice
but to avoid the films altogether.
WHEN, IN ADDITION, the terms
"adult” or “artistic” are used to qualify
films or to make advertisements more
enticing we have anew morality sub-
stituted for the traditional view which saw
good as good and bad as bad.
It may very well be that when sum-
mer entertainment is being planned for
the family, the theater and the movie
house will have to be rejected for the
amusement park and the camp site. Fam-
ilies wilt have to rely on the resources
of nature rather than the sordid ware-
houses of Hollywood and Broadway.
Past Time for a Change
Drug addicts are sick people. Almost
ill accept this as a fact. But the addict
continues to be treated as a criminal bv
law enforcing agents rather than as a sick
person by doctors. True addicts may be
criminals also, but their crime is a symp-
tom of their sickness.
LET’S BE HONEST and admit that
after 42 years of leaving it to law enforc-
ing agencies to wipe out the narcotic
acourge, we’ve failed.
A nation-wide Advisory Council of
Judges of the National Council on Crime
and Delinquency recently urged that,
while law enforcement efforts should con-
tinue against the big traffickers in nar-
cotics, addicts should be sent to hospitals
to be treated as sick people without threat
of persecution to addicts and doctors.
A Supreme Court ruling in 1937
acknowledged the right of doctors to treat
addicts. Misinterpretations of the Harrison
Act of 1914 by the Federal Bureau of
Narcotics have made doctors reluctant to
treat addicts. Moreover, by the admission
of many, they don’t know how to treat
them. Why, they reason, should we learn
how, when theywon’t let us?
I HI, BRITISH SYSTEM, where doc-
tors treat addicts, has been vehemently
fought by law enforcement people in this
country for years. In spite of their ob-
jections, it should be given a try. The
British claim their system has been suc-
cessful; certainly ours hasn’t.
Let’s hope the Advisory Council of
Judges can exert some influence. We in
this metropolitan New York area have
much at stake in the problem. It has been
claimed that there are more drug addicts
here than in the rest of the world com-
bined. >
Pharisees Desperate:
Christ Confounds Them
By FRANK J. SHEED
For the reactions of Our
lord’s enemies after the heal-
in* of the man born blind,
read St. John's ninth chapter.
The Pharisees tried to prove
a miracle had not happened;
they cross-examined the man
and his parents.
THE PARENTS were deter-
mined not to incriminate
themselves - Yes, he was
their son; Yes, he was born
blind. Beyond that they knew
nothing.
All this because the
leaders of Jewry had agreed
that anyone who affirmed that
the Carpenter was the Christ
should be "put out of the syna-
gogue.”
The man himself made no
effort to cover up. Of all the
people healed by Our Lord,
he is the only one whose per-
sonality has come down to us.
This man Is a joy alert,
humorous, devastating in re-
tort. He was too delighted by
the gift of sight to worry about
being excommunicated
which he was.
THE LEADERS of the
Pharisees saw this man from
Galilee as waging war upon
their religion, and now He had
brought the warfare Into the
Temple itself.
The Sabbath rest bad been
broken twice. There was the
effrontery of sending the man!
to wash in the Pool of Siloe,
inviting comparison with the
prophet Eliseus who had sent
Naaman the leper to wash in
Jordan. And there was the
man born blind.
Some must have hid a
vague memory of the 12-year-
old boy who had impressed
them with His brilliance 20
years before. Did any know
that this troublemaker was
that same boy? There was no
hint then of the claims to be
greater than Moses, the Tem-
pie and the law; the dismis-
sals of ritual practices, the at-
tacks upon their authority.
He had brought His doc-
trines into the Temple
and they had confronted Him.
But they could not feel that
they had come out of the con-
frontation very well. His ans-
wers were of two sorts, those
they could not answer, and
those they could not under-
stand.
A LITTLE before the heal-
ing of the blind man, we find
an example of Our Lord's
hecklers reduced to silence.
Early in the morning He had
come down to the Temple and
began to preach.
"And the scribes and Phari-
sees bring unto Him a woman
taken in adultery." The law of
Moses said she should bo
atoned to death. What did He
say? “But Jesus, bowing Him-
self down, wrote with Hi* fing-
er on the ground” way of
indicating that one wished lo
take no part in the conversa-
tion, an invitation to the others
to go away.
They did not go away. At
last He spoke; 1, "He that is
without aln among you, let him
cast the first atone." Thii time
they went.
Intentions for July
The Holy Esther's inten-
tion for July is:
That the dignity of the
individual may be ever
more widely acknowledged
and respected.
The mission Intention sug-
gested to the Apostleship of
Prayer by the Pope is:
That the number of sem-
inarians may increase and
that those needing support
may be helped by the Cath-
olic community.
"FIE! THIS MODERN GARB WILL RUIN THE SISTERHOOD"
Capitalism (Ideal), Si!
Capitalism (Word), No!
By MSGR. GEORGE G. HIGGINS
Director, Social Action Dept., NCI VC
C.L. Sulzberger, special cor-
respondent for the New York
Times, reported in the July
6 issue of the Times that
a research project of the
United States Information
Agency has discovered
that the more our propa-
ganda advertises the virtue of
"capitalism" and attacks "so-
cialism," the less the world
likes us. —-
Sulzberger, commenting on
this report, concedes that the
American economic system
has improved immensely in
recent decades, but argues
what we currently mean by
capitalism and socialism dif-
fers from what most foreigners
mean.
"There is surely no sense,”
he says, "in proclaiming our
philosophy in terms that are
unsalable and peculiarly vul-
nerable to our opponents’ at-
tacks. No advertising firm
would insist on describing a
good product in a demonstrab-
ly unpalatable way.”
IT IS SOMEWHAT surpris-
ing that it should have taken
USIA so long to discover that
“capitalism" is a dirty word
in many parts of the world.
Friends of the U.S. have been
telling us this for years.
A decade ago Jacques Mari-
tain, the distinguished French
philosopher, said In a book
laudatory of the American eco-
nomic system, that "in this
country . . . the average and
official propaganda conveys
the idea that America has ac-
cepted the challenge of Com-
munism in the very terms of
Communist propaganda itself:
Communism versus Capita-
lism, America being the
stronghold of Capitalism. This
is a great misfortune.
.
.(fort
nobody is ready to die for
Capitalism in Asia, Africa or
Europe."
Rev, Raymond Bruckbergcr,
0.P., another French author
admittedly enamored of the
American economic system,
makes the same point even
more forcefully in hi* “Imago
of America."
"I hold it very much against
you (Americans)," he writes,
"that you insist upon using the
word 'capitalism' to define
your economic and industrial
structure. You . . . should aak
yourselves what people outside
of America think of the word
capitalism.
“To them, capitalism stands
for imperialism, for the ex-
ploitation of the poor by the
rich, for colonialism . . . You
may well pay a visit to the
moon, but you will never re-
habilitate the word capitalism
in the eyes of the world.” **
Now that the USIA, respond-
ing belatedly to Father Bruck-
berger's request of several
years ago, has asked itself
what people outside of Ameri-
ca really think of the word
capitalism, let us hope that it
will discover ways of presen-
ting our economic and political
system in a manner more ac-
ceptable and more understand-
able to those abroad.
THIS IS a task which should
not be entrusted exclusively to
Madison Avenue, however suc-
cessful it may have proved to
be. ~ v
The technical skills and
gimmicks of the advertising
Profession can be useful, even
when it comes to selling ideas
as opposed to selling automo-
biles or toothpaste, but the
skills of the economist and the
political scientist should also
be put to use.
Perhaps we should worry
less about finding anew name
for the American economic
system and more about mak-
ing it operate with greater cf-
fectiveness as an instrument
of social progress for all our
people.
A case can -probably be
made for the argument that in
1964 tiie American economic
system, with all its faults, is as
good as any other economic
system in the world and far
better than most. But any sys-
tem in which there is still
mass unemployment and mass
poverty in the midst of plenty
is far from being perfect.
The Press Box
Catholics
And the Pill
By JOSEPH R. THOMAS
Managing Editor
So much has been written
and said about the so-called
birth control pill and the
Church’s stand in regard to it
that I'm almost afraid to tack-
le the subject for fear of add-
ing to the confusion. But with
a faint hope that the following
may clarify rather than con-
fuse, here gees.
The three main elements in-
volved are the pill itself, the
conscience of the individual
and the teaching of the
Church.
_.
%
IN REGARD to the pill it-
self, keep in mind that there
are actually two pills—one not
yet perfected. The pill now in
use suppresses ovulation so
that conception is not possible.
Its use for contraceptive pur-
poses was forbidden by Pope
Pius XII in 1958 and the
Church has not seen fit to
change this prohibition,
although Pope Paul has said
recently that the matter la
under study.
This pill, of course, has
other purposes—one of them to
promote fertility—and its use
in these Instances Is legitimate
because here frustration of the
marital act is not intended.
The second pill would regu-
late rather than suppress ovu-
lation. One of its purposes
would be to make it possible
for couples to practice rhythm
where rhythm is not now
practical. This pill is still in
the developmental stage. While
there have been no authorita-
tive pronouncements on It,
most theologians who have dis-
cussed it believe it would bo
acceptable to Catholics.
COMING TO the matter of
conscience, we note the
Church’s teaching that consci-
ence must be followed under
pain of sin, even if conscience
is in error. So we find some
Catholics using or promoting
use of the pill on the grounds
that "my conscience tells mo
this is the right thing to do in
my circumstances."
How much of this is consci-
ence and how much rationa-
lization in difficult circum-
stances no one can judge. But
Catholics also have the posi-
tive obligation to form a right
conscience before acting. To
form a right conscience guid-
ance ii necessary and only the
Church can give that guidance,
which then is to become the
moral norm for our actions.
CAUSING CONFUSION
arc
press reports seemingly indi-
cating that the Church is un-
dergoing a change of mind re-
garding birth control. These
press reports, however, are
misleading in that they fail to
note (a) the Catholic distinc-
tion between birth control and
family planning and (b)
between theology and the
teaching office of the Church.
Birth control is mutilation or
frustration of the marital art
in some unnatural way. Thii
teaching is never going to bo
changed, we are assured. Fam-
ily planning is the spacing of
births by legitimate means and
is pcrmissable.
Some theologians have of-
fered the theory that use of the
pill Is not in fact birth control
hut a legitimate means of fam-
ily planning, akin to the use of
rhythm inasmuch as there is
no unnatural interference with
the marital act itself. How-
ever, this theory runs up
against the teaching of Pius
XU that use of the pill pro-
duces temporary sterilization
and Is therefore wrong be-
cause sterilization ii wrong.
AT ANY RATE, it should be
noted that theology is a sci-
ence and as such does not
stand still. Theologians offer
their insights for debate and
discuaslon within the Church
but they do not hold teaching
authority.
Their present diacusaions
may Indicate a possible future
change, but they do not consti-
tute a change.
Teaching authority reside*
with the Bishops and the Pope.
Pope Paul recently Indicated
the path we are to follow.
The Holy Father said, "A*
of now we do not have suffi-
cient reeson to regard the
norms given by Pope Pius XU
as surpassed, and therefore
not binding. They must there-
fore be considered valid, at
least until we feel bound In
conscience to modify them."
That Is the norm Catholics
have to follow, painful as It
may be for some, while the
Church sifts the new argu-
ments of theology and medi-
cine.
The Question Box
True Human Love
Must Be Open
Readers desiring to bat e questions answered in this column
may address them to: The Question Sox, The Advocate, 31
Clinton St., Newark, New Jersey, 07102
While love begins with one-
self it must never be allowed
to remain there; for nobody
can attain full development in
isolation and misanthrophy.
True love of self is both out-
going and free from excessive
self-concern. In a word, it is
open.
Openess is the inexorable
law of life at all levels of
existence. Take, for example,
the seed pl ante d i n the earth.
Unless it remains open to "the
other”—the sun, the soil, the
rain, etc—it will not grow; it
will never become what it is
meant to be.
IN LIKE MANNER, man
must always remain open to
"the other"—both neighbor
and God—if ever he is to real-
ize himself and fulfill his des-
tiny. A graphic, if extraordi-
nary, illustration of this law of
openess presents itself in the
case of the "feral” (wild)
child—one lost or carried off in
infancy and raised by wolves.
When found years later, only
its features suggested that it
was human. Deprived of other
persons it had become like an
animal, unable to reason and
incapable of the most basic of
human emotions. Without "the
other” it stopped loving; and
without love it stopped growing
as a person.
The openess to others
which characterizes human
love is premised upon a deep-
felt respect for others. At least
at times there should arise
within us a sense of awe and
reverence born of the full real-
ization of man’s inexhaustible
depths and his impenetrable
mystery, made as he is in the
image and likeness of Mys-
tery Itself.
As we face our fellow-man
we should have some feeling
for his individuality and
uniqueness, his self-reality,
which precludes viewing him
merely as an extension of one-
self. We often hear it said, "I
know him like a book”, "1
have him all figured out"; one
who actually believes this and
approaches his fellow-man
with this attitude is destined to
remain as shallow and limited
as his vision.
PARADOXICALLY, this rev-
erent acceptance of the "oth-
er” as a subject in his own
right with its reciprocal effect
of heightening the sense of our
own individuality and unique-
ness moves not toward the
isolation ,of the "I" and
"Thou” but toward a "We"—
community. Not a community,
however, where individuality
is smothered or forfeited;
where one partner seeks to
possess the other as one might
possess a thing or an animal;
or seeks to make the other
over into his own image. To do
this is to reduce the "dia-
logue” of love to a "mono-
logue.”
A monological man is one
unaware of the "otherness" of
the other but instead tries to
incorporate the other into him-
self. Whatever the unity
achieved by love, it must in
its own way model itself upon
the exemplar of all "commu-
nity of love," The Blessed
Trinity, wherein the unique-
ness of persons remains invio-
lable within the one Godhead.
LOVE IS revealed In toler-
ance, in the ability to see the
other’s point of view, In the
willingness to give as well as
take, in the active desire to
further the other's own devel-
opment.
"As long as we want only
to receive, to possess, conquer,
or be made a fuss of, and not
to spend ourselves, our love Is
not of a high order. We should
not wait for what our partner
is going to do for us, we must
ourselves act and give. Our
own pleasure must not stand
in the forefront of our desires
but rather the bringing of hap-
piness to the other, and the
experience of sharing.”
Dr. Von Gagern follows this
observation with a practical
application in the area of sex-
uality:
"At the other end of the
scale is the love which merely
grasps and is accordingly out
of tune with the forces which
make for happiness. This kind
of love looks upon the partner
as a means by which the self
gains pleasure, or as a medi-
cine taken for reasons of
health!
"It may end in the state of
things described to me by a
patient: 'ln reality we do not
know any mutual love; It is
just like practicing self-abuse
together, for each is concerned
solely with his or her own
personal pleasure and makes
use of the other for this pur-
pose’. ” (Difficulties in Married
Life, p.18)
AT THIS POINT we con-
clude our analysis of human
love. If we have bordered on
the rudimentary and the plati-
tudinous, it is because we dare
not presume anything. For the
general breakdown in the area
of sexuality we're witnessing
today is symptomatic of some-
thing deeper than mere ignor-
ance of the moral law or an
unwillingness to comply with
its imperative; something
more basic than a lack of in-
formation regarding the bio-
logical or anatomical aspects
of sex, or faulty techniques in
imparting such information.
It reveals, more than a lack
of information, a lack of for-
mation; a surrender of our
generation to that deadly ego-
eentricity which poisons all
human relationships by mak-
ing objects of persons and a
god with a small “g" of one-
self.
Next week, the relationship
between the person and his
sexuality.
For Vocations
Members of the Apos-
tolate for Vocations can
gain a plenary indulgence
under the ordinary condi-
tions on:
July 25, St. James the
Greater
And once a week for re-
citing daily, with piety, any
prayer for vocations ap-
proved by the ecclesiastical
authority.
A partial indulgence of
300 days can be gained for
each act of charity or piety
performed for the intention
of fostering vocations to the
priesthood.
Our Parish
"Aren’t you the new usher at our church?"
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Letters to the Editor
The
name and address of the writer must he included in a letter
intended for publication, but they will be withheld if requested.
North American
Catholic Church
Msgr. R.W. Zimmer,
Secretary to the Primate,
North American Catholic
Church, Brooklyn
Editor:
In your April 30 edition, a
copy of which we have just
received, was an article on
our Church. The story con-
tained several errors, which
for the sake of ecumenical fel-
lowship, we would like to cor-
iect. We believe it was not
your intent to mislead your
readers but you wrote from
a lack of information, which
we admit is difficult to obtain.
The North American Cath-
olic Church (Old Roman Rite)
traces its origins to the Church
of Utrecht,whence it received
its apostolic succession from
the hands of Archbishop Arn-
old Harris Matthew of Great
Britain. For a history of the
Church of Utrecht, I recom-
mend the reader to the En-
cyclopedia Britannira under
the topic: "Old Catholic."
At this point, I would like
to clearly state that our
Church is not, “Old Catholic"
in any sense of the word. The
Old Catholics refuse to accept
many defined dogmas of the
Church and have entered into
relationship with Protestant
groups. While we look with
great favor to the ecumeni-
cal movement, we will not
sacrifice our Catholic faith to
increase our numbers.
The Old Catholics stem from
the First Vatican Council of
1870 and their refusal to ac-
cept infallibility. We are a
part of the One Holy Catholic
and Apostolic Church and are
the result of no heresy or
schism. We teach no new doc-
trine or novelty and accept
only those defined and promul-
gated by Holy Mother Church
without one exception. We are
not schismatics as we have
never made common cause
with those who broke the bond
of unity and we recognize the
Primacy of the Pope over the
Universal Church.
St. Augustine wrote: "Div-
ine Providence often permits
good men to be cast out of
the Catholic community by
dissensions caused by carnal-
ly minded persons. Let them
bear this injustice with the
greatest patience in order not
to disturb the peace of the
Church
... It is the mission
■nf Mwh men either to return
when the storm is allayed, or
if that is forbidden them . . .
to defend to the death and to
prove by their testimony the
Faith which they are sura
that the Catholic Church con-
fesses."
We maintain that we are
part and parcel of the One
Holy Catholic Apostolic and
Roman Church. We are not in
communion with the Angli-
cans or any other Protestants.
The Missal that we use for
Mass is an authorized transla-
tion of the Mass ordered by
Pius V. Our Mass is said in
the vernacular.
The present head of the
Church in the US. is Arch-
bishop Hubert Augustus Rog-
ers of Brooklyn. We look for-
ward to the day when there
will be visible unity between
our branch of the Church and
the Holy See, which was ter-
minated, through no fault of
ours, during the 18th century.
Until that day comes, and
pray God it comes soon, w*
will remain teaching sound
Catholic doctrine as obedient
children of the Pope.
Editor's Note: Archbishop
Matthew consecrated an Arch-
bishop lor Utrecht, Holland,
on Oct. 17, 1739, at a time
when the See was vacant, al-
though no Papal Bull author-
izing the consecration had
been issued. The Holy See re-
fused to recognize the Utrecht
Archbishop and subsequently
made hs own appointment.
Asks for Feasts
On All Holidays
Mary Stengele,
Jersey City.
Editor:
I agree heartily with Rev.
Neii O'Connell’s suggestion
that Thanksgiving Day be
made a liturgical celebration
as well as a civic celebration.
The same thought came to
James Cardinal Gibbons of
Baltimore. When in 1888 Presi-
dent Grover Cleveland Issued
his Thanksgiving Day Procla-
mation, the Cardinal issued a
supplementary statement urg-
ing Catholics to attend church
on that day and instructing
priests to say special prayers
for divine guidance for public
officials.
How fitting It would be to
give thanks this November and
at the same time pray for the
success of our anti-poverty
campaign. Without being made
holy days, our other legal
holidays could be similarly
sanctified by Mass.
On July 4 we would thank
God for our freedom, ask for
the grace to keep M, not Is*.
■•ttkHf those deprived of free-
dom in iron-curtain countries.
On May 30 we would pray for
our soldier dead and those of
all nations. On Labor Day we
would ask for a knowledge of
and practice of the labor en-
cyclicals.
In this way our life as citiz-
ens would receive the needed
spiritual benefit.
‘Civil Rights’:
A Euphemism?
J.A. Parfitt.
Dover
Editor:
Announce a grand and noble
objective. Rally all possible
support. Anathematize any one
who counsels prudence or cau-
tion. Then work toward the
objective using every illicit,
troublesome, treasonous, ruth-
less, heartless and un-Chns-
tian device in the book. Con-
tinue to exhort and demand
absolute support and you have
a typical modern social-po-
litical project on its way.
Thus it has been and thus it
is with the euphemistically en-
titled civil rights movement.
The movement, as I see it, is
shot through with cheap po-
litics, opportunism, publicity
seeking, bad conscience, viol-
ence, anarchy, intellectual
dishonesty, disregard for in-
stitutions of proven value,
demagogery, subversion and
pap!
1 have observed your paper
editorialize and crusade, im-
pugn and deride. In the last
issue, your lead editorial blunt-
ly accuses “millions of Ameri-
cans” of racism. I have yet to
see any constructive criticism,
objectivity or balance in the
many hundreds of civil rights
related articles. Is this asking
too much?
Seeks Support
For Prayer Bill
Frances R. Mullin,
Pompton Lakes.
Editor:
In regards to the ban on
prayer and Bible reading, peo-
ple in favor insist that it will
not undermine the faith of the
people. This may be so, since
teachers do not preach any
particular phase of religion—-
that’s what we go to church
or to t synagogue for.
Those objecting are doing so
because a precious right has
been taken away from them.
The atheists appeal to our
sense of reason and ask for
freedom and equality. Well,
where is the freedom and
equality for those who want
their children to offer a prayer
to their God in unison with
their neighbors?
This country was founded,
built and became a world pow-
er with her public declaration
of her dependence on and
thanksgiving to God. Our Lord
said, "When there arc two or
more gathered In prayer I
am among you."
What a wonderful foundation
for brotherhood —a sense of
right direction. If you haven’t,
won't you write your congress-
man in favor of Congressman
Becker’s Discharge Petition
No. 3.
Sends Thanks
For the Help
Anthony Antonaccio,
North Arlington.
Editor:
On June 28 our "Father Dick
Club," named for Rev. Rich-
ard J. Quinn, a Maryknoll mis-
sioncr, currently pastor of the
Komugc Mission, Tangariyika,
East Africa, held a theater
party to raise funds for a
memorial to John .F. Kennedy
at Father Quinn’s mission.
The management and staff
of the Clairidge Theater.
Montclair, where the event
took place are the most cor-
dial and cooperative people
I’ve ever encountered. We
raised a substantial sum of
money and I want to thank
everyone who made this a
memorable evening.
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Extra Clothes?
Call de Paul
Paul Thuring,
Jersey City.
Editor:
This is an appeal to residents
of Jersey City who may have
an oversupply of usable cloth-
ing, furniture and bedding.
The St. Vincent de Paul So-
ciety, whose director is Vin-
cent Seely, would welcome any
such items and assure its be-
ing put to practical advan-
tage among the poor of this
area.
You may either drop off
your usable materials at the
Society’s depot on State St. or
call for a pickup truck to stop
for the clothes.
Forty Hours
ISeivark
July If, 1944
Ninth Sunday Altar Pantacoat
St Mary'a, Legion PI., dorter
Blessed Sacrament, 591 Colonial Rd.,
Frarnklln Lakes
July 24, 1944
Tanth Sunday Attar Panfacost
Sacred Heart. 100 Park St., Haworth
Notre Dame. North Caldwell
Our Lady of Perpetual Help. 11 Loyola
PI.. Oakland
Paterson
July If, 1944
Ninth Sunday Attar Pantacost
St. James the Greater. Montagua
St. Joaeph'a Shrine. Stirling
July 16, If 44
Tanth Sunday Attar Pantacost
Our Ladv of the Lake. Lake Mohawk
St. John's. Stockholm
What, Not Who
St. Martin—
Man for Today
By JOSEPH A. BREIG
I am sitting here thinking
about the recently - enacted
civil rights laws and about a
Negro who not only had the
handicap of his race against
him, hut a bundle of other
handicaps too.
He was what we thoughtless-
ly call an illegitimate child
(maybe there are illegitimate
parents but there is no such
tiling as an illegitimate child).
He and his mother had been
deserted by his father, and
they were as desperately poor
a? you can be without starving
to death.
THIS NEGRO was what wo
call ignorant too. He w'as ig-
norant if ignorance consists in
not being able to read or write
and not knowing much of what
is going on in the world. But
on the other hand he knew
about loving God and loving
people.
I am talking about Martin de
Porrcs of Lima, Peru, who
lived back in the 15th century
and Is a canonized saint, rev-
ered for his holiness by the
whole Church.
I AM THINKING what this
means, and it means that
through the everlasting age3,
this destitute, ignorant, iilegiti-
mate black man is a prince
in the kingdom of heaven, a
favorite person with Christ,
somebody special in the pres-
ence of tlie eternal God.
Anybodv who would treat
him with contempt or scorn,
or ignore him. or refuse him
the respect and admiration
and love which he richly
earned, would have God to
deal with.
I AM THINKING of the good
he did, and of the good he goes
on doing in heaven by obtain-
ing graces for us. He fed tho
poor even though he was poor
himself.
His works of mercy grew un-
til he was known everywhere
in Lima, and was loved and
revered as a saint because tho
people saw that he was heroi-
cally holy, and that God work-
ed miracles through him.
When he died, the city was in
tears.
Now is when the world most
needs a patron of interracial
justice such as Martin de
Porres, whose father was
white and mother black, and
through whom God reminds us
vividly that it is not learning
or race or wealth or position
that count, but simply what
kind of person you are.
Should Council Canonize
‘His Holiness’, Pope John?
By REV. JOHN SHEERIN, C.S.P.
Will the council surprise the
world by canonizing Pope
John? This question was
raised by the magazine Infor-
mat.ons Catholiques Interna-
tionales June 15, (and a writer
suggested this in last week's
letters column of The Advo-
cate.) The Bishops assembled
in council at the third session
could bypass the ordinary pro-
cedures of the Congregation of
Rites. In line with ancient tra-
d.tion and ,at the Pope’s de-
mand, the council Fathers
could enthusiastically acclaim
good Pope John a saint.
At Rome thousands of peti-
tions are being received for
his canonization: 50,000 signa-
tures have been obtained in
the Bergamo Diocese alone.
WE TEND to think of Pope
John in terms of his achieve-
ments. Karl Rahner summed
up his accomplishments in the
terse phrase, “The transitional
Pope, John XXIII, has
brought about the transition of
the Church into the future." In
a painfully brief pontificate, he
revolutionized the Church's at-
titude toward other Christians
and launched a massive re-
*orn? t *1e organization and
discipline of the whole Church.
BIT WE HAVE to remem-
ber that saints are canonized
not for what they did but fur
what they were.
What, then, was Pope John?
He was lovable but then there
are some scoundrels who are
lovable. He was wise with a
startlingly prophetic sense of
what the Church will need in
the immediate future. Yet
■ome say he was no great
shakes as a diplomat. His
peasant bonhomie and offhand
humor were not always appre-
ciated.
He was no intellectual. Fa-
Rouquette, Jesuit editor
of Etudes, tells how the future
Pope as nuncio in Paris said
to him one day, "This Ted-
”ar() • • • couldn't he be con-
tent with teaching the cate-
chism and the social doctrines
of the Church instead of rais-
ing all these problems?”
AT HIS CORONATION
Mass, Pope John denied he
was a skilled diplomat or
statesman or scholar but ho
could not deny what his per-
sonal life and private letters
reveal his holiness. His
motto was "Obedience and
Peace” and If obedience to
the will of God is the founda-
tion of holiness, he was a man
of great sanctity. Ho was no
contemplative or ascetic but
the Protestant observers found
no great difficulty in referring
to him as "His Holiness."
Obedience to the will of God
runs like a golden thread
through his letters. Asa Bish-
op, ho wrote to priests urg-
ing them to do God's will and
forget their own preferences.
ONE LETTER I found parti-
cularly revealing was to a
priest-friend from Sofia in
1932: "In this great institution
in which we have been set to
work, the Catholic Church, one
occupation is as good as an-
other, provided that its tasks
are performed under the eyes
of the Master Who knows all
and takes account of all."
Then he goes on to say that
he would rather hoar confes-
sions, preach and do priestly
work but no his job is at
the typewriter and in tedious
conversations, "always in con-
tact with the self-professed
great of the world but ap-
palled by their pettiness when
it comes to things of the spir-
it.”
Informations Cfttholiquos
•ays that the idea of a coun-
cil canonization of Pope John
is not the brain-child of some
sensational journalist. It is be-
ing discussed even by mem-
bers of the Congregation of
Rites. Why should anyone hes-
itate to proclaim that "there
was a man sent from God
whose name was John"?
Cod Love You
Value Depends
On the Motive
By BISHOP FULTON J. SHEEN
Americans are among the
richest people on the face of
the earth; they give hundreds
of millions of dollars a year
to various appeals. It is not,
however, the man who gives
the most who will receive the
greatest reward. It depends
upon the motivation.
Our works have merit be-
cause they are united with and
done in Christ. Why was it
that God told Moses that il he
build Him an altar, "to use
any tool ... is to profane it?"
The reason is because no crea-
ture is to "have any ground
for boasting in the Presence of
God;" to indicate that "He
saved us; and it was not
thanks to anything we had
done for our own justifica-
tion."
SINFULNESS cannot ap-
proach God with anything
which Ms own labors have pro-
duced. That is why the Lord
did not respect the offering
Cain brought to Him.
When it comes to making
your will, you will do more
good (or your soul it you leave
a little money to the Vicar of
Christ to spread Redemption
through the world, than if you
leave a million dollars for a
law building with your name
inscribed in stone. This you
will do by writing in your will;
"I give, devise and bequeath
to the National Office of the
Society for the Propagation of
the Faith, the cum of $....
This amount is to become part
of the general fund, and will
be distributed through tho
Holy Father and his Congre-
gation of the Propagation of
the Faith.”
GOD LOVE YOU to a teen-
ager for $5: "I have just about
everything I could ask for, so
please accept this gift. ... to
B.W. for $7.10: "Nickel* for
picking up splits and doubles
for bowling season." ... to
M.R.C. for $12.50: "For some
time I have felt that I wanted
to make g worthy contribution
but as a working widow my
income is quite limited.”
Cut out this column, pin
your sacrifice to it and ad-
dress it to Bishop Fulton J.
Sheen. National Director, So-
ciety for the Propagation of
the Faith, 386 Fifth Avenue,
New York, or Bishop Martin
W. Stanton, 31 Mulberry St.,
Newark, or Msgr. William F.
Louis, 24 deGrasse St. Pater-
son.
Urge Approval
Of Constitution
LEOPOLDVILLE (NC) -
The Catholic Bishops of the
Congo have urged their peo-
ple to vote In lavor of the
proposed Congolese eonstltu-
tion in the forthcoming refer-
endum.
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CUP THIS COUPON
100
FREE EXTRA
MERCHANTS
GREEN
STAMPS
{ORCEM STAMPS'
FREE EXTRA
MERCHANTS GREEN STAMPS
WITH THU COUPON ANEI H'PCMAit Of
_
$7.50 or More
1 rTtn Cigarettes, Fre»h M< lit.
Cream or Fair Trade |*#m».
A+/U* Only - On# Coupon Por Family
j IN AOOI7ION TO TMI IT* - -itm YOU* rutC^ASr
VOID AFTER JULY II
FOOD Shop
PSG BRAND and U. S. CHOICE
BEEF ROAST
■ONfU” ROUND ROAST
CROSS RIB TOP OR BOTTOM
LUSCIOUS CALIFORNIA
HtakRINK
19'
GOOD LUCK
MARGARINE
Mb.
pkgs.
PATRICK CUDAHY
CANNED
PICNICS
PORK SHOULDERS
1 LB. CAN
EHLERS INSTANT
COFFEE
For Location and Store Hours of
Food Fair Nearest You... Call
HU 6-2000 or MA 4-5705
W* reserve the right to limit quantities, pricei effective thru July 18
i Borgos & Borgos
Insurance
| of all kinds
I 193 KIARNY AVENUI
KEARNY, N. J.
QIOMH J. kOROOS
AUIRT H. lIAZI
WILLIAM J. OUCCUM
Hmm WYmk 14700
MICHAEL J. HARRIS
INC.
HIGH LEVEL
ROOFING EXPERTS
SHEET METAL
CONSTRUCTION
K>* CHURCHES, SCHOOL*
AND INSTITUTIONS
SPECIALISTS IN
* Residential Roofing
* Leaders A Gutters
9 Siding
EL 3-1700
445 NEW POINT ROAD
ELIZABETH, N.J.
ESTABLISH* D IPIS
l/fiCATI01
*7
1
Let Fidelity Help with
'Vacation Loan
'Travel Checks
'SaleDeposit
FIDELITY
Two Kinds of Crutches,
Two Kinds of Support
Victims of leprosy often de-
pend upon a pair of crutches
in order to get around. But
they depend upon anotiier
crutch for survival: the So-
ciety for tlie Propagation of
the Faith.
Many arrive each day at
one of the 400 leprosaria main-
tained by the society. For $3
a year lepers can be treated
with suiphone. which arrests
their disease and allows 75%
of them to be reintegrated into
society.
You cannot help <but be sad
at the plight of lepers, and
Christian sorrow can make
you forget your own troubles
and make you anxious to help
these sufferers. Do so by your
offerings to the society so they
can have medicines and treat-
ment for their ills.
Dispensaries Built ,
Hospitals Needed
Even where hospitals are al-
ready established they are
often so crowded and under-
staffed that adequate care
cannot be provided.
“Last year we were able
to build a small dispensary,”
writes a missionary Sister in
Africa, from her hospital for
clinical and maternity cases.
“However,” she continues,
"this is not sufficient to care
for the needs of a parish of
60,000 people and there is no
other hospital.
"Considering the poor con-
ditions and low standard of
living, we would like to build
a hospital to help these people
medically and spiritually. We
appeal to you to help us.”
In Nigeria, for example,
there is one hospital bed for
every 2,200 persons. Over-
crowded conditions exist in In-
dia, where there is one bed
for every 3,600. Doctors aver-
age one for every 57,000 in
one country; one for every 71,-
000 in another land. More than
600 million children receive no
medical care at all.
Your contribution to the So-
ciety for the Propagation of
the Fa;th will help maintain
one of its 10,000 hospitals and
dispensaries. Perhaps it will
help to convert a dispensary
into a hospital or provide an
extra doctor or nurse.
Walls Are Up,
Cash Is Down
Since 1937, Father Forgan,
0.M.1., of Vryburg, Cape Pro-
vince, has not been able to ot-
ter Mass for his native con-
gregation except in classrooms
in the Kimberley Diocese.
Thanks to help from the Pro-
paganda he was able to start
a Bantu church at Vryburg but
it never got further than that.
"The steel structure is up,
but walls must be put in,” he
writes. “The floor is but
stamped. We have already a
brick altar, a sacristy and
some seating accommoda-
tions. We were only about half
through when our work had
to be halted as we were
afraid of taking a loan from
the bank.
"Here at Vryburg, where 1
have worked for 10 years, we
have services in two class-
rooms with adults seated at
children’s desks and children
crowded all over the floor.
"We finally acquired a beau-
tiful church site, had it fenced
and water laid on, and erected
the steel structure. But, when
labor was paid, funds were ex-
hausted. That is why I am
writing today, hoping you may
find it possible to assist our
work here to completion."
Talbot House
Demolished
DUBLIN (NC) - Demolition
crews have leveled the house
marking the death of Matt
Talbot, the reformed alcoholic
whose beatification process is
now under way.
It was in front of the old
house on Granby Lane that
Talbot collapsed and died
while on his way to the near-
by St. Saviour's Dominican
church.
Virtually the last thing to
be removed was the little
shrine consisting of a plaque,
surmounted by a cross, inset
in the wall, and bearing the
inscription: “This is the place
Matt Talbot died, June 7, 1925,
R.1.P.” The plaque will be re-
stored when anew building
is erected on the site.
Apostolate Priority
DAR-ES-SALAAM, Tangany-
ika (NC) The Bishops of
Tanganyika have ordered that
the lay apostolate be given
priority in every diocese and
parish and urged the appoint-
ment of a full-time apostolate
director in every diocese.
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Most Rev. Martin W. Stanton, S.T.D.
Very Rev. Msgr. John F. Davis
31 Mulberry St., Newark 2, N.J, Phone 623-8308.
Hours: Daily, 9 a.in. to 5 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 12
Diocese of Paterson:
Rt. Rev. Msgr, William F. Louis
24 DeGrasse St„ Paterson 1, N.J. Phone ARmory 4-0400
Hours: Daily, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 12.
Donations to the Society lor the Propagation of the
Faith are income tax deductible.
Catholic Couple
Among the Pagans
Sister Amanda, C.Sp. S.,
writes of an "encounter with
paganism,” in Timor, follow-
ing the marriage of the daugh-
ter of a pagan chief to one of
the Sisters' former students.
"The girl was baptized shortly
before the great day,” write;
Sister, “and she received her
first Holy Communion at her
wedding.
"Following the ceremonies
the richly dressed young cou-
ple, came to our little bamboo
convent and invited us to the
wedding feast. We accepted
the invitation, knowing the vil-
lage to be almost entirely
pagan. As we entered the vil-
lage we saw the sacrificial
posts and altars before the
houses, while the skeleton of a
lamb still lay on one of the
larger altars.
“The chief stood aloof while
his daughter welcomed us
warmly. We were relieved to
learn the young couple had a
home of their own where they
may practice freely their own
religion. We had no opportuni-
ty to touch on any religious
topic, but we were grateful for
the first friendly, though cool,
reception.
"Before leaving I offered
some holy cards to the chief
and his family. Without hesi-
tation he reached out for a
picture of the Sacred Heart.
Was this a sign that his heart
was responding to the call of
the King of Hearts? We hoped
that it was and we hoped that
the new Catholic couple living
in their midst will influence
their countrymen.
"We realize that many a
prayer and sacrifice will still
be needed before the hearts
oi these Indonesians will open
to receive the Gospel of Jesus
Christ. We know, too, that our
work will prosper here bv
means of your prayers and
sacrifices back home, for all
of us missionaries out here.”
Bishop to Talk
In Hillside
Bishop Stanton will make
an appeal for the Society
for the Propagation of the
Faith July 19 at Christ the
King, Hillside, Rev, Daniel
A. Curtin, pastor.
The Bishop thanks Father
Curtin and the other pas-
tors of the archdiocese for
making these appeals pos-
sible.
Paterson Makes Appeal
2 Mission Priests
Need a Rectory
PATERSON
- One of the
first tasks facing two Pater-
son priests who will soon take
up missionary duties in Peru
will be to obtain a rectory in
the vicinity in which they will
be working, the diocesan of-
fice of the Society for the
Propagation of the Faith here
has revealed.
The priests are Rev.
George Dudak and Rev.
James Jannucci, who volun-
teered to establish a mission
supported by the diocese at
lea, a Peruvian seacoast town.
They are currently finishing
Spanish - language studies,
preparatory to taking up their
assignment shortly.
THE PROBLEM when they
arrive: the quarters available
to them arc a great distance
from their field of activity. Ac-
cording to the Society for the
Propagation of the Faith, ef-
forts were made to rent fa-
cilities closer to their work
but nothing was available.
So Father Dudak and Father
Jannucci are going to have to
build a rectory themselves
so they can be near
their people. Building should
start at once so the quarters
can be finished before the
rainy season* *•
Msgr. William F. Louis, dio-
cesan director of the Propa-
gation of the Faith, has
launched an appeal for $ll,OOO
for a modest building and is
asking Catholics of the area to
respond. Donations may be
sent to him at the Chancery
Office, 24 DeGrasse St., Pat
erson, N.J., 07505.
AFRICAN ORDAINS AMERICAN - A member of the White
Fathers of Africa, Rev. David L. Clement, W.F., of Water-
ford, N.Y., kneels in St. Anne's Church there to receive
Holy Communion from the African Bishop who had just
ordained him. The ordaining prelate, Bishop Peter Poreku
Dery, of Wa, Ghana, was the first African named a
Bishop by Pope John XXIII.
5 Nations Start
Bishops’ Assembly
YAOUNDE, Cameroon (RNS)
Formal inauguration of
the Regional Assembly of
Bishops of Equatorial Africa
was announced at a confer-
ence here attended by 25 Cath-
olic prelates from dioceses in
the five countries involved.
It's Br. John
,
Not Wenceslaus
MARYKNOLL, N Y. (NC)
Maryknoll has permitted its
Brothers to revert back to
their given n^mes.
The society's general coun-
cil set June 1 as a deadline
to allow any Brother now pro-
fessed to revert back to his
family and given name and
ruled any novice entering the
society would retain his own
name.
The proposal came about
because of complications aris-
ing from using two names for
identification and a shortage of
religious names. Maryknoll of-
ficials note that it will be
easier to pronounce Charles
and Francis than names like
Athanasius, Wenceslaus or
Chrysostomos.
Yugoslav Pilgrims
At Lourdes Shrine
LOURDES, France (RNS) —-
The first Yugoslav pilgrims to
the famous Matin shrine here
since 1939 were greeted on
their arrival by Bishop Pierre
M. Theas of Tarbcs and
Lourdes.
The pilgrims consisted of 53
Slovenian priests, all members
of the Society of SS Cyril and
Methodius.
First the Language,
Then the Mission
TOKYO (NC) Tlie first
stage of missionary life in
Japan is the Franciscan lan-
guage school here. There the
missionary spends the first two
years of his career in the Jap-
anese missions.
Japanese is not a simple lan-
guage. There are 1,850 basic
kanji characters used for read-
ing, all of which have to be
memorized. One character
may have several meanings,
so the 1,850 characters may
have a total of 3,000 or more
meanings.
THE FRANCISCAN school
here is used by all incoming
missionaries except the Jes-
uits, who have a school of their
own. The superior of the Fran-
ciscan house is Rev. Bede Fitz
Patrick, 0.F.M., of the New
York Province. Rev. Beatus
Theunissen, 0.F.M., of Bel-
gium, is director of the school;
and the director of studies is
Rev. Angelus Aschoff, 0.F.M.,
of Germany.
The teachers are all Japa-
nese—except for Japanese
writing, which is taught by
Father Theunissen, who says
with a smile: "I always tell
them stories. For every little
sign I write on the blackboard,
I tell them a big story.”
The school began in Peking
in 1937, was closed in 1948, and
formally reopened in Tokyo in
1951. About 100 students take
the course every year and the
school has had student mis-
sionaries from 24 orders and
congregations.
The school also aims to pro-
vide instruction on the cultural
and political history of Japan,
the history of the Church here
and discussion of contempo-
rary problems which affect the
missionary’s work.
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BIND UP THE WOUNDS
INSTILL HOPE
BRING PEACE
FOREIGN ft DOMESTIC
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Visit Beautiful GRAYMOOR
PILGRIMAGE SEASOk
Sundays now through October 25
******* lOi4i f 11:45, 12:45
•*. Anthony Dovotlono
GRAYMOOR It 3 mil*i north of Rookikill, N. Y. on Rl. ».
■USES LEAVE
l*«t Authority Rut Torminol 41,t i Ith Avanuo. N.Y.C. »ilj a m.
TICKETS at WINDOW 17; Sum loavo Graymoor at 4;00 p m.
Tol. lOngacr# 3-0373 or LOngocrt 4 *484
In Now Jartay call HUbbard 7-4100 (Mohawk)
Ear further Infarmatlen writoi
fr. Guardian, S. A., Oraymaar Frlart, Oarrlian, N. T. 10334
Tolophonoi OArrUan 4.J471, Cada Na. 414
Write For Free Visitors' Directory
DOLLY MOUNT
Ssh C o 1955
A nursing home in • beautiful setting.
Complete facilities with homelike atmos-
phere.
Devoted Personalized nursing service.
Licensed by State of New Jersey. Moderate
Rates.
20 Valley Road
Tel. LA 5-7677 Clifton, N. J.
ST. JOSEPH'S VILLA
BLAIRSDEN, PEAPACK. N. J.
Ouest House for Womon and
Retreat House
Artistic French Chateau of breath
akin* beauty In the Somerset ft 11la
Ultra modern facilities. Healthful
climate. Excellent meals. Open year
round to Convalescents. Vacationists
and Permanent Guests.
Retreats from September to June
except the Thanksftvln*. Christmas
and New Year's Weekends Days
and Evenlnfa of Recollection.
Directed by the Sisters of St. John
The Baptist. PEapack 1-0334 OIOS.
STONY LODGE HOSPITAL
OSSINING-ON-HUDSON, NEW YORK
A Private Psychiatric Hospital, completely
equipped for Diagnosis and Treatment
of Mental and Nervous Conditions.
Masses and Sacromenfi Available
Leo J. Palmer. M.D.
Charles A. Bright, M.D. Associate Directors
Luis G. Murillo, M.D.
Telephone 914 Wilson 1-7400
Brochure on Request
IRAN: MEET SISTER ?oiui art
IN IRAN, (ancient Persia), the city of ISFAHAN is famous for
ita mosques. Its baxaar. and the Persian carpets It produces. Its
atmosphere is exotic, old-world,
Moslem.—And, then, shockingly, you
meet Sister Pouilart . . . Wiry and
vivacious, with exhaustion in her
eyes, French born Sister Pouilart
Cj loves the sick. The reason. If yon
ask. is simple: "Our Lord loved
thrm." she says . . . She tells Ton
how you can help the sick. She
you lon* lines of ragged, half-
starved youngsters waiting In the
Tit Holy Ttibm't Million Atd !, *“ nuldoon ,or medicines. Innocu-
/v_ l
sometimes food . Von golit OrnUtJ Cbureb wtth hcr |„ to , n oW bu | ld|nr lhe
property of the Sisters of Charity, which she hopes to convert
Into a clinic for expectant mothers. “With very little money,"
she says, “we can save hundreds of lives Just by giving expect-
ant mothers the proper care. We can save the Infants, too.
Its the best way to show Moslems that Christians love them."
.. . Will you help Sister Pouilart? No gift ($l, *2. *5. $10) Is
too small—but Sr. Pouilart needs large gifts, too. A sanitary
bathroom, for Instance, will cost $250. The entire clinic, an
excellent memorial for a loved one, will cost $2,800 It’s
hard to refuse Sister Pouilart. She has exhaustion In her eyes
. . . Please do all you can.
St ffit
A LOT FOR A LITTLE
WHAT IN THE WORLD can you get for SIT In New York,
Chicago. San Francisco. SI won 1! huy much. In IRAN (only 18
hours from New York by air), however, sl-a-day support* a
priest or Sister If you can't go to the missions yourself, vou
can adopt a missionary for a day. a week ($7), a month ($3O).
You II share personally In the good he (or she) does. Write to
now.
MISSION “MUSTS”
□ NATIVE PRIESTS. The boy In INDIA, let’s say, whe
wants to be a priest, is an excellent Investment. slo#
a year ($6OO altogether) pays the coat of his education.
Would vou like to be his sponsor?
□ MASB STIPENDS. The offering you make when youask a missionary priest to celebrate Mass for your Inten-
tion la literally a Godsend. Send us your Maaa Inten-tions.
□ CHAPEI, ARTICLES. Mission chapels cant be used
**“ »«*• pr »P« r >J equipped. Why not give a Mass
Kit moo), an Altar ($75), Vestments ($5O), a Chalice
w m
.*„* S * D “ lury 8,11 '«’< ho»or of « friend?
Well tell you where It’s needed.
toT^d'lr8 ? CI J
E”^ NT HOFBAUER ONCE ASKED for help
*™
ln h ,U c * r *' * n “heist .pat In his face. "That
7“ J.J JT n:.n.
h' Mla * quietly. “Now give me something
ORPHANS BREAn
gIVM you m «mhershlp ln our
EAD club. $lO-.-month feed, and clothes an
Dear Monsignor Ryan:
Kacloaed pleaae find far.
City Zone State.
I fc.T2gartastOmissions i&i
FRANCIS CARDINAL SFIUMAN, President
■>•••* T. Ryes. Net'l $•.,
_ .
W •" «*w»aet«etleaa tei
WILFARE association
Av *' * *»• New Yarfc. N. Y. 10017
WEEK-END RETREATS
FOR THE LAITY
SPEND A WEEKEND WITH OOD
Fort MEN, WOMEN
HUSBAND and WIFE
Huaband & Wife Ratraat • July 24-24
Oblataa Ratraat (Third Ordar - Man
i» Woman) Au®. 7-?.
Conducted by the monks of
Saint Paul's Abbey
Please maka reservations early
Wiita (or information to
DIRECTOR OP RETREATS
Quaan of Paaca Ratraat Housa
St. Paul's Abbey, Nawton, N.J.
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ALBERT H. HOPPER, Inc.
MONUMENTS • MAUSOLEUMS
BUY DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER
SAVE UP TO 30%
sR<iuni why Albert H. Hopper It tht largestmanufacturer of Memorials In New Jersey
* We pass on to eur customers a
saving of up to JOS by selling
*
direct to the purchaser.
* All work Is done by local stone-
cutters A carvers here at our
plant, assuring you of Immediate
delivery..
* You can Inspect the memorial
here as work progresses,
i We have at our plant e largo
stock of raw material, enabling
us to complete your choice on
short notice.
» From the raw granite to the set*
ting of the completed monument/
we personally handle.
329-341 RIDGE ROAD, NORTH ARLINGTON
WY 1-2266Opposite Holy Cross Cemetery
In Time of Need
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
11 hose careful and understanding service is in accord with
the traditions of Holy Mother Church
BERGEN COUNTY
JOHN J. FEENEY & SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIDGEWOOD, N. J.
Gilbert 4-7650
GORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
335 UNION STREET
HACKENSACK, N.J.
HUbbard 7-1010
HUNT FUNERAL HOME
1601 PALISADE AVE.
FORT LEE, N. J.
JAMES A. HUNT
Director
Windsor 4-1202
THOMAS J. DIFFILY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD, N.J.
WEbster 9-0098
HENNESSEY
FUNERAL HOME
232 KIPP AVENUE
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS, N.J.
ATlas 8-1362
EDWARD F. KUGLER
Community Home
For Funerals
311 FIFTH ST.
SADDLE BROOK, N.J.
Business Phone 773-6500
Residence Phone 777-0869
TRINKA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOD - BOGOTA
LITTLE FERRY
FRANK McGEE
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-2222
GORNY & GORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE, N. J.
ORange^-2414
L. V. MULLIN & SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3-0660
PETER J. QUINN
Funeral Director
320 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 8-1260
GORNY & GORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVE.
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 3-8400
FLOOD FUNERAL HOME
Andrew W. Flood, Mgr.
11 2 So. Munn Ave.
East Orange, N. J.
ORange 4-4445
MArket 2-2530
HUELSENBECK
MEMORIAL HOME
1108 So. Orange Ave.
Newark 6, N. J.
Karl W. Huelsenbeck
Director
ESsex 2-1600 '
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR, N. J.
Pilgrim 4-0005
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, INC.
539 BERGEN AVE.
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
JOHN J. CARTY,
Manager
HEnderson 4-0411
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, INC.
220 HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY. N.J.
WILLIAM SCHLEMM,
MANAGER
UNion 7-1000
McLaughlin downtown
FUNERAL HOME
591 Jersey Ave.
Jersey City, N. J.
J. A. McLaughlin, Jr.
Manager
653-2266
McLaughlin journals sq.
FUNERAL HOME
625 Pavona Ave.
Jersey City, N.J.
J. A. McLaughlin
Manager
659-5466
MORRIS COUNTY
SCANLAN
FUNERAL HOMES
781 Newark Pompton Tpk.
Pompton Plains, N.J.
TE 5-4156
SH 2-6433
PASSAIC COUNTY
HUbbard 7-3050
ESSEX COUNTY
GEORGE AHR & SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON, N. J.
ESsex 3-1020
REZEM FUNERAL HOME
579 Grove Street
Irvington, N. J.
ESsex 2-8700
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
661 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY, N. J.
NOrth 7-3131
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 4-7554
JOHN J. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323-329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE, N.J.
ORange 3-6348
KIERNAN FUNERAL HOME
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE, N.J.
Plymouth 9-3503
HUDSON COUNTY
EARL F. BOSWORTH
311 Willow Avenue
Hoboken, N.J.
OLdfield 9-1455
Oldfield 9-1456
BUNNELL FUNERAL HOME
41 Highland Ave.
Jersey City, N.J.
Charles A. Stevens,
Manager
DElaware 3-6446
LAWRENCE G. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
298 Academy St.
(at Bergen Square)
Jersey City, N.J.
SW 8-81 U
RIEMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914 New York Avenue
Union City, N.J.
UNion 7-6767
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
20th St. & HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 3-1100 ,
HOWARD J. BRENNAN
6414 BERGENLINE AVE.
WEST NEW YORK, N. J.
UNion 7-0373
HENNESSEY FUNERAL HOME
171 Washington Place
Passaic, N.J.
PReseolt 7-0141
SCANLAN
FUNERAL HOME
E 28th St. & 12th Ave.
(1 Block North of B'way)
Paterson
SH 2-6433
GORNY & GORNY
MORTUARY
519 Marshall Street
Paterson, N.J.
MUlberry 4-5400
GORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
154 Washington Place
Passaic, NJ.
PRescott 9-3183
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOMI
27-28 Harding Avenue
, Clifton, N.J.
PRescott 7-3002
UNION COUNTY
GORNY & GORNY
MORTUARY
330 Elizabeth Avenue
Elizabeth, N.J.
ELizabeth 2-1415
For listings In this section callThe Advocate, MArket 4-0700
Fr. Landers Finds
A Way to Help
In Honduras...
By ANNE BUCKLEY
NEWARK The elderly In-
dian woman was scolding the
tall gringo priest in a village
in the Republic of Honduras.
"We are ignorant, Father,”
she said, "and you must help
us!”
The matriarch's candid ad-
mission has haunted Rev. John
J. Landers ever since. He
brought her some educational
materials on his next visit.
But now he stands a chance
to help her and her people
considerably more.
FATHER LANDERS, one of
three priests of the Newark
Archdiocese assigned to Hon-
duras, has just been appointed
assistant director of Radio
Schools of Honduras one of
the most influential jobs in
that country. Here last week
to secure Archbishop Boland’s
permission to accept the post
from Archbishop Hector San-
tos of Tegucigalpa, Honduras,
Father Landers described his
new work and its significance
to the impoverished and un-
lettered Hondurans.
In mountain villages nearly
inaccessible by the country's
poor roads some 200,000 peo-
ple are learning to write, to
grow vegetables, to wash their
hands before eating, to im-
prove their wretched homes
through Radio Schools of Hon-
duras.
"When an Indian man of
about 60 learns to write his
name for the first time, he
usually cries," said Father
Landers, who has been getting
around to radio schools during
the past two months. “You
watch him laboriously form
the letters at the blackboard
and you are a nervous wreck
with him, and then you watch
him cry.
"It is the first time anyone
has ever helped him develop
something inside himself.
"This is why this program
can help the Honduran peo-
ple. It is not a program of
handouts which destroys the
dignity and pride of a people.
It is a program of helping
individual Hondurans help
themselves go higher."
Father Landers has a pow-
erful explanation of why the
Church ought to be interested
in such a program: "When you
help people on this level, the
joy they have will make them
wanted to be reunited with
Christ."
THE SCHOOLS, modeled on
those begun it} Colombia in
1*57, were launched by Arch-
bishop Santos three years ago.
He invited four of the coun-
try's most influential men to
incorporate the venture—the
Minister of Foreign Relations,
an economist who is vice-
president of the largest bank,
one of the wealthiest men in
the country, and an important
professional social worker.
Asa fulltime director they
needed a priest, because, as
Father landers explains, "Hon-
durans will listen only to a
priest." This Is the post in
which Father Landers suc-
ceeds a Canadian priest who
* is now ill.
Radio Schools of Honduras
broadcast six days a week,
. nine months a year, buying
time from the Catholic radio
' station in Tegucigalpa. They
beam across the barren land
to groups of peasants clus-
tered around the radio sets
they have purchased for $17.80.
A radio school in a village
involves a total investment of
$25 shared among 20 people
and payable over a period of
,
a year. It includes also the
pencils and paper and work-
books they use at the direction
of the announcer, and the
blackboard used by the moni-
tor—one of the villagers, who
is trained by a coordinator,
who is trained by a regional
director, who is trained by the
priest-director.
"There are four regional di-
rectors now,” Father Landers
said. "Inside a year I hope
to have 10. Each regional di-
rector is responsible for 12
area coordinators, who in turn
are each responsible for 75
monitors. We have 15 Peace
Corps people working as as-
sistant coordinators, observing
the personnel and the smooth-
ness of the operation and ad-
vising me. I expect 15 more
Peace Corpsmen in the fall.”
The U.S. Government has
helped in other ways too. “Just
last month we got $lO,OOO
worth of stationery from the
Agency for International De-
velopment," Father Landers
noted. Help has come from
other sources too, including
$41,000 from the German
Bishops.
IN FORMAT the Radio
Schools confine their curricu-
lum to the broad areas of basic
education and basic commu-
nity development. Father
Landers said. However, Chris-
tian social principles are often
inextricably involved in the
subject matter. And three
days a week as the announcer
says, “That concludes Radio
Schools of Honduras for to-
day,” he adds that the Chris-
tian Doctrine course will fol-
low. Everyone stays tuned for
the basic catechism lesson.
The radio school technique
tends to multiply its effective-
ness. "In one village of about
700 people a man has'con-
structed a concrete latrine and
has installed a cement floor in
his house," Father Landers ex-
plained. "He has also terraced
his land and planted vegeta-
bles—which he has never seen
before. He did it all according
to the exact instructions he
heard on the Radio School. The
announcer describes the plant
that will grow from the seed,
tells how tall it must be before
it can be picked, explains how
to cook it ...
“Now the people of the vil-
lage see what the man has
done. lie shows them that his
children no longer have as
many cockroach bites as they
once had, since he made the
concrete floor. They will see
him getting food from his gar-
den. Then others will want to
do as he has done.*
“Hondurans will build at the
rate they want to grow."
MEANWHILE, Father Lan-
ders will be on the road three
or four days a week visiting
radio schools and their people.
Soon these visits will be made
by air.
The young priest, a licensed
pilot who has had flying as a
hobby for nine years, has been
assured of the gift of a small
plane which he will pick up in
the U.S. next October and fly
down to the Central American
country of his mission.
"Now my hobby will be of
direct valuable service to the
mission," he says with enthu-
siasm. “One trip that used to
take me 12 hours will be made
in an hour and 15 minutes fly-
ing. Another that takes eight
hours by jeep will take 20 min-
utes by air."
I ather Landers’ approach
to the poor people of Honduras
is one of laughing heartily
at their sly little jokes
about gringos, arranging little
ways that they can help him
t t B tell them I’m thirsty
and ask if they have an orange
they can spare") to avoid the
beneficent big brother image,
and asking them how they
raise bees and get honey to
build up their sense of their
own importance and dignity.
PASSIONATELY involved,
he is eminently qualified to
preach the gospel of involve-
ment. which he does to every-
one he meets home in New
Jersey. “It shouldn’t be just
sending a check and lighting
a candle for some anonymous
missioner in some unnamed
land." he says. "Catholics
ought to be worrying with the
mission priests, actively in-
volved with the poor in Latin
America. Like the sort of thing
St. Peter’s parish in River
Edge did—they adopted a par-
ish in Latin America.
“Or if a Catholic Family Ac-
tion group would send a couple
down to Honduras to return
involved and committed to the
cause and animate the whole
CFA group.
What wonderful results
there could be if eggryone
here were involved There are
15 million people in the New-
ark Archdiocese; there are
only two million people in all
of Honduras."
AT THE MOMENT, New-
ark s two-year-old mission in
Tegucigalpa and its far-flung
environs is beginning to show
significant results. The whole
city. Father Landers reports,
is buzzing with the news of
Rev. Vincent J. Prestera’s
house-building project for 20
destitute families. Each fam-
ily is being helped to build a
four-room house with a tile
floor, with assistance that in-
cludes a group of volunteer
Scion Hall Cmvrrsity students
Ibis summer. Father ITestera
has made arrangements so
that after paying $3 a month
for 12 years each family will
have full title to their house
and the land upon which it
stands.
“it's just a drop in the
bucket of what is needed,"
said Father Landers, “but it's
the first time the people there
have seen a priest doing some-
thing to help people make a
new start. The Communists
have noticed it too—they have
attacked Father Prestera in
their paper."
The third Newark priest in
Honduras, Rev. John P. Egan,
has as his special social proj-
ect weekly meetings of civic
improvement groups which are
well-attended and show prom-
ise. "The people have been
sloppy and dirty because there
was no hope," said Father
Landers.
"Now, all of a sudden, there
is hope."
FATHER LANDERS
Bobby Pins and Rock ‘n’ Roll
And a Sister at the Wheel
CHICAGO (NC) The house on Chicago’s
northwest side is like any other home with
teenage girls. Rock 'n' roll records are stacked
on a table. A corsage wilts in the refrigerator.
Bobby pins, jars of cream and magazines are
strewn across a dresser top.
But this is not an ordinary home. For eight
girls, aged 13 to 18, who live here with two
Dominican nuns, the home provides an unusual
experience in family living. '
The girls go to school, hold jobs and have
parties under the guidance of the Sisters. All
the girls were referred there by the Catholic
Home Bureau, because for one reason or an-
other they cannot stay with their parents.
"WE WANT cooperation from a girl," ex-
plained Sister M. Elizabeth. “She must want to
come here, though we realize that every girl
objects to being taken from home. Before she
comas, we try to give her a clear idea of what
it means to live here."
It means cooperation, for one thing; the
girls share the chores. It means responsibility,
for they are given a clothing allowance and can
decide on their own clothes and hair styles.
This summer two girls are working fulltime
and four others are going to summer school.
During the evenings they may stay at home
and have a party for teenage boys and girls,
or they may go swimming, or bowling, or to a
parish social.
Friday is the girls' night out. Curfew is
U:3o p.m.
Sundays are family visiting days. "We
eocourage contact with the families," Sister
continued. "We Sisters visit the families and
invite them here for special occasions like
graduations which should be family affairs."
TIIIS HOME was founded in 1962, supported
by Chicago s Catholic Charities and by private
donations. The same community of Dutch Do-
minicans has two similar "group homes" in
Miami.
The girls live here an average of two to four
years, during periods when their families can-
not provide for them. They are not delinquents.
Although there is a schedule, life at the
home is not regimented. “We listen to their
suggestions, have family meetings and talk
things over casually at dinner," Sister Elizabeth
said.
"Total self-government is not for teens. If we
left everything to the girls they would probably
want maximum freedom and might be disap-
pointed in themselves. Sometimes what they
really want is just someone to tell them 'this
is it.' "
THE NUNS and the girls do things together
the way a family would. They have backyard
barbecues and picnics. They go on weekend
trips and stay in motels. They tour Chicago In
their station wagon, with a Sister at the wheel
and the girls urging her to "floor it."
Despite the casual relationship between the
girls and the nuns, the Sisters aren't looked upon
as "other mothers," Sister Elizabeth said. "They
respect us as Sisters who are Interested In them,
care for them and are willing to help. It's
probably more like a big sister relationship. We
don’t force the girls to come close to us. Some
profit more from neutral relationship."
‘Papists’Not Welcome ,
Church in Silence—in Olde N.J.
By ED GRANT
To be a Catholic in Colonial New Jersey was
to go for months without seeing a priest, to suf-
fer from political disabilities and to be under
occasional threat of being expelled from the
colony.
This is precisely what happened to William
Douglass, a member of the first general
assembly of the province in 1668 from the Dutch
settlement at Bergen (Jersey City). He was
first excluded from the assembly because of his
religion and, tw-o years later, sent to New York,
where he was banished from the territories of
the Duke of York.
There is deep irony in this early persecu-
tion of Catholics in a colony which came close
to being founded by a Catholic lord, Sir Ed-
mund Plowden, who received charter from King
Charles I in 1632 for land embracing all of
present New Jersey and parts of Pennsylvania,
Delaware and Maryland.
The Cromwell revolution in England termin-
ated Plowdcn’s venture, which bore little fruit in
10 years. After the Restoration, Charles II gave
to his brother, the Duke of York (James II),
the provinces of New York and New Jersey,
and shortly after this the Dutch colony of New
Amsterdam was subjugated.
As can be seen by Douglass' nomination to
the first assembly, Catholics enjoyed full citiz-
enship under the Dutch Protestants, but it was
not long before this atmosphere changed. The
accession of William and Mary to the throne of
England resulted in official proscriptions not
remedied until the New Jersey Constitution of
1844 was adopted.
BUT THESE LEGAL obstructions did not
prevent r,idiotic; from settling in the land he-
tween the Delaware and the Hudson, whieh ;s
marking its 300th anniversary this year. They
first came in numbers during the period when
the Catholic, Thomas Dongan, was governor of
both New Y'ork and New Jersey in the 1680s.
The early settlements were in the Woodbridge
and Elizabethtown area. Priests from New York
City visited these people to say Mass during the
brief period of good feeling that preceded Don-
gan's removal from office in 1691 and the first
proscriptive laws written in 1700.
The national stock of the early Catholic set-
tlers mirrored the variety found in all of the
state’s many religious bodies. There were Eng-
lish recusants, Irish, Dutch, and French. Many
families lost the Catholic Faith through mixed
marriages and thus we find the Polish name
“Zabriskie" alongside the Van Nostrands and
the Van Voorhis in the old Dutch Protestant
graveyards which dot Bergen and Hudson
Counties.
Ministry to the scattered settlements which
grew in Greenwood Lake, Mt. Hope, Macopin,
Basking Ridge, Trenton and Salem now fell to
the priests working out of Philadelphia, where
the Quaker seUlement of William Penn afforded
a haven from the intolerance of the other colo-
nies (excepting, of course, too-remote Mary-
land).
THE NAME WHICH stands out among these
circuit-riding priests is that of Rev. Ferdinand
Farmer, S.J. A native of Swabia, Germany Fa-
ther Farmer had joined the Society of Jesus in
1743 and was chosen for the Chinese missions
But he was sent instead to serve the German
Catholic miners who had come in some num-bers to work the newly-discovered pits in New
Jersey, as well as others who had settled around
Philadelphia.
For almost 30 years, Father Farmer and
his associate priests rode the primitive Indian
trails of our state to bring Mass and the Sacra-
ments to the widely-scattered settlements. The
visits might come no more often than twice a
year.
After Father Farmer’s death in 1786, no
priest visited Macopin for 30 years. Yet the Faith
remained strong through such measures as this,
described in Msgr. Joseph Flynn’s “The Cath-
olic Church in New Jersey":
"Old Mrs. Seehulster was a remarkable
woman —a regular missionary; every Sunday
she would gather the Catholics in Dominick Mer-
rion’s house, say the rosary, distribute holy wa-ter and teach the children catechism."
PRIESTS WHO did visit these settlements
had to be ready to pass a cross-examination to
be sure they were not imposters, as this extract
from the same narrative shows:
“Later that afternodh, a stranger drove upto the shop on horseback, and thus addressed Mr.
Littell: ’Did you expect a visitor, sir?’ ’I did sir.’
‘How did you expect him?’ ’By the mail (post-
coach).’ ’Might I ask whom you expected?’
‘Well,’ said Mr. Littell, somewhat nettled by
this cross-examination, ‘I expect a Catholic
priest.’ ’Well, suppose you take me for a priest.’
Surveying the beardless youth from top to bot-
tom, Mr. Littell tartly replied: ’Go back to your
wooden college, sir, before you come to palm
yourself off to me as a Catholic priest’."
The young man did, however, turn out to
be the priest Mr. Littell was expecting —a Fa-
ther Bulger, who preached his sermon at the
Sussex Circuit Courthouse in Macopin, to a con-
gregation that included the judge and the law-
yers of the court.
The same priest, on another occasion, re-
ceived a ride from a farmer and his wife on a
wintry day while traveling from Hohokus to Pat-
erson, where he founded St. John’s parish in
1820. Another cross-examination followed, but
with less happy result, for when Father Bulger
admitted he was a priest, the Protestant wife
was outraged and ordered her husband to "put
the Papist out."
WHEN JOHN CARROLL was named Bishop
of Baltimore in 1789, New Jersey Catholics fell
under the supervision of this first member of
the American hierarchy. About 20 years later,
the Secs of New York and Philadelphia were
formed and the state was split between them
along the lines of the old division of the colony
into East and West Jersey.
The service of Catholics, both native and
foreign, in the cause of the Revolution and the
assistance which Catholic France gave to that
battle for liberty, ended, in fact, the period of
civil disability they had suffered under English
rule, even though, in law, the proscriptions re-
mained for many decades in some states.
Archbishop Carroll, however, had full free-
dom, as did the later Bishops, to provide as
much care for his flock as the limited number
of priests in the country would allow.
NEW JERSEY continued to be mission ter-
ritory until 1799 when the state's first formally
constituted parish, St. John’s (now Sacred
Heart), was created in Trenton. Newark wasnot to receive its first pastor until 1827 when
!leV >- G.[e rory Pardow was appointed to servethe Catholics of Newark In what then became
St. John s parish on Mulberry St.
It was to be another 26 years before James
Roosevelt Bayley was named first Bishop of
Newark. In that quarter of a century, parishes
sprang up in Madison, Pleasant Mills in Atlantic
County, Macopin, Jersey City, New Brunswick
Belleville, Bordentown, Lambertville, Perth
Amboy and Princeton, as the tide swcil of im-
migration from Ireland and Germany hit these
shores.
'What, you —a priest?'
'Out, out - Papistl'
Sunday with old Mrs. Seehulster
A Chance for Involvement
In Lay Missionary Work...
NEWARK The Newark Liaison which will send
19 lay people into mission areas overseas and in the U.S.
after an Aug. 3 departure ceremony has set up a pro-
gram to obtain assistance for its volunteers and give the
folks back home a share in their apostolate.
The Liaison, headed by Rev. George Mader, has invited
individuals and groups to assist a volunteer with: a one-
year subscription to The Advocate, a onb-year supply of
spiritual reading, book kits, help toward travel expenses,
room, board and training. The opportunity is also offered
of assuming full sponsorship for a volunteer, for a year or
a shorter period.
The Liaison has its office at 31 Clinton St., Room 417.
Father Mader is at St. Catherine of Siena, Cedar Grove.
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‘Pill’ Study Needs
Facts, Doctor Says
PASS CHRISTIAN, Miss.
(NC) —A public health official
and critic of the anti-ovulation
pill has said here that priests
and doctors should rely on
facts, not "poetry,” in discuss-
ing the pill’s effects.
Dr. Herbert Ratner, director
of the Oak Park, 111., Depart-
ment of Public Health, said
that "in talking about the ac-
tion of oral contraceptive pills,
priests as well as physicians
should beware of substituting
poetry for accurate scientific
analysis.”
lIE SPOKE to the 12th an-
nual canon law institute spon-
sored by the Conference of
Chancery and Tribunal Offi-
cials of the New Orleans ec-
clesiastical province.
"Moral theologians in par-
ticular should give pause to
medical advisers who state
that the pill, rather than
Inducing temporary sterility,
merely results in ovarian ‘re-
pose,’ ” Dr. Ratner said. "This
is like reassuring a Blind man
by saying that his eyes are
only asleep."
IN THIS area, he noted, the
conclusions of moral theology
are "only as strong as the con-
clusions fed to it by modern
medicine. That is why It is im-
perative for moral theologians
to get their medical facts
straight.”
The argument for "repose”
was made recently by Dr.
Nino Pasctto, a Roman gyne-
cologist who has worked with
the Vatican Council commis-
•ion studying the pill.
Dr. Ratner, who is also
consultant to the NCWC Fam-
ily Life Bureau, noted the
language of drug firm litera-
ture on the pills.
"(Catholics) will find the fol-
lowing unequivocal language:
The pill is ‘extremely effec-
tive in inhibiting ovulation';
'induces temporary sterility';
and is ‘recommended for con-
traception.’
"THEY WILL also learn that
the pill does not regularize the
menstrual cycle, eg.: ‘endoc-
rine function typical for the
treatment with
... (the pill)
... usually returns promptly
when medication is stopped.’
"Finally, they will discover
that the pill is not a back-up to
the natural lactation process
associated with the sterile post-
partum anovulatory phase. On
the contrary, the pill achieves
anovulation through the un-
natural process of impairing
lactation . . .
"MORAL theologians should
share the growing realizations
and admissions of medical au-
thorities that one of the major
actions of the pill is as an
abortifacient. It aborts the hu-
man fertilized egg by the stim-
ulation of an unnatural and
harmful uterine lining that pre-
vents nesting and the further
development of the egg as a
human being.
"It is also not unrelated to
the deliberations of moral the-
ologians to emphasize that
many respectable medical sci-
entists are on record express-
ing their concern over the
actual as well as potential dan-
gers of the pill.
Chaplain Aids Villagers
Sparks Panama Housing Boom
CERRO SILVESTRE, Panama
Panama's Federation of
Catholic Women, an Army
Chaplain from Bayonne, N.J.,
and some U.S. military per-
sonnel have combined to help
this isolated but ambitious vil-
lage build itself a better life.
Cerro Silvestre is 15 miles
west of Panama City. Until
May, 1963, it consisted of a
few thatched huts cut off from
schools, jobs and a highway
by jungle and an unpredict-
able stream.
IN' MAY last year, the Pa-
nama Agrarian Reform Act
enabled the villagers to pur-
chase the land on which they
had lived for years —and to
start looking for help to im-
prove their lot.
The help came from the
Federation of Catholic Women,
who contacted Rev. Frederick
J. McTernan, chaplain of the
193rd Infantry Brigade, and
asked him to organize the vil-
lage’s drive.
He did, and decided that the
thatched huts would go first.
In their place, he and the vil-
lagers agreed, should be inex-
pensive concrete block houses.
THE CATHOLIC Women’s
Federation supplied the ce-
ment, the Army gave sand,
and a private contractor don-
ated trucks. The Women’s So-
dality of Fort Kobbe, where
Father McTernan is stationed,
held a raffle which netted $3,-
000 for machines to make the
concrete blocks.
Soldiers and sailors taught
natives how to run the con-
crete machines, helped pour
foundations and floors and in-
stalled metal roofs.
A Navy construction team
built access roads for sand
and cement trucks and
bridged the stream which oft-
en isolated the town.
Through it all, Father Mc-
Ternan, who was assistant at
St. Andrew’s, Bayonne, before
he entered the Army, coordi-
nated the effort and found
needed equipment.
AFTER SEVERAL months
of work, four houses are fin-
ished, and 25 more under way-
out of a planned 58. Father Mc-
Ternan is planning a training
program in modern agricul-
tural methods for the farmers,
and hopes that the program
will be a pilot for a nation-
wide agricultural training pro-
gram.
Most of the military work-
ers are gone now; the vil-
lagers are steadily working
their way up to the 58-house
goal.
"The community responded
wonderfully,” said Father Mc-
Ternan. "All they needed was
a little help in the beginning.
From then on they did 99%
of the work themselves.”
BRIDGING THE GAP - Rev. Frederick McTernan, former assistant at St.
Andrew's, Bayonne, right foreground, directs final assembly of a steel-
and-beam bridge to the tiny Panamanian village of Cerro Silvestre.
Government Investigating
India Church Desecrations
ERNAKULAM, India (NC)
A government investigation
team has arrived in the
South Indian State of Kerala
Ip determine the cause of re-
cent desecrations of Catholic
churches.
They began with a meeting
here with Archbishop Joseph
Attipetty of Verapoly, chair-
man of the Kerala Catholic
Bishops' Conference, which
had asked for the investigation
in messages to the prirte min-
ister and the home minister.
They also appealed to the
head of the Kerala state gov-
ernment for help in preventing
further desecrations. However,
the church attacks continued
and now total about 25.
The New Delhi investigators
interviewed three other Cath-
olic prelates, visited some of
the desecrated churches and
met with a former member of
the Kerala government, P.T.
Chacko.
Cliacko, a Catholic, had just
addressed an anti-desecration
rally at Kuravilangad, where
he said he was making his
appeals not to arouse com-
munity discord, as Hindu po-
litical leaders had charged,
but to underline the gravity of
the situation as it affected
the .future of Kerala and all
India.
An estimated 10,000 persons
have been mobilized to pro-
tect Catholic churches against
further desecrations.
Greenville Parish
Sets Family Picnic
JERSEY CITY The an-
nual family picnic of St. Paul’s
Parish, Greenville, will be
held Aug. 22 at the Sons of
Boland Camp in Randolph
Township under auspices of the
Holy Name Society. Over 1,000
people are expected to par-
ticipate in the bus-ride and pic-
nic.
Highlights of the day will bo
watermelon-and pie-eating con-
tests and swimming events.
Daniel Gutch is chairman as-
sisted by Joseph Dunn.
Lecture Due
At St. Mary’s
ELIZABETH A special
lecture on the apostolate and
the image of the nun in the
modern world will be given at
St. Mary’s High School here
July 21 at 7:30 p.m.
The speaker will be Veronica
O'Brien of Ireland, member of
a commission formed by Leon
Cardinal Suenens of Brussels,
Belgium, to implement the
thoughts in his book “The Nun
in the World." Rev. James J.
Ferry of St. Mary’s has ex-
tended an invitation to the
priests, religious and laity of
the area to attend.
Miss O’Brien, formerly a
chief organizer of the Legion
of Mary, is a consultant to
the institute for local super-
iors at Notre Dame Univer-
sity. She studied at the Uni-
versity of London and was in
this country to speak at Ford-
ham University’s vocations in-
stitute.
To Brief Parents
TEANECK Pregnancy, la-
bor, delivery and infant care
will be topics treated in a
class for parents-to-be at Holy
Name Hospital July 20-Aug. 17.
Classes will meet weekly at
7:30 p.m. under direction of
Sister M. Canice, maternity
supervisor.
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ATLANTIC CITY ATLANTIC CITY
In Atlantic City
the McDonough family hotels
THE ERIN
m .i’!’™ .A
,
rk Av “"> Phon » «OW«-9«OJ
MUSICAL BAR <■ COCKTAIL LOUNGE
THE CELTIC THE NEW BRADY
1,1 ,*-' 7 * ouM > Ark *"“» *vnu.
• _ .
| Phone 40f.j44.W0f
lloonu with or without meals. Sun Decks. Lares Family Rooms Tsleviiinn am mom.private bath or running water. Short distances to Boardwalk’ Beach i»ier« Amim
m«U. Convention Hall. Churches. Bus and Train Fe&ISS. # ' lieTi * u ~*
Special rates and attention given to Organizations and Group Parties
Brochure available upon request, without charge.
MODERATE RATES WEEKLY from $45 WITH MEALS
HAPPY
TOtTLL BE
If you ban looted fownal to
mi fawner enjoyment, you’ll
fiat ft at Us best, here on the
Boardwalk next to Park Place.
Ocean, beach, pool andPoolside
Cah.i—decks,shaded porches,
spacious lobbies. Entertain-
mat Ask about Inclusive Plan
■Mb may special features.
TaMndtaW) bath bom SHSO
Mod. Aie, $B3O Eor. each per-
son. Phone 600345-1211; in
B.T. MU 2-4849-or write.
Josaah White
& Sors.
BRING THE FAMILY
00
• DIRECTLY ON THE OCEAN
• KITCHENETTES AVAILABLE
• FREE DOORSJDI PARKINS
• FREE TV
Wrtta or Phoat Tor Rtanratiana
BEACH FRONT
GARDENS MOTEL
Baft. » -as Bcaruwilk Mmicluiiatta M.
ATLANTIC CITY. NJ.
noun 544-0444 or >44-1111
«he Madison
Overlooking Oce«n at 111. A*. 344-8191
ATLANTIC CITY
tUMMIR WIERLY PACKA6E
Including IRUKFAtT • DINNER
WRIT CO SO WRIT.
FROM FROM
OAILY RATE!
65'
Par Parton 2 In Room
llcyellng on laardwalß • Rolling Chair
RMa • Bax tall Watar Tally • atatl
Ptor tdmlailan • Plui FRII Attractlont
anllabla ta all latili • Broadway
Katartalamant • M0.1.i • TV • Sort
lathlog • Dally Danca lauana • lango.
CONNER ROOM WITH TV, ON
UPPER FLOOR FACING THE
OCEAN. $l9 DAILY. PER PERSON
HOLMHURST
<>» Pkt»««iu. I'coneytveuu, Avenue
H.e.l«h«lk-AMmekCIW
$42 Weekly (t In Naomi
Air Conditioned
Olnlnn «t •• m
Pro* Pertains
Alee luropuan Plan
N. C. sutler
Ph
Pram
,06 x. xumasa AVf
ATLANTIC CUT NJ.
MkM-taH
Aoottmeab*
Spwon ope* portfm . ,
Fn* bithict . Brcdntre Nr pereoa
ELEVATOR SERVICE S la Roam
IV Block to Catholic Church
Phone Atlantic City 345-6121
AVON BY THE SEA
109 SYLVAN IA AVENUE
e ■Sea
Jorioy thoro'i dlitinctive guoit home
whtro you con enjoy comfort, relox-
atlon, ond oxcollont mooli. Block to
ocean and pool. Owner-manogement.
Mr«. Georg. Walton 775-4458
&lratfnrli 3tm
avon by-the sea, n.j.
Two «hort block* from Atlantic Ocean
»nd while sandy beaches. Comfortable,
cheery rooms, all with hot and coldR?. n in« many with private bath.
““““■“SSIO ,rM . » h '“ occupyingyma room with parents. Europeanand
Modified American Plana. Airy tele-
vision and same rooms. Wide, shady
iS Tt2?u ' Enl «r*“ln ,nenl A music nlshbIT tor young and old. Enjoy our moat
attractive cocktail lounse. The Shape-
Jiyore Room. Free Parkins.
" ‘ (M, | C'77WJoj''
BAY HEAD
oooaiii >09!>icooeooeooeooc
BAY HEAD, new JERSEY
3
Mm*
OCEAN VIEW HOTEL
OUR MIOWEEX SPECIAL
Avoid week-end traffic! Mon. 2 pm. It
MCh
1
riniihU FOUR FUU ° AYS tor S3tach double occupancy. Breakfast antdinner, daily. FREE BATHING PrlvVtbeach. Free parking. No astral.
*£ll i.'fi!! oNSl ft 10 1" Wf 2-2921
_ H: CUOAHY TILTON, Owner-Mgr.
THE BAY HEAD SANDS
GUEST HOUSE
“ciuon10'*“ 0n ,0r * *"'l »»<i «urt
" 00n *• Friday i p.m.
•
P
T
C i'.f t ’l* 00 p «* P<r>onJ Twilight Rd. 1 Main Avt
!•» Hj»d, N. J. IM-70UMr. A Mr*. Ceorga Tooker, prop.
ASBURY PARK
Shoreham AI»URV H pAR^
V
N.j.
PRII OCIAN BATHING PROM HOTBL
Bml ••cation. • BlocMa-iaach. Hama-Ilka
• Naar Raatauranla and Churchat. Roam
ratal waakly, alngla UO.N up, Daubla
BRENTWOOD WatTUi
>u Vl.w, $12.00 UI Mr ZOoubl*. fit It OCEAN BATHING Wily. Na“
Din Ini, Tbaatraa, ate. 774-1717.
Hotel ANNESLEY
HI Plrat Ava., Atbury Park, N. J,
D~Na and alngla room, with or
without bath. Running watftr In all
room*. FREE OCEAN BATHING.
Sinaia rooma 111 up waakly. Ooubla
rouraa HI up waakly,
Charlaa A Balia Brannan, Ownara-Mara.
ASBURY PARK
me.
& NEW MOTEL
At tho Boardwalk & 2d Ave.
Asbnry Park, IV.J.
Lttt than 1 hour from Newark
Until Location—ln Center of Town
Convenient to Churches. Shopping.
POOL M Premises, Air Cond. rooms.
P*li Heotthful Ocean Bithin*
TV In AH Motel Rooms
PREI Chaise Lounges • Parking
Write or call PRospect 4 1300.
N.Y.C. Tel.t Olgby t-lltt
,Mri_Adolo_Rarnsoy, Res. Manager
Madison Hotel
JOB 7th AVI. ASBURT PARK. K.J.
Two Bl| Porchet Overlooking Ocean. Amer.
* lujo. Plan Family Hotel. Moderately
Priced. Famout (or our Home Cooking A
Baklne Catholic Ownerahlp Blk. to Ocean.
Near Churches, PR S-6644. Jeanne-Jacques,
Owner-Mgt.
KESWICK-ASTORIA
A FRIENDLY FAMILY HOTEL
PRSB OCEAN BATHINO
• JO7 Jrd Ave.. Atbury Park. N. J.
• Block to Ocean and Boardwalk
• European Plan. $22. up weekly
• Near Holy Spirit R. C. Church
• Ph. PR J-ITU KANE-McTIOIIE
THE WIIDWOODS
7100 ATLANTIC AVE. at MYRTLE RO.
WILDWOOD CREST. NEW JERSEY
DfEECUY ON WOEIDS FINEST BEACH
Largaat, neweat. moat modern motel.
Beautifully furnlahed. TV A room con.
trolled mutlc. Largaat pool (healed)
ona for klddloa, tool Free parking.
Coffaa shop. Owner Mgt. For folder &
raaarvatlona write, ph. 609 522 6939.
lIKAUI.XIDK
'at Columbine A Atlantic
Wildwood Croat. New Jeraay
HU CONTINENTAL UEAKEAiT
Motel rooma and efflclenciea. 2 heatedpoola. Air cond. Heated. TV. Pool pallo
and free lounge chalra. Chlldren'a
E'*lX*rou n<l. Tennla. ahuffleboard.
Dally maid eervlce. Free parking. For
ratea, etc. . . Dial (609) 522-2177.
Wildwood Creel I Elmwood Apte. 1101
Pacific Ave. Fum. g prlv. enf., porch.. Nr.
c".< bch. g tlorot. t-1 A 1 bdrme. Wk„
mo. or eeae. Write or cell Wm. Canine,
(m«m. K. of C.)
f,
KING SIZE
VACATION
LOOKING
FOR A
KING
, VACJi
WmH Wp yw plan yoar family 1!
mm and fvn-lllltd vocation
MhM vujmoM hamninc com*
"-Wildwood*
a, sko um • nkw jnsrr
Ho/th Wit<h*ood-Wild*ood WikKvood Cmt
KintiiicssiiciincrQoiisJEii
FORGET-ME NOT
HOTEL
IN I. Forget-Me-Not Rd.
Wildwood Crool, N. J.
Room * Board Homo Cooking and Bak-
'"#• Mrved Family atyl*. Neor booch,
f raa Parkin*. ChLldron Ik price. For ratal
Plea** call between 4 and 7 p.m.
Ilm MU *r SIMIM, anytime
ARLINGTON
Magnolia Ava. at Ocean. Wildwood, N. J.
„ .
Hm MMU4UI
Rodarn private bath*. Bait Block to beach.
FT*# balhln* and parking.
$35 00 P* I w** k ' T* r P"»»two In a room
European and American * Meal Plan
MARSHALL MANAOIMINT
ADMIRAL
A Metal by the tea
P" *be Beach at Rambler Rd. B Ocean
Wild weed Craet, N.J. Ph. (Mil 111-ttM.
SPRING LAKE
7
WRITE FOR OUR SUNDAY to THURSDAY
INCLUSIVE, SPECIAL FAMILY PLAN. 3rd
PERSON IN ROOM (under U) FREE
SPRING LAKE BEACH, N. J.
A whole block on the ocenn front In a
famous resort. Our own private bathing
beach. Bather's luncheons on the Quarter
Deck directly on the Ocean. Dancing nightly
nl the air-condiUoned Shipmates Room.
A SELECT OCEAN-FRONT HOTEL
Near St. Catherine’s Church and Shrine
REASONABLE RATES FREE PARKINO
SPRING LAKE
rr
&
Writ*, phone for broch.
L. W. HARVEY
Owner-Manager
Spring Lake 10. N.
Phone (201) 449-6600Li
LAKE VIEW
HOTEL
Sprint Lake Batch. N.J.
Block to Ocean and Board-
walk. Modified American
Plan. On Lake. Free Park-
ing. Golf. Fishing. etc.
teCotonidue
Spring Lake Beach, N. J.
1 block from Atlantic Ocean.
Accommodation* for 10. Free
Parking • Booklet. ,
Phone (201) 449-7070.
Harold A. Taylor.
Air-Conditioned
Room Television
Complimentary
Breakfast
Newest, most
nodern rooms In
Spring Lake Beach
! Blocks to
3t. Cat^erlne'i
Spring Lake
Only Motel
iwfemi
MOTEL i
John E. Smith 449-9800!
Efficiencies, Hotel Rooms, Cottages
The Wedgwood
106 Sussex Ave., Spring Lake, N. J.
Oone block from the ocean overlooking
east aide of lake.
EUROPEAN PLAN - FREE PARKING
DAY WEEK SEASON
G 1 9-6096 - GI 9-9644
Mrs. Gerald A. Dundon. Prop.
"Monmouth
3rd OemrlUon Ownership
m rni ocian . tmae uui imchiu
A renowned luxury hotel. Pvt. Ocean
Bathing Beach, SwUnmlnir Pool with
outdoor dining tarrace. Superb cui-
sine. New children's playroom, sup-
•rviaad. All sports . . . 18-holo toll
course. 1 hr. World's Fair. Near Mon.
mouth Park track. (2 Blk. St.
Catharine Church. Direct access to
Carden State Parkway tilt 96.
\wnwfe>s«f>ni / ow son useooow,H awMnii.ii, ff
PENNSYLVANIA
“FAMOUS FOR FOOD
l FINE SERVICE"
imdMm
001 l Court* nrby
Near all churchaiea.
SEASON RATES
■S4OS72
IMutt. Bklet.
Carl & Florence
Mulhauter
PENNSYLVANIA
TOBYHANNA, PINNA.
HOUSE
Tali (717) 114-4023 or iIM
Atop The Pocono Mia.
Filtered pool. Iconic lo-
cotion. modern room*. I
well planned meelo dally.
Recreation Ball. Movie.
Bhuf (Inboard, Dancing, ate.
on premleoe. Boallnf, Huh
Inf, foU, Churrhu nearby. •:
Booklet. Ml to W wkly. "■
Dlntnf room open to
public. M. K. Kibble, Owo-Mfr.
PT. PLEASANT BEACH
PETERSEN'S COLONIAL MOTEL
110 Arnold Avt. Point Ploaiant Botch, N. J.
Modorn rooms, lilt halht, also tlllcltnclto.
Close to beach, station, shop, cantor, church.
Phono
WHITE SANDS MOTEL
ON THE OCEAN FRONT
All our rooms aro spacious accommodates
2 lo 4 people, all have air condltlonlnn, TV,
wall U) wall carpet. Bath, shower, 4,’heated.
HEATED POOL A COFFEE SHOP.
11M Ocean Ava. Point Pleasant Beach
«aa.jj7o
SEA GIRT
CHATEAU at-the BEACH
too CHICAGO BLVD., SEA GIRT, N. J.
.Spacious Airy Room*. Apt*. & Ef-
ficiency* 1 Block to Bench Compli-
mentary Breakfast.
Reservation* 449 4994
James J. Common*, Owner
CONNECTICUT
WAKE ROBININN
LAKEVILLE 3, CONN.
Only 2Vi Hri. N.V.C.
More l More
... in '64
Our 20th Season In the beautiful
fierkshlras. funny thing about Va
catlona—there ara risks Involved,
la It the right spot? will accom
modatlons be good! How about
tood. tacllltlai t people to meet!weVe COT EVERYTHING you've
EVER WANTED! Tennla, swimming,
golf, parties A dancing lor the
active ones or just plain
loafin' fo- those who preler that!
THERE'S MUCH MORE TOO - pine
panelled taproom, spacious lawns
A terraces. Eacellent Summer The-
atres, Dance Festivals A more to
see • do. Why don't you call or
write for our color folder A see
lor yourself!
Catholic Church Adjoining
MAC A. CHAMBERLAIN .Owner-Mgr.
Teh (Area Code 20S) HE 3-2000
VERMONT
Vt. Yankee
MOTOR LODGE
Shnfhbury, Vt. On US?
Bnnnlngton
£*. ’SJaw1 S3»ry , i"*x.r
Smliv' *' V*"*40 ' Cl
* U m * ,u ' OtiutKul quint
f.*"* 1* 4 «*lelurn window*
•***« rV- Vl«w atom
TVTV overy room. Swimming pool. Ploy
.qulpm.nl, ld.nl cblldrnn. Ordnr nny.
'h .'n * •" »tnnk, lobtlnr, rontli,Mo oih#r ploco offers so much
Wrltn hr tntdnr. AH., N. A. VldnHn.
NEW YORK
DUFFY'S RIVER VIEW $4l
Narrow,burg, N. Y. Ttl. Alplna 2-326-4
OPEN MAY :t THRU SEPT. IS
Beautifully situated on Delaware River,
private lake on premlaea. good bathing,
swimming, fishing, shuffleboard. plngpong.
archery, handball, recreation hall, barbe-
cue. spotlessly clean, best food, own farm
products. Children half rate. Free trans.
to churches and station. Home phone no.
Bklyn DE 4-ISIS.
Florence Duffy and Son
—BARLOW'S—,
t*it Durham I, N.r. Dial 518-534J513
• Swim . Fish • Bicycle, . Handball
• Ttnni, • Shuf. Board • Movies •
Cocktail lounio • Cailno • Orch on
Prem. • Movie, • Horse,* Coll . ail
church,, near • 3 dalle, meal, dally
• Shower, . Baths • H t C water all
Rm». • Acco. 100 . $4O - $43 wkly.
Scand. L Irlth M(nt.
0. C. Barlow, Prop. Bklt.
FREE
WINERY
TOURS
About an hour's drive
from New Jersey
rhirlnf the free tours conducted
through Brotherhood America's Old-
est winery In WashlngtonvUle. N.Y.,
visitors are shown throufh the vast
underground cellars reputed to be the
largest in the country. The romance
of wine and champagne in history;
Its present usages .n serving and cook-
ing as well as its production are dis-
cussed. These entertaining tours last
for about an hour, ending with a wine
taating which is free. Take your swear-
ers for even In the hottest day the
cellars are JO 9 cooler.
CONDUCTED WINERY TOUR
'(about one hour)
Recommended by the
N.Y. State Vacation Guide
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
June 39 to Sept. 12 - 10:30 A.M. A
about each half hour from 12 noon
to 3:30 P.M.
Sept. 14 to Nov. 20 - 1:30 P.M. Only
SATURDAYS AND HOLIDAYS
TO NOVSMSBIR 21-ABOUT BACH
IS MINUTIS FROM 10:30 TO 3:30
The winery tour and the wine tasting
is fun and FREE. But from July Ist
there is a 90c parking fee from noon
on—except to card bearing club mem-
bers. No A.M. parking fee.
. rrs EASY TRAVELING ..
Once on the approach parkways or the
N.Y. Thruway you can reach Washing-
tonvtlle, the home of the Brotherhood
Winery, without going through a single
town or stopping for a single light ..
FROM NEW JERSEY
Garden State Parkway or Palisades
Pkway to N.Y. Thruway. or Rte. 17
or 202 to N.Y. Thruway at Suffers.
DIRECTIONS
Reach the N.Y. Thruway and turn off
at Exit It (Harriman). Follow t*l7
(Quickway) 2Vt milea— turn off Exit 130
—Follow Route 206 to Washingtonvllle
-then at first Stop Sign turn right -and
take second left— 2 blocks and you're
there.
SPICIAL PARTUS
Arranged for women's club, service,
church organization and other groups,
through October. Let us help you make
your field trip festive and enjoyable.
For free brochures containing maps, di-
rections fc full schedule: Write Dept.O.,
VERMONT VERMONT
tfgOVB
and"tTOTYAGES——
(523.
yj
LAKE BOMOSEEN 14, VERMONT
In Mm (Ml Or.«n mm.
I2ESJ"?EK .«••* •"« W«Mr Sport. Plann.il IM.rtilnni.nt.
lekoalrfa Cicktill Lounia. Catholic Chapel MO YarGa.
(S/-t7l »fitly Includu .xcll.nl varied m.o/i. family Ratal.
Rar dor lold.r, rdoo, r.Mrvotlons Tol. IOMUJtOO
~~ »rll » Jol>n f Quinlan, Hitt.
MASSACHUSETTS MASSACHUSETTS
0AKWOOD INNJ' k * * J vlgw of iii« ■( inn k!n tkt beautiful B.ikihliti. Room, wlanlcni. Uc.llint oulslna. Only liv. n
(RUT BARRINGTON t. MASS.
Til. 443 or 1214
in 4t this iconic prlvita tiUti i.ttlni
—with print, bith. Beautiful ,
minute, to town Colt
I Bark.hlr.aIwimmlnj—Church... Short drlvo to Tanalewood and alii
One Hn o?th"!nUi.
A
ivi
50 ' W'll ' ,or b ' oc,,u, •• Mod.rati rat...pen May J7th to lata Oct. Mr. A Mr. Geo, Vencamarik. Owner M'|t
NEW YORKNEW YORK
FAMILY VACATION?
On b«outiful Wathinglon lake • High In the Showongunk Mountain! • 2V4
Houn from New York • Near Church • Private Beach and Dock • Boating
• Bothlng • Fiihing • Outdoor Sportt • Recreation Holl • 3 Meoli • American
Cuiline.
TWIN OAKS LODGE
YULAN, N. Y.
RATfSi Weekly Adult $46) Children under 12 $23) under 6 $l3
Daily - Adult. $B, Children $4
Telephone 914-956-2743 or 2905 GENE TAGII - TOM FINN, Proprietor.
Celebretlnt Our 20th tee ton
EMERALD ISLE HOUSE
"Ireland In Ihe Cetekllte”
Route 22. Sooth Cairo. N. Y. Tel. 11l MAdlson IMS*
For the beet vacation, ever tor youn* and old. BEAUTIFUL airy rooms, lnneraprin*
m.ltreaaee Snu. SERVING 3 HOT MEALS DAILY. Menu on reque.t (1( y„ u like
to eat . this U for you.) Lar*e tillered swimmin* pool. Lawn eporta. awinft andtlldet lor children. Free trana. to and from church. Danctn* to our own Irish-
American orchestra. Bar 4 Grill. TV. Rates *45. wkly Inch everythin*. Special low rate
for children and "Always Welcome." For Reservations or bklt. Call or write Owen 4
Julia Lamb. Prop. • *
G
LENMOORE LODGE & MOTEL
RD 1. Box 341-A, Lake Oaorga, H. Y.
"A COMPLETE LAKESIDE RESORT"
TORE (o guests: Boating. bathing, (Uhing, aummer aporta. Including
GOLF. Com!. acc. excell. meals. 153.00 up wkly. Free trana. bua or
plane. Color Brochure "A" N. A. Griggs. "Sun. Maaa 1 block**
YULAN HOTEL
On .Shores of Washington Lake. Fun A Relaxation. Rma.
with MAC water, excell, menls. Alao Cabins with aeml-
pvt. baths. On Premises. Pvt. Reach. Rec. room. Bsr,
Csslno. Boating. Swimming. Handball Ct. Wkly rates SU
up. Bklt. Tel: BarryvUle 956-2142. ANN 4 PETER BOZ2A.
aurel Cottage on Washington LakeI ui
I A H*
L-
even for Ihose Seektn* Rest L Relaxation, Yet provide, facilities tor
active sports. 11. hC. water all room.; showers. Doatln*. Uathln*. Ftshln*.
Private Beach. Excellent German-Amerlcan Cookln* A Bakin*. Near““
Catholic Church. Reasonable rates. Write lor Bklt. JOSEF WEBER.
»«* T 11. B.T.
'fad oMim'dva
la hearty, sunny-cool CatsklU
country—* complete end won-
derful holiday reeort. 2 pH.
vate Golf courtet, pool, lake,
all tporte. New, modern motel-
etyle units. Fabulous dlnlnf,
cocktail lounge, dancing and
entertainment nightly. Super-
vised children's activities
dally. WHITE FO* FBEE COIOH
BOOKLET 4 MODERATE HATES
RESERVE NOW
FOR * . . .
GLORIOUS
RUQUST VACATION
Some choice accommoda-
tions still available. Rates
Include all delicious meals.
2 Mrs. Frans New York City
Via Thraway A Rt 17, lilt at 10SI
Write ar Phene Harleyvllle 211
L Year Naetsi
TRa kaapp Bras.
FN.Y. Oft. Wl 7-0070
WU.OW BROOK FARM
IUNPRISR, N. Y.
Mod. homelike reeort. Natural swlmmini
pool. *buffl*bo*rd l> stocked laka for ftah
lad. Nr church**, movie*, golf, dances
Cleary O Bert p*n*tier VO Ml*
FLORIDA
MIAMI
BEACH
FUNoumn.
MiOtMIOTK
Churdi A M«s* Information
GREEN ISLE HOUSE
South Cairo, Now York
For rest and comfort. New swimming
pool, diving board and alidea. Private
rooms with
baths. other
rooms with
hot and cold
running water.
3 excellent./
cooked meala
daily. Adults
N3 per week _ __ _
years old $l5. 12 years 125. Our own
20 passenger bus is FREE and avail-
**2* t 0 P‘ck you up at you r home.
FREE bus service to churches on
Sundays. Sightseeing tripe to nearby
Interesting places. Special reduced
rates for weekend groups.
Cattklll Phono
MAdleon 1 WO4. NYC WH t-HH,
Mon. to Prl. t to S P.M„ Sett, t to I
Your hosts Mr. and Mrs. Duffy
A up. children thru I
I
Southern Tier'* Flneit Retort
Own Oolf Court. Fin. Food Fro.
Skiing, Bathing from 100 Raami
Shawm - B.ach Bull.!. Relaxed
Mutlc Ent.Mainm.nt lak.ild.
launga Han D'o.uvr.. Taka
Frt.way Sonic * lana Rout. 17
Writ, for fraa brouchur.
ON OQUAQA LAKE
rsaazun,aiE)i
LONG ISLAND
|
BUN
ISHCOVE INN
SOUTHAMPTON, LI.
Watarfrfont Resort
I GALOWS—HOTEL SERVICE
$ 2O-*35
1-2-3 l.dro.nti
t DOUBLE OCCUPANCY
jWEEKIY PER PERSON
Prlveto Beach . Fraa Boat. . Flak,
n* . Cam.i . Raitaurant • Cocktail
Lounn • Recraatlon Room. BO Non-
Houaaktuini
with Screened
front • Maid
.
Ground! • Golf Prictlco.
AN IDEAL VACATION RESORT
P*lt| »r Week-End taUe When Spaao
Available. Alio Me*. Amir. PUn Refit.
Reeervatloni
Artliur L. Tomllnion, UxinerMan.ior
SOUTHAMPTONnaM BIIATwtJo
nation 30 n-
ImUvMinl Bunialowa
Porchei . On Weler-
I Semico . Spedoua
Legion of Decency Drama Ratings
Following it „n list of the play* on
Broadway, In summer stock, and at the
FAMILY
Around the World Miracle Worker
In BO Dnye Music Man
The Bat Oliver
Cam clot Peter Pan
Charley'* Aunt School lor Scandal
Do.. Re Mi She Loves Me
Bello Dolly Song of Norway
Here'* Love Sound of Music
J<*nny Kissed Me 10 Little Indiana
Late Arrival To Broadway
Leave It to Jane With Love
Little Mary Wonder World
Sunshine Winslow Boy
Majority of One Unsktkablo Molly
Man for all Brown
Seasons
World’* Fair. classified by the Legion
of Decency of the Newark Archdiocese.
ADULTS
All King’* Men Life With Father
All Way Home Life With Mother
Aapem Papera Lord Pengo
Barefoot in Park Mary Mnry
Beat Foot Forward Milk and Honey
Rest Man Misalliance
Beyond the Fringe Mr. President
Boy Friend Music in Air
Bye, Bye, Birdie My Fair Lady
Caine Mutiny My 3 Angels
Court Martial Never too Late
Calculated Risk Naughty Marietta
Call Me Madam Night Must Fall
Carnival! Niaht of
Carousel January 16
Chalk Garden No Time for
Com la Green SergeanU
Critic* Choice Oklahoma!
Dear Me. Sky la Once Upon a
Falling Mattress
Dear Ruth 110 In Shade
Desert Song Papa Is All
Di.il M for Photo Finish
Murder Pleasure of Hie
Enter Laughing Company
Fade Out-Fade In Pygmalion
Fantasticka Romanoff and
Fiorello Juliet
5 Finger Exercise Sabrina Fair
Flower Drum Song Send .Me No
Funny Girl Flowers
Glass Menagerie Show Boat
Hamlet Solid Gold CadiilM
Happy Hunting Take Her She’s
Harvey Mine
Hasty Heart Teahouse of
High Spirit* August Moon
Holiday 10th Man
Home of Brav* Third Beat Bport
How to Succeed Thurber Carnival
In Business . . . Time Out for
Kind Lady Ginger
King mid I Time Remembered
Ladies in Top Banana
Retirement Tovarich
Lady's Not for Trojan Women
Burning 12 Angry Men
Recorded Sermons
Features Jesuits
ENGLEWOOD “Why Des-
pise the World?" by Rev. Pat-
rick Baggott, S.J., and “Look
to This Day” by Rev. Walter
J. Burghardt, S.J.are the
recorded spiritual talks re-
leased here for July by the
Carmelite Conference-A-Month
Club.
Father Baggott is sodality
promoter in Ireland and editor
of Madonna magazine. Father
Burghardt, a faculty member
at Woodstock College, Md., is
editor of Theological Studies.
Church’s TV Sees
Around Arches
LONDON (RNS)—Television
has been installed for the first
time in a Catholi; church in
Britain to help worshippers
overcome the difficulty of see-
ing the main altar from a side
chapel.
The installation was made at
Holy Ghost Church in south-
west London. A number of
arches block the view of the
main altar to people in the
chapel area.
Pair of Plays
Due at Setonia
SOUTH ORANGE A pair
of one-act plays will be the
third offering of the Summer
Workshop Theatre’s American
Heritage drama series at Se-
ton Hall University. Opening
July 16 for a two-week run
will be “The Devil and Daniel
Webster” by Stephen Vincent
Benet and “Hope Is a Thing
With Feathers,” by Richard
Herrity.
In the Benet play, centering
on the bargain between the
devil and a poor New Hamp
sire farmer, A1 Sperduto and
Bill Johnson will play lead
roles.
In the second play, a satire
built around the efforts of a
group of hoboes to catch a
duck in Central Park, the all-
male cast will feature Tom
Mahoney, Johnson, Mike Mor-
an, David G. Kennedy, Jim
Garrigan and George Longo.
Performances will be at 8:30
p.m. Thursday, Friday and
Saturdays, with Saturday mat-
inees at 2:30 p.m.
Films on TV
Following Is s list oJ Mm* on TVJuly 18-24. There mey be changes In
•ome due to cut* for TV uae. but
generally the original Legion of De-
cency reUnjt mey be accepted ee cor-
FAMILY
BAd Boy
_
Mkid Your Own
Blue Grass of Business
Kentucky Pari* Holiday
Canyon River Penrod't Double
Charlie Chan at Trouble
CH-cm, Prime Mlniatetr
China Clipper Slaves of Babylon
Chump at Oxford Sutter's Gold
Devil's Harbor Sweetheart of
For Me AMy Gal Campus
Hell adp Mutiny Tanka Are Coming
if v * S Newg Treasure of
Magnetic Monster Golden CondorMan From God's 2 Girls A Sailor
Wac From
Man on Flying Walla Walla
Trapeie
ADULTS, ADOLESCENTS
Beyond Blua Pushover
Horizon Return of
Blood on Sun Frank James
2°° m .~ Secret of TreasureCass Tlmberlana Mountain
Country Fair So This Is
End of Affair New York
B,by i?"* ■* “•"<»Family Haieymoon Stagecoach to
Force of Arms Fury
From Hell It Came Sudden Fear
““ I* NewsJade Mask Time Bomb
!"*5 §7lt ’Ie
_ Tugboat Annie
Last Train From Sails Again
Madrid Undercover ManMacabre ■ vickl
Mummy's Cures Wlndom's WayPalm Springs
OBJECTIONABLE
.Vifair hi Trinidad Raton Pass
Po,nt Sillt Stocking,Guest Wife View From
! ,OU
w
r . 5*or « Dawn Fompey'a Head
Light That Failed With Song inCarroll's My Heart
MfM at Earl
Television
SUNDAY* JULY 19
.n n l . ID The Christopher*Make Science a Force for Good.”
7:M a.m. (5) The Christophers
*5 #m - HU The Christopher*
Tips for Good Women.
*’
• :23 a.m. (9) The Christophers.
’knol'sLste’rV “ About God '
"o?0 Women'-
~ ,n,,U ' r, ' “ “**>»»>
*£ •-m. t 4) "A Moment With . .
Stater Margeret, Trinity College
12 noon (7) New York. New York -
'Anti-Semitism In the Church end
Business?"
Radio
WNEW 1130. WNBC 680. WHOM
1480. WCBS MO. WOR 710. WMCA370. WWRL 1000, WVNJ 80. WBNX
1380. WABC 770, WERA 1390
WRLB-FM 107.1, WFHAFM 1043
WFUV-FM 90.7, WSOU-FM 89 5
SUNDAY, JULY 1»
• :4S WINS Peullat Sermons
7 a.m. vVI’AT Christophers.
1 MU' “ Hour of Crucified7 a.m. WHN Christophers.T'W
a.m. WHN - Hour of Bt. Francis7:30 a.m. WHOM Sacred Hear!
8 a.m. WPAT Sacred Heart.
8:10 a.m. WCBS Audit.
•j* dm. WMCA - Ave Marla HourSt. Elizabeth Of Hungary
a.m. WABC _ Christian in a*
8-43 IS' men
- ~oura-
m - WMTR The Hour oi fitfreacii. *
'i? 0 •-JP- . WV N J - Uvmg Rosary.
Rev. Stanley J. HelnowskL '
11:30 a.m. WERA Hour of Crucified
Rev. Damlm
l wSrid*' m ‘ wrnA irU) - ror B * 11"
‘i'ISSJE™ ,n ‘’ -"•**• «-
13 noon WABC - Rellgloue Compoelte
ÜBir?ha^' UV ITU> ~
13 noon WFHA fFM) _ FriendlyCorner for Shut-Ins. Mary Productiona
Hour° n ( FM) Ava Marls
“SKi.?™* <rM> ~ <>» **'
13:43 p.m. WFUV (KM) _ SacreoHeart Spanish Program.
1 ,P;m...wRLB (FM) - “Mother «Alf. Mery Productions.
I P.m. WFUV (FM) - Sacred Heart
"Wa/'3 fir JJodCathotle US'
- c — l
■..P'^^U^-roduc.
8 p.m. WBNX - St. Jude Novena.*P' n
„
WFUV (FM) _ Hour of Cruel
Reid, o p"" Wvtnlllag,— Rtv. Damian
7 pm. WFUV (FM) - Georgetown
University Forum. * '
7:43 p.m. WBNX - Novena.
.£,m S .n«
V <rM> - rorltt *» Uo-
’monplace Booh/' <nl> - Com
*8P pmi.
W
WTN*
MONDAY, JULY j'o
8 p.m. WFUV (FM) - Sacred Heart
t> :B 11
8 p.m. WFUV °<ni) J-
L
lacr*d Heart.
WIONSSDAY, JULY 11
THURIOAY, JULY 1J• P.m. WFUV (FM) i fllcrVd Haart7.30 p.m. WSOU (TMICrucified “Chance IHvtnlUe*/' Re?
Damien Raid. O P. K,v '
FRIDAY, JULY 14
MOVIES|Morel
rating by the New York office o* IN
National Legion of Okctncy with coopera-
tion ot Motion Picture Department Inter-
national Federation of Colholk Alumnae.
Ratings not listed below may be obtained at MA 3-5700
Morally Unobjectionable for Everyone
Brass Bottle Ha4arl Longest Day Summer Holiday
Bridge on River How Weat Waa Master Spy Sword In Stone
_.
Kwal
... ..
,
w °n McHale’a Navy Tammy A
Clrcua World In Search of McLlntock Bachelor
C
*«
9fl . Castatwava Midsummer Nlght’a 13 Frightened
rail of Roman Incredible Journey Dream Girls
Empire Incredible Mr. Miracle of White 1 Stooge* Go
55 Day* at Peking Limpet Stallion* Round World
£ a U l an ,d
L
of B,u# Never Put It Tiger Walks
GlrlofGolden West Dolphin* in Writing 20.000 League*
Gladiators 7 It s Mnd Mad Mad One Mai's way Under Sea
Goliath 4c Sins Mad World Rose Marie Wild L Wonderful
of Babylon Jumbo Savage Sam Young Swing rs
Unobjectionable for Adults, Adolescents
Act Ona Evil Ev* Hell on Frisco Bay 7 Ways From
to Bear Evil of Henry V Sundown
All Way Home Frankenstein Ladles Who Do 633 Squadron
At War With Army Fiances Mary, Mary south Pacific
Bar abbas Girls, Girls, Girls Maytime Stolen Houra
WWwtwoot Goliath A Dragon Midnight Lac* Th»t Man From Rio
““'■'t lorIor .Madman Good Neighbor Muscle Beach Party Unalnkable Molly
Chalk Garden Sam Nightmare Brown
Chocolate So'dler Harbor Lights 7 Day* tn May World of Henry
Distant Trumpet Orient
Morally Unobjectionable for Adults
f'or Thoa* W’ho .Marriage of Figaro Take Her.
Bedtime Story Think Young Naked Kisa She** Min#
Bye Bye Birdie Globa! Affair Notorious Thin Red Lin#
Com# Blow \ o ur Goliath A Landlady Third Secret
Horn Barbarian* Victors
r W« froro !iu .? Panther Whatever Happened
Aahiya KHlfr* Prize to Baby Jane?
Mall Order Bride Spencer’* Mountain Zulu
For Adults (With Reservations )
pila claaalflcatlon ta given to certain films which* while not morally offensive
in themselves* requlr# caution and some analysis mid explanation as a protection
to the uninformed against wmng Interpretations and false conclusions.
Beat Man Divorce: Italian Dr Strangelove OrganizerBlack Like Me Style Easy Ufe Servant
Tom Jones
Morally Objectionable in Part for Everyone
Bl.ck B«bbath Gum of Bl*ck Long Ship* Shot In DarkBramble Buah .Witch Man In Middla Some Like It Hot
Carpetbaggers Honeymoon Hotel Man of Weat Strangler
Cleopatra Irma LaDouce Viva Laa Vegas
Crazy Desire I-edy In Cage Monsieur Verdoux wha , „ way to Go
Domino Kid Law (Where Hot Perfect Furlough Yesterday, Today.Wind Blows) Shoot Plano Player and Tomorrow
Condemned
Julea A Jim Silence Vlridlana Women of World
La Bonne soups
plays in Brief
By JOAN T. NOURSE
A Funny Thing Happened on the Way
to the Forum Low, leerlsh farce,
often suggestive, based upon comic
mix-ups going back to Plautus.
Altar tns Fill Long, emotionally
charged drama by Arthur Miller, prob-
ing painfully the question of how mod-
ern man I, to live with his own guilt
and that of others. Includes much pro-
fanity and some sordid material:
thought remains murky.
Any Wednesday Slick, often amus
tng comedy, that favors marriage but
does not disapprove affairs.
Baby Want a Kiss Off-beat
•attrlc three-character play attacking
tha American cult of success. Includes
tastelessly coarse dialogue.
Barefoot In the Perk Laugh
loaded, light adult comedy about the
adjustment problem of newlyweds
whoso dream house Is am Icy fifth
floor garret with leaking roof.
Blacks Rancorous, bitter comedv
blasting all conspirators responsible
lor racial InJuaUcc. Both dialogue and
general spirit are nastily vindictive.
Blues for Mr. Charlie Violent,
bitter drams of protest against the
victimizing of Southern Negroes. Some
lines extremely crude and sensual.
But for Whom, Charlie Sardonic
comedy about the tangled personal af-
fairs of those heading a foundation
subsidizing writers. Take# casual, toler-
ant view of Illicit love.
Deputy Weak, poorly constructed
flay leveling the wild charge that
ope Plus XII acled basely In falling
to condemn formally the Nazi mas-
sacre of Jews.
Dylan Sympathetic account of the
last hectic months of the talented but
sadly dissipated Welsh poet. Dylan
Thomas. Some raw drunken talk and
unseemly behavior.
Fads Out-Fads In Bright,
hreezy satiric musical with Carol
Burnett as a chorine of the 30s rocket-
ed to movie statdom.
Finlastlcks Whimsical comedy,
curiously effective. In which two
yotmg people find their romance more
exciting when obstacles are devised.
Finis for Oscar Wilds - Stimulating
adult drama about England's most
controversial 19th century convert to
Catholicism.
Foils, Barger* Burlesque-type
French revue with objectionable cos-
tumes and dances.
Funny Olrl Entertaining musi-
cal. with a few risqu* spots, featuring
dynamic young Barbra Streisand as
Fanny Brice.
Hsllo Dolly Fresh, clean, ex-
hilarating musical, with Carol chan-
ui.qt as a turn-of-the-couturv merry
widow totting her cap lor a rich, crus-
lusuajaui g)
Hare's Love Delightful famlls
muric.il in which a wiss departmentstore Santa wins the truat of a sad,
akcptlcal little flrl.
High Spirits Enjoyable mualcal
about a man whoae aecond marriage'
is perilled by the return of hia first
wife’s flirtatious ghost.
How to Succeed In Business Without
Really Trying Clever, aophiaticated
mualcal apoofln* cheerfully the type
wno rises to the top by unscrupulously
Playing all the w.iglea.
Marco's Millions Colorful O’Neil*
drama abou' Marco Polo, which, by
implication, attacks American materi-
alism.
Mary, Mary Rollicking light come-
dy by Jeon Kerr in which a briihl
young woman almost wisecrack* her-
self out of a good marriage.
My Fair Lady Enchanting revival
of the famous musical about the Cock-
ney flower girl and her arrogant speech
teacher
Never Too Late Wry comedy about
a long-married pair suddenly expectsnt
Barents again. A bit on the earthy eida«
ut otherwise amusing.
Nobody Loves en Albatross Hard,
fast, often funny adult comedy about
a producer cynically getting
Oliver I— Handsome production end
(holy score make this a generally en-
joyable version of the beloved Diehsoi
novel.
110 in the Shaoe Engaging, ro-mantic musical about abrigm but
blunt farm girl given a needed morale
boost by a star struck con-man.
Rosr Llk* a Dove Mildly racy
British comedy about a Scottish laird
whose one wish is to have a eon te
inherit his land.
Strsets of Now York Highly agree-able off-Broadway musical version ot a
19th-century melodrama of love and
greed in tne big, wicked city.
fub|ec» Was Roses Compassionate
etudy of a troubled pair and their
eon Just returned from Werld
New Jersey Area Summer Stock
Anna Christie Heavy O’NsiU
drama, sometimes sordid, about a fal-
len woman given new hope by the
honest love of an Idealistic seaman.
Blossom Tim# Old-fashioned oper-
etta with pleasantly romantic acore.
Blood, Sweat and Stanley Poole
Amusing Rllko-typ* comedy about
peacetime soldier* trying to get around
Army regulations. Finds stealing gov-
ernment property one big Joke.
Carousel Poignant Rodgers and
Hammcrateln musical about a cocky
clrcua barker’s bittersweet marriage.
Offers absurd notion of life alter death.
Fourposter Ingenious two-charac-
ter adult comedy about a marriage, in
turn tender, caustic, and ribald.
Glass Menagerie Wistful early
Williams drama about tht faded
Southern belle who wants her ahy crip-
pled daughter to have suitors. Teen-
agers and adults.
Irma La Douco Nostalgically tune-
ful French score used to glamorize
sordid life of s Parisian prostitute.
Christmas scene used for tasteless
Jeat. Objectionable.
Moniauo Mscabrs drama in which
a waspish wife’s murder is plotted by
husband and rival. Confused moral val-
ues but main stress Is on suspense.
Adults.
Music Man— Big. brisk, brassy
musical about a charming con man
who can’t out-talk true love la turn of-
century lowa. Good family fun.
My Fair Lady Captivating must-
cal about the Cociary flower girl and
her arrogant speech professor. Family.
Night of tho Iguana Glum, eeamy
William* drama about four castaways
In a decrepit Mexican inn. Weeps over
man’s hard lot* some dialogue quite
sensual. Objectionable.
Say, Darling Amiable, often fun-
ny adult musical about the trials of
a novelist having his first play pro-
duced on Broadway.
Solid Oold Cadillac Amusing adult
comedy about nn elderly lady stock-
holder who upsets a tag corporation
by actively opposing certain policies.
Sound of Musk Appealing musical
about tho young convent girl whe
eventually organized the Trapp Family
singers. Family.
T.ahoos* of tho August Moon -
Brotherhood plo* merry confusion s*
occupied Okinawa adopt* spirit. If saver
letter, of American democracy. Family.
Thousand Clown* Fairly entertain-
ing adult comedy about a writer die-
trusted with hlg own banal video ecripta.
Take* casual vltw of Illicit low.
Tunnel of Love Weak, risque farce
smirking over marital lapses in subur-
bia.
Whit* House Some varied and gen-
erally interacting gtimpeea of U. *.
President* and their First Ladles. Fam-
ily
Waal lido ttory Stark modem
Romeo and Juliet music si act amid
today's city street tangs. Condone* ex-
tramarital affair and Includes ft
rough language.
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- BORO BUSES ■
FROM PUBLIC SERVICE
TERMINAL - NEWARK
AIR CONDITIONED BUSSES VIA
N. J. TURNPIKE
KEYPORT - MIDDLETOWN
RED BANK-LONG BRANCH
and BEACH FRONTS
CONNECTION* TO AU
SHORE POINT*
LOW PARE'*
For Information Call
MArkaf 2-7000
AT THESE FINE RESTAURANTS
As You'll like
It For
Your Pleasure
JOHN J. MURPHY. Ho.t
THE BRASS HORN
Banquet Rooms Available for
All Occasions • Open Daily
Cherry A W Grand Sts. llliobetb.NJ
nUdoixk
Recommended In "Cue"
CONTININTAI CUISINI
■ ROILED LIVE MAINE LOISTERS DAILY
m CLOSED SUNDAYS & MONDAYS
M For Reservations Call MU 7-0707
At The Siva Points. Union, NJ. Oardan Stato PVwav Exit IJS
GOLDEN LANTERN
RESTAURANT AND COCKTAIL LOUNOE
DILIOHTPUL iARLY AMERICAN ATMOSPMSRI
Catarina to: Woddln* Racoptlotu. Banquets. I’erUei A Luncheons
LUNCHEONS AND DINNERS SERVED DAILY
UNDIN. N. 4.
1900 last Edgar Road, (Route 1)
WA Mill
Gracioui Dining at
Special Assortmsnt of
Pefa&oi
SEAFOODS
Lunthtont. AM Corto
A Dlnnors
Pooturlno SAY. A SUN.
PRIME RIBS OF BEEF au jui
• Party Accommodations a
Open Ivory Day
Cor. Risen A Polltly Id.. HACKINSACK
F r
Reservations
Dl 2-1299
TWIN CITY RESTAURANT
COCKTAIL LOUNOE
LUNCHEONS and DINNERS SERVED DAILY
Wedding* • Banquets • Communion Breakfasts
CATERING FACILITIES TO ACCOMMODATE 700
PRIVATE ROOMS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
"Your Holts"
IMII P. RUTKOWSKI STEPHEN KOSTY
74? EDOAR ROAD PHONI |l 2-7608 09 • ELIZABETH, N.4.
*otdtxr
the Plaio
VtOJddJL
v' j ii
TKtrsiC
pi
wmUm
Whon Motoring Vial* the "St. Morlti,"
•n tha Ploto, lake Mohawk, Sparta, N. J.
FAMOUS FOR ITS FOOD
Oracoful Country Dining at Modorato Prlcoi
LUNCHEONS
FULL COURSE
RESTAURANT MKIIdEDC
Lake Mohawk VINNCIO
Sparta, N. J. COCKTAIL LOUNGE
American e German • Swiss Cuisine
Cloud Ihundayl
for Raianrationi
Phonoi Parkway ?-?974
THE WEDGWOOD INN
217 South Street
In Hlitorlc
Morristown, New Jersey
JB 8-4411
Luncheons • Cocktails • Dinners
Parties • Wedding Receptions
- OPEN EVERYDAY -
14 MILE EAST OP TOWN OREEN
Town & Campus Restaurant
and Motor Lodge
Pasturing our now Intimate Cocktail l aunt a
Adjoining tha boauU/ul campua of Newark Kata Taachara Collado it
MORRIS AVE. End GREEN LANE, UNION, N.J.
S4 Hour family Dinlas facilities • Continuous Hi-fi Music • M Hr. Room
iorvico • 14 Hr. Telephone Service o Conference Rooms • Party Roorna •
Barber Shop.
PHONR lltiw
FREE PARKING
AM CONDITIONED
Spedollilng la HOME MAM
Ravioli Cavatelli
Manicotti
3 PRIVATE BANQUET
ROOMS
925-31 West Side Ave.
Uttdor Personal Supervision
PITMt ILVINTO
Jersey City.
HI 1494S
*
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CIWIOBHA
tINUPVA
CIHfRCMfI
asmssaaoxjcima
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NIW JIIMY'S ONLY
CINERAMA THEATRE
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ItoimA*
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EVERYDAY COMPARISON PROVES
... YOU PAY LESS “WALL TO WALL"!
*
Farmdale
23C cc_>-
% Sj
gal
V coupon i
~
below
And $lO.OO PurchaM GRE
SAVE 16
C%> & H*d—m
Coupon at Right
16«
rn.oo PurchM.
You're Sure With Lancaster Brand
25STSJ;LANCASTER BRAND
Ri I
SIRLOIN
CHUCK
O’ LAMB
45Rooct, It
g nm
Freshest Servings Show On forth/
. . .
GOLDEN RIPE
BANANAS 10
LAMB CHOPS
SMOULM* . M LQM
89*. 99*. s 1?
LANCAMM MAMD
LAW ROAST ?gSS"^4ScI
LANCASTER MANO . NECK Of
LAMB SHANK a 29c
lancajkr IRANO
BREAST of lamb
LANCASTER MANO
lamb ltyfr
KUSH
sr-cta
WO 4*
CALIFORNIA, LARGE, SWEET
LUNCH MEATS
• tnlngan • Ipliij t—-
• MblNnb • Must
• Hot. tool • o>>. tool
NECTARINES 19
oovnwm n
CANNED HAM
L*ss99
PMMMIAU FBOIfN
MEAT PIES cmocen, bwf, fmtm £ *£*•
3JLV79.
HOME GROWN, JERSEY
SWEET CORN 5 - 29<
FANCY CUCUMBERS 3-19 c
TROPI-CAL-LO oMHMMiNr Hod 39c_ ORANGE DM K
LOGE SUNKIST r*NCEiI
LEMONS 10 h 39< TEA BAGS ,69c
PHILADELPHIA BRAND
CREAM
CHEESE
iBLPki f 0C
AU FLAVORS
LIBBY FROZEN
DRINKS
10-89
PRINCESS MARGARINE 1-tb.wNd
Pile** Eli«ctiv« thru Saturday, July 18, 1964. Quantity Moke Orttmtl-
Not tMpoiwibU lor typographical mom.
16c
WRSON
CORNED BEEF HASH 3iT*l
SWANEE
BATHROOM TISSUE 4£39*
DOLE
PINEAPPLE JUICE 21: 69«
BUTTON! IMPORTED
PEELED TOMATOES 2 79*
•OEAL
PINEAPPLE JUICE
WHOLE KERNEL
IDEAL CORN
•DEAL, WHOLE "
WHITE POTATOES
•OEAL, SECTIONS
GRAPEFRUIT
IDEAL
FRUIT COCKTAIL
FARMDALE, YELLOW aiNG
SLICED PEACHES 3iT 85*
3 ir *i
6 ir 89*
6 in
3iT79*
JO-oc.
WN2BPD Means
Sister Is a 'Ham
’
NORTH HALEDON -
“CQ, CQ, CQ. WN2BPD cal-
ling CQ.” Suddenly one, two,
three maybe four voices can
be picked up through the re-
ceiver. Then: “WN2BPD cal-
ling XBBRTI.”
WN2BPD is Sister Marcia
Kelley, F.M.A., at Mary Help
of Christians Academy here.
She teaches physics, chemis-
try and advanced mathe-
matics.
Sister Marcia is var-
sity basketball coach, moder-
ator of the athletic association,
photography and science clubs
and, yes, Sister Marcia is also
a ham with a novice license.
Confused? Don't be. CQ sim-
ply is a special short wave
short hand which means cal-
ling anyone who wants to an-
swer. WN2BPD are her call
letters. When several answer
her call it’s a question of
which to pick. Sister Marcia
says one time she may give
the call number of the loudest
frequency which is usually al-
so the closest, and another
time she selects the faintest
because chances are it’s a dis-
tant state.
AS SHE talks about her dif-
ferent activities one wonders
which she likes best. She
speaks proudly of the ball
team and their many wins.
Teaching being most impor-
tant, she speaks in an authori-
tative tone of the importance
of math, chemistry, physics
and the enthusiasm of stu-
dents.
There’s a bit of nostalgia
in her choice of words as she
talks about ham radio, what
it takes to acquire a license,
and how her equipment be-
longed to her brother. “I
guess I was always vaguely
interested in it from the time
my brother started operating
a set at the age of 10, but it
wasn't until he started talking
about giving me his set
that I really became enthu-
siastic.”
Its values are "extensive”
Sister Marcia says, citing civil
defense, help in local disasters
and increasing knowledge
about other parts of the world.
While no formal ham opera-
tors club exists at the
academy, there are 12 girls
who bombard Sister Marcia
with questions and work with
the equipment in their spare
time. “Morse code can be
taught to anyone but theory
is really very technical it’s
physics and math and unless
one is in the field of science,
it can be quite difficult to
pick up,” Sister Marcia notes.
SISTER MARCIA, who will
participate in the Boston Col-
lege Summer Institute in
Physics sponsored by the Na-
tional Science Foundation,
hopes to be able to pass the
amateur license test with no
trouble and is hopeful that the
college will have a radio set
and a teacher who is a ham
operator.
Her contacts across the
country include a Franciscan
in Mobile, a father in Michi-
gan whose daughter is enter-
ing the convent and a polio
victim who operates the ap-
paratus with his teeth. Sister
Marcia is probably the ham
most often asked to “repeat
name” because the operators
are uncertain they heard
correctly. "I guess they’re
surprised to contact a re-
ligious Sister,” she laughs.
S.D.
2 New Deans
At Lakewood
LAKEWOOD Sister Mary
Incarnata, R.S.M., has been
appointed academic dean at
Georgian Court College and
Sister Mary Nicholas, R.S.M.,
dean of students, according to
an announcement by Mother
MaryPatrick, R.S.M., mother
general of the Sisters of
Mercy.
Sister Incarnata, director of
admissions for three years,
succeeds Mother Mary Gio-
vanni, R.S.M., who has been
assigned to the Motherhouse
in North Plainfield as director
of studies for the congregation.
Sister Incarnata is currently
on the committee on entrance
procedures of the College En-
trance Examination Board.
Sister Nicholas succeeds Sis-
ter Placidus, R.S.M., who has
been named superior of Our
Lady of Mercy Convent,
Cherry Hill. Sister Nicholas is
co-author of a science text
series, “Science and Life,” for
grades one through eight.
READING LOUD AND CLEAR - Sister Marcia Kelley,
F.M.A., of Mary Help of Christians Academy, North Hale-
don, adjusts earphones as she receives a message from
another "ham" operator. Sister Marcia is frequently bom-
barded by questions from students interested in Morse
code and obtaining their novice licenses.
Nurses Hold Class Night
5 Awards Presented
ELIZABETH Presentation
of five excellence awards and
advancement within St. Eliza-
beth's Hospital School of Nurs-
ing was held on class night
July 9.
Rev. George Latzko, chap-
lain, announced the award
winners. Sister Mary Carmel-
ita, school of nursing director,
made the presentations.
Medical staff awards for
excellence in obstetrics nurs-
ing and excellence in medical-
surgical nursing went to Sister
Theresa Ann Martin of Eliza-
beth.
MAUREEN Bannon of Cran-
ford received an award for
excellence in pediatrics and
Kathleen Thor of Linden re-
ceived the alumni association
award for general excellence.
The Sister Mary Thrasilla
School of Nursing League pre-
sented its first annual award
for excellence in clinical nurs-
ing to Kathleen Halek of Ro-
selle Park.
School pins and black bands
recognizing completion of three
years of nursing education
were presented to the 14-mem-
ber graduating class. Gradua-
tion will be held at Sacred
Heart Cathedral in August.
11 Jerseyans
AtWorkshop
LOUDONVILLE, N.Y.—Elev-
en teachers from North Jersey
are among 160 high school
and college guidance and ad-
missions officers participating
in a graduate workship at Si-
ena College.
Purpose of the workshop is
to increase articulation be-
tween secondary schools and
colleges. Sister Lucille Anne,
admissions director of St. Eliz-
abeth College, Convent, is one
of four workshop directors.
Those attending are: Mrs.
Mary E. Masscau, Mt. St.
Dominic Academy, Caldwell;
Sister Helen Demetria, princi-
pal, St. Cecilia’s High School,
Kearny; Sister Kathleen Ma-
rio, St. Aloysius Academy,
Jersey City;
Sister Mary Magdalen, prin-
cipal, St. James High School,
Newark; Sister Margaret Ame-
lia, Marylawn of the Oranges,
South Orange;
Sister M. Ann Marguerite,
S.S.J , principal, St. Joseph's
High School, Roselle; Sister
Theophane, 0.5.8., principal,
Benedictine Academy, Pater-
son; Sister M. Joan Rolling,
principal, Benedictine Acad-
emy, Elizabeth;
Brother Casian Thomas,
F.S.C., Queen of Peace High,
North Arlington; Brother Vin-
cent Damian, F.M.S., Union
Catholic High; Brother Robert
Grady, F.M.S., Marist High,
Bayonne.
Equality
Plank Asked
Of GOP
SAN FRANCISCO The
Republican National Conven-
tion platform committee has
been asked to adopt a 1964
plank pledging efforts “to con-
tinue efforts to achieve equal-,
ity of opportunity for men and
women without impairing leg-
islation which promotes true
equality by safeguarding wom-
en’s health, safety and eco-
nomic welfare.”
IT WOULD substitute for a
plank favoring a so-called
equal rights constitutional
amendment.
Margaret Mealey, executive
director of the National Coun-
cil of Catholic Women,, made
the plea on behalf of 19 na-
tional organizations.
The organizations urged the
substitute because the Presi-
dent's committee on the status
of women had found the con-
stitutional amendment unnec-
essary, state laws are remov-
ing remaining legal discrim-
inations against women. Fed-
eral and state laws help pro-
mote equal pay for women and
the so-called equal rights
amendment would jeopardize
existing labor laws for wom-
en.
I Was Thinking ...
A 5-Day Hospital Vigil
And Then Relief, Progress
By RUTH W. REILLY
The peace of early Sunday
afternoon was broken by a
telephone call from Virginia
where my brother lives with
his wife and six small chil-
dren aged 9 months to Byears.
“Ned had a heart attack,’’
Helen's broken voice informed
me, “He’s in critical condi-
tion . . .” She was alone, ex-
cept for the generous help of
neighbors, so with my three
younger children, another
brother and I set out for
Virginia.
We fairly flew along the
highway and went directly to
the hospital. On hearing we
had come from a distance, the
receptionist permitted us to
visit Ned in the intensive care
unit. His firm grip told us how
glad he was we’d come, and
the ghastly gray of his com-
plexion told us how ill he was.
“I was playing tennis . . .a
tournament game . . . and I
was winning too . . .” he
smiled, and we had to stretch
our ear to catch his quip:
“Should have finished the set
and come in on a trail of
glory . . .” He had been an-
nointed soon after his arrival.
AT THEIR HOME Helen
greeted us: “I’m so glad
you’ve come . . .” The chil-
dren were in bed; we settled
ours down and visited Into the
night. Next morning we took
my brother to the airport and
stopped at the hospital for Hel-
en to run up and see Ned
briefly.
He was in oxygen, in pain
.
. . still critical. And so it
continued day after day.
Friends and neighbors tele-
phoned, brought food and were
available for any need.
The days took on a pattern:
community breakfast, a trip to
the hospital, community lunch,
to the pool with the older chil-
dren and a nap for the younger
ones; to the hospital for aft-
ernoon visit, community din-
ner, baths and bed for the
smaller children and planned
television for the older ones
and a final hospital visit.
During our hospital visits 1
remained in the lobby while
Helen spent as much time as
she could with her husband.
At evening hours I joined
them for the last ten or
fifteen minutes. On Tuesday
Ned's condition was so uncer-
tain that Helen remained at
the hospital all day to be avail-
able should she be summoned
—but the day passed.
I became accustomed to the
easy air-conditioned quiet and
subdued activity of the wait-
ing room. I prayed for and
with the flow of people in and
out.
AFTER FIVE DAYS we
thought we saw improvement.
“I can take a deep breath
without pain now,” Ned told
Helen. And we all began to
take deeper breaths.
He began to enjoy pictures
and letters from the children
and news of home events. He
requested the evening paper.
He became interested in
whether or not the lawn was
watered, and one evening drew
a diagram showing the
proper positioning of the spray
so that the entire grounds
would be saturated, and noted:
“20 minutes in each position.”
(That’s my brother!)
On the eighth day Helen
came beaming into the waiting
room after her morning look-
in on her husband: "They’re
going to move him from inten-
sive care to regular hospital
service! The doctor said it will
be a long pull
....
but he’s
out of danger!” She gave me
a quick hug: “Thank God . . .
Oh, thank God!”
St. E’s Hosts
Space Lecture
CONVENT The National
Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration will present a space
science lecture demonstration
at the College of St. Elizabeth
July 16 at 3:30 p.m. in the
Greek Theatre. The public is
invited.
Giving the demonstration
will be Robert P. Perry and
John R. Bannister of the God-
dard space flight center of the
NASA. The lecturers trace the
origin and development of
rockets and demonstrates var-
ious principles in current pro-
grams to acquaint everyone
with our country's space ef-
fort.
A discussion-question period
will follow.
117-Year-Old
Not Ordinary
SELMA, Ala. (NC) When
117-year-old Mrs. Willie Cade
Banks was admitted to Good
Samaritan Hospital recently
for treatment of a fractured
left arm, it was a special oc-
casion.
Records in the Department
of Pensions and Security of-
fice in Marion, Ala., verify
that she was born March 6,
1847.
The tiny Negro woman
(4-1/2 feet tall weighing less
than 90 pounds) gave birth to
six children herself, cared for
an ailing husband during his
last five years and has spent
most of her life nursing the
sick and tending new babies
born to white mothers.
A widely known and beloved
figure in this area, Mrs. Banks
is perhaps best known for her
Christian way of living. Says
an acquaintance, “She is one
of the most Christian people
in our town.”
Widow Has Reunion
With Adopted Sons
YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio (NC)
A Texas widow, who solved
the problem of loneliness after
her husband’s death by "adop-
ting” 184 servicemen, held a
reunion here with part of her
king-sized family of former
servicemen from New Jersey,
Missouri, Michigan and Ohio.
Mrs. Maude Cozart, a mem-
ber of Holy Name of Jesus
parish. Ft. Worth, came here
on her vacation and visited 15
World War II and Korean War
veterans whom she befriended
when she was hostess at the
USO-National Catholic Com-
munity Service club in San
Antonio, Tes.
Mrs. Cozart was no ordinary
hostess. She owned a chicken
hatchery, and often invited
groups of soldiers to her home
for a chicken dinner. She took
them on picnics, showed them
the sights of San Antonio,
baked them birthday cakes
and held a continual open
house.
“I NEVER looked on it as
charity," the explained, ’'be-
cause I got so much enjoy-
ment from their friendship. I
did It because people look
down on servicemen, and they
were just kids 19 and 20
years old far away from
their own homes."
As her "sons” left San An-
tonio for overseas, she gave
each a steel-jacketed Bible.
While here, Mrs. Cozart was
the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank DePerro and their fam-
ily who arranged the reunion.
DePerro returned some of the
hospitality Mrs. Cozart exten-
ded to him when he was sta-
tioned at Kelly Field in 1942.
The party of 50 assisted at
Mass together in St. Charles
church.
MRS. COZART said her
"boys” haven’t changed much,
except for the addition of "sev-
oral pounds and a few gray
hairs."
She keeps in touch with her
adopted family through Christ-
mas cards and a news letter
she sends to each one every
January. She signs the letters
with a “God Bless You, Mom."
Newsletters contain names
and addresses of the ex-ser-
vicemen and chit-chat about
their families and jobs. She
had a reunion seven years ago
with 10 "sons" from Pennsyl-
vania, New York and New Jer-
sey and plans another reunion
in Chicago in 1970.
Franciscans
Advance 4
ALLEGANY, N.Y. Four
girls from the Paterson Dio-
cese were among 60 participat-
ing in reception and profes-
sion ceremonies at St. Eliza-
beth Motherhouse.
Patricia A. Klcmm and
Maureen Quirk both of As-
sumption parish, Wood-Ridge
and Carol A. Garrison of St.
Mary’s, Pompton Lakes, re-
ceived their religious name
and brown habit of the Al-
legany Franciscan Sisters.
Miss Klemm received ths
name Sister Mary Patricia,
Miss Quirk is now Sister M.
Terence Jude and Miss Gar-
rison is Sister M. Charles
Placid.
Sister John Marian, former-
ly of Holy Name, Garfield,
pronounced her temporary
vows.
Conference Set
BUFFALO, N.Y. (NC) - A
workshop for Catholic wom-
en's college administrators
will be held at Rosary Hill Col-
lege here Aug. 18 to 21. It will
be sponsored by the college.
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NEW, LOW SUMMER RATES
are ii effect until Labor Day
PRESERVE YOUR
PARTY DATE NOW!
Avery special price (or any extra
special occasion. Every glamorous
detail arranged In the grand man-
ner to insure a perfect party io a
perfect setting.
\
\ttste2?^
a BEMmFUL FUNCTION ROOMS,
NEWLY DECORATED,
COftPLETELT AIR CONDITKMa
YALET PMOONC AVAILABLE
FOR COMPLETE INFORMAJXM
CALL MR. BARS
...
Ml 2-4400 a
BROAD STREET AT UNCOIN PARK, NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
FURNITURE
SHOW/ROOMS
Before You Buy . . . See the Difference . . . Sale the Difference
on Outstanding Provincial and Contem/torary Designs
'MS
NEW EXPRESSION IN ITALIAN PROVINCIAL!
Exclusive with Roma I Choice of Bleached Cherry or Antique
Whlto with Chtrry topi. Our low prlco includes Hugo 76"
Dronor Bait, 42“ Door Choit, Pull Sir. Carved Headboard
and a Commode. ALL 4 PIECES
JOSEPH FAZZARI, Pret. TERMS ARRANOED
ROMA-9-11 HOLLAND ST. (OFF 468 SPRINGFIELD AVE., NWK.)
Bl 8-2660-free Parking In Rear-Open every nlte till 91 Tuei. A Sat. till 41
*495
$699 Retail
Your
Wedding Reception
at the
muu
JERSEY CITY
i i catered with loving care.
• BANQUET ROOMS Totl.fully
decorated
• DINNERS created to meet YOUR
needs • Elegant Food • Generous
Portions • Perfect Cocktails
• Personalised attention to every
detail.
from
Per Person
All Inclusive
Package
and the Price Is Right . . .
Come in or phone Mr. Moeller our
Wedding Consultant
is at your service
OLdficld 3 0100
• IMI MODERN AIR CONDITIONED
Rrobert treat a KNOn HOTEL
Invites your reservations
• COMMUNION BREAKFAST!
• ORDINATION DINNERS
• WEDDINO RECEPTIONS
• CONVENTIONS. SEMINARS and
SALES MEETINO
12 Function Roomi Top Copacity In On* Room 12JO
STANIEY J. AKUS Mono B »r ALBERT W. STENDER, Pi.ddent
50 PARK PLACE, NEWARK - MARKET 2-1000
THE TRUTH ABOUT RHYTHM
Thenaturalmethod of family planning fv
THE TRUTH ABOUT RHYTHM by Or. I. E.
Georg, now written in englleh, has been
translated Into 8 foreign languages.
This book removes misunderstanding
and explains to women the scientific,
knowledge of their cycle In a nontech-
nical and practical manner, without
departing from the moral teachings of
the CATHOUC CHURCH. A frank honest
discussion on the natsral method of
family planning, 201 pages and charts
to guide oneself by,
tt Is also a handy reference book for rectory llbrsjfes
when giving instructions to newlyweds.
Send money order or check. Postage prepaid.
Imprimatur eft frond* Cardinal Spellman, Archblihop ef New Yar
■OOX MASJM SUVICK. M. Six 171 mi .EWDOORA
RANK.
The For Parson* Ovar 21
9:00 PM. to 12:30 AM.
D ANCING
EVERY Ml. NIGHT
CLUB ST. LEO
Marks! Si., al tha Boulsvard,
■an Patartan, N.J.
Maturing All.mating
ORCHISTIAS
Dira.tionn Driving Saulli an Oardan
Stala Parkway, (nil 111. Driving
Narlk an Oardan Stala Parkway,
Salt 137.
(Ona Mlnuts from slltisr tail)
For LUNCHEON & DINNER
Restaurant
and Cocktail Lounge
888 MT. PROSPECT AVE., NEWARK
Private Banquet Facilities
RESERVATIONS ACCEPTED HUmboldt 2-5019
MAKE IT A
ROSARIAN SUMMER
Series of sermons on Rosary Mysteries
for Unity and Peace
UN
Pax
Preacher:
REV. HARRY A. KELLY, O.P.
July 19 The Resurrection
July 26 The Attention
August 2 Tbe Descent of the Holy Ghost
Augutt 9 The Anumption
Auguit 16 The Coronation
Rosary Shrine Summit, New Jersey
Holy Hour Services begin at 3:30 p.m.
•very Sunday afternoon.
Visit Cloister Gift Shop and Cloister Pantry
Printing Don* To Order
Wedding, Ordination, Graduation, Jubilee Invitations.
Hand Lettered Cords for Special Occasions
FRANCISCAN
PILGRIMAGES
Its Honor of Our Blessed Mother
NEW ENGLAND
Weekends Friday to Sunday Night $50.00
Leave: September 18 and October 23
Visit: Historic old Boston, loxington. Concord, Our Lady of LaSaUtto
Shrino In Ipswich, Mass.; booutiful and unforgottobl* Franciscan Col Ugo
In Ryo loach, N. H. Prlco Include all transportation and sightseeing In
newest type deluxe buses, first class hotel accommodations, five meals,
grotuities and taxes. NO hidden expenses bn any of our pilgrimages.
MOTHER SETON PILGRIMAGE
(Baltimore, Emmittburg, and Gettysburg)
Weekend* Friday to Sunday Night $48.00
Leave: Sept. 11, Oct. 2, Nov. 6
Visit: Blessed Elisabeth Satan's Shrine and burlol place In Emmittburg;
Old Mt. St. Mary's College with the first Orotto of Lourdes In the U. S.;
Civil Wor battlefield at Gettysburg; Baltimore with Its famous cathedrals.
Ft. McHenry and many other places of wnutuol Interest. Price includes
same as the New England weekends.
CANADA 6 Days
Monday throughSaturday boginning July 27 ovory
wook thereafter to September 21.
July and August $115.00
September $llO.OO
Vlilti Montreal, Quebec City, Three Rlv.r. and th» Shrln*. of St. Jo.eph,St. Ann. and. B.aupr. and Our Lady of the Cap. In th. Province of
Quebec the land of Mlradei. Word, cannot explain the many mem-orable experience, which give thle Pilgrimage tuch great appeal to all
age. and clat.e. of people. Price an All Canada Pilgrimage. Include.
Iran.portation In delux. n.w bum, .Ight.eelng, flr.t da., hotel accom-
modatoln., two meal, dally, grotultle. end taxei.
CALIFORNIA and U.S.A. 28 Days $795
Leave: September 26 Return: October 23
Prlte Include, two moot, dally, (except J free day.), flr.t dai. hotel.,
tran.portatlon, .Ight.eelng, gratulHe. and taxei. Travel during daytime
only.
Vl.ll Jd State, and the Dl.trict of Columbia. See the Old Ml.don. of
California and of the Southwe.t, a. well a. out.landing point, of Inter-
oil tuch a. lay. Town, San Frand.co, Hollywood, la. Vega., Grand
Canyon, Santa Pe —andother, too numerou. to mention. More detail,
available at our office.
ONCI YOU TRAVfI THI PPANCISCAN WAY, you will be .polled for
traveling any other way. Do not delay—cewrvoHen. are limited
Ivery Prand.can Pilgrimage begin, and end. at our Office an Wait
31 .t Street In New York City.
*"
Write er nil for free color brochure and complete detail..
FRANCISCAN FAMILY CIRCLE
125 Wort 31 s» St., Now York, N. Y. 10001 PS 6-4685
Have You Read ...?
The following questions are
based on articles which appear
in this issue of The Advocate..
The answers are printed at the
bottom of the column with the
page on which the answering
article can be found.
1. Two teams tied for the
lead in the Essex County CYO
baseball league are
(a) St. Thomas the Apos-
tle, Bloomfield, and
St. Aloysius, Newark
(b) St. Peter’s, Belleville,
and Immaculate Con-
ception, Newark
(c) St. Joseph’s, East Or-
ange, and St. Thomas,
Bloomfield
2. Rev. Frederick McTernan,
formerly of St. Andrew’s,
Bayonne, is now an Army
chaplain in Panama and play-
ed an important role in help-
ing a Panamian village im-
prove itself by
(a) Donating sand for
cement blocks
(b) Blessed the completed
construction
(c) Organized and coordi-
nated the joint mili-
tary-villager effort
3. Three hundred years ago
priests had to travel in dis-
guise in
(a) Russia
(b) Germany
(c) New Jersey
4. Sister Marcia, a physics
teacher at Mary Help of
Christians Academy, helps,
students
(a) Interested in becoming
"ham” radio operators
(b) Coordinate plans for a
bazaar
(c) Stage one-act plays
•01 »Smf ’(ej-j,
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Scouts Hold
Jamboree
VALLEY FORGE, Pa.
Setting's sixth national jam-
boree will "be held here July
17-23. A jamboree city of 30,-
000 tents will be host to 52,000
scouts and their leaders from
all 50 states and other coun-
tries.
A Pontifical Low Mass will
be offered July 10 by Arch-
bishop John P. Cody, episco-
pal chairman of the youth
department, National Catholic
Welfare Conference. Bishop
William G. Connare, episcopal
moderator of the Catholic com-
mittee on scouting, will give
the sermon. Over 30 priest-
chaplains of Catholic-sponsored
troops will attend jamboree
week.
Twenty-eight Boy Scouts and
Explorers from 11 Catholic-
sponsored troops in the Robert
Treat Council are attending.
Word Square
1 Bread is baked in this
2 Grapes grow on this
3 Finishes
4 Shelter for baby birds
PLANNING TIME - Rev,ew,ng hterature ond making final plans for attending scout-
ELVX Z'T°r ,am^°Me jU 'l V'23 at Volle y For 9 e ' p°- *•*•" scouts fromTroop l 8 Good Counsel, Newark. First row, left to right: Michael Burke, Stefan No-
vosedlik, John Lolly and John McGee; second row: James Lecky, Lucian DeMarco and
Richard Angerer.
People Are Like Buildings
By SUSAN DINER
Last week Addie and I were
talking about people and what
they are like. All of a sudden
she said that people are a lot
like buildings. And you know,
she’s right.
Buildings, don't have person-
alities but they do come in all
different sizes short, tall,
thin, fat, majestically erect
and sometimes looking like
they couldn't care less what
they look like.
Each person, too, has a par-
ticular function and influence,
and each requires care.
BUILDINGS ARE construct-
ed according to an architect's
plan. Some are designed as
hospitals, others for schools,
offices, homes, churches, etc.
Because each building has a
particular reason for being,
the interior design must in-
corporate the most efficient
methods necessary for its job.
Know who your architect is?
It’s God and you are part of
His master plan. Maybe you
are a future artist, musician,
or surgeon. If you are, He
gave you the creative talent
you will need. Perhaps you're
a budding historian, mathe-
matician or diplomat. What-
ever you will be, God equip-
ped you with the necessary
intelligence and a special flair
now housed within you but only
in the development stage.
A school might influence
parents with young children to
move near by, and an indus-
rial city will bring skilled la-
borers to the neighborhood.
LIKE THEM we influence
our surroundings.
A teacher, because she inter-
ested her students in science,'
might encourage a future'
chemist who will discover
a
new drug.
Perhaps as a smiling Young
Advocate you can make others
a little happier.
Books for Youth
Historical Events Influence
Our Religious Beliefs Today
A YOUNG PEOPLE’S PIC-
TORIAL HISTORY OF THE
CHURCH, Volume IH, The
High Middle Ages; Volume IV,
The Church Today; by Edward
Rice. 128 pages. $2.95 each.
These are an almost essen-
tial addition to every library
and a valuable supplement to
the catechism and standard
Church history books.
Clearly and concisely writ-
ten, these books contain more
than a fact-filled history of the
era and the decisions which
had a tremendous bearing on
current religious beliefs of all
faiths.
In addition they incorporate
short courses in economics,
western civilization and art.
VOLUME 111 presents the
Middle Ages as a golden era
symbolized by the building of
Gothic cathedrals while poor
living conditions and supersti-
tions remained much the same.
From this slowly emerged a
civilization destined to be the
model for the future. France
led in building the massive
structures, characterized by
tall columns and soaring
spires.
Closely aligned with the ar-
tistic influence is the "spirit
of sacrifice and penance” of
the common people who re-
built the Cathedral of Char-
tres, France, in honor of Our
Lady. Over 700 years later this
structure remains one of
France’s greatest glories.
SPIRITUALLY the book
deals with the flowering of
monasticism in the Benedictine
rule, the formal initiation of
the secrecy of confession, the
Crusades and the first use of
the word "transubstantiation."
Brief biographies such as St.
Louis the King, Joan of Arc
and St. Francis of Assisi and
the explanation of the First.
Second and Third .Order also
are Included.
There is a lesson in econom-
ics as serfdom gives way to
merchant guilds, commerce
and life in the city. Thirst for
knowledge and the printing
press revolutionize history.
The Middle Ages are shown
also as a time of conflicts and
setbacks: the black death,
witchcraft, Jewish persecution
and heretics inflicting their
distorted beliefs upon the peo-
ple with such logical argu-
ments many Christians were
deceived.
VOLUME IV begins with the
16th century Pope Paul (1537)
and concludes with the brief
reign of John XXIII and tho
beginning of that of Paul VI.
Martin Luther, leader of the
Reformation, came during a
time ripe for a revolt which
quickly spread from Germany
to Switzerland and across most
of the continent. It served as a
springboard for other denomi-
nations to formulate their own
beliefs, as indulgences, Mass,
Penance, Extreme Unction, al-
tars and other Catholic sym-
bols were discarded.
Irwas also a time for the
French Revolution. For the
Church this meant confisca-
tion of property, suppression
and exile. The age of "En-
lightenment” for philosophy,
mathematics, medicine and
other sciences became the
Dark Age for the Church.
Saints such as Francis Xa-
vier, Bernadette, Sir Thomas
More and others testify to the
sanctity which remained midst
the treachery and desecration.
MISSIONS in the new world,
Council of Trent and the first
and second Vatican Councils
are discussed as is Commun-
ism.
Both volumes are rich in
pictures, paintings and other
illustrations. Pertinent cap-
tions add much to the already
vibrant text.
Neither volume pretends to
present the Church as without
blemish through history. There
are the weaknesses and the
many strengths.
Much food for thought is
squeezed into the two volumes
which should serve as a fine
introduction to Church history.
- SUSAN DINER
MARY’S ABC, by Sister
Mary Carmel, O.S.F. Pictures
by June Roberts; MY LITTLE
BOOK OF MANNERS, by Sis-
ter Maryanna, O.P. Pictures
by Katherine Evans; OUR
FAMILY, by Madeline Lillcn-
thal. Pictures by Mary Cobb;
THE BIG TIDY UP by Norah
Smaridge. Pictures by Wendy
Worth. Bruce. Christian
Child's Stories. Unpaged. 50
cents each.
This series for young readers
correlates religion with every-
day life.
Other books may tell you
"A” is for apple but in
"Mary’s ABC” you'll learn: A
is for Angel, whom God sent
down to visit Our Lady in Naz-
areth town. Another is: O is
for Others. And Mary would
teach that we love other peo-
ple and heaven we'll reach.
Each page is Illustrated in
color.
DO’S AND DON’TS from our
elders may seem unreasonable
at times, but "My Book pf
Manners” shows many reasons”
why they aren’t ... Let’s be
respectful, don’t Interrupt; un-
less you’re a goat always
butting in ... A cat licks her
fingers, but you want to learn
good table manners ... A but-
terfly flutters—like a person
who doesn’t finish what he
starts.
"Our Family" has five chil-
dren one of whom is telling the
story. It begins with morning
prayers, family rosary and
family Mass when everyone
over seven receives Holy Com-
munion.
It is a sharing-family—mar-
keting, singing, reading to-
gether (the Bible, newspapers
and magazines). They share
television and even illness
("something all of us would
rather not share”).
IT’S A FAMILY who sacri-
fices for each other because
"they remember that Jesus
made the greatest sacrifice for
all of us when He died on the
cross."
"The Big Tidyup” begins:
"When God created sky, and
sea and set the world in space,
He planned that everything He
made should have its proper
place."
It continues by helping you
imagine a puddle hanging
from a line, fish on a fence
and tells the story of Timothy
whose room was messy. His
mother posted a "Keep Out"
sign on the door because he
refused to put things where
they bolongcd.
At first he was happy and
enjoyed himself. As the room
got dusty and he couldn’t find
what he wanted, he began to
grow sad. What Timothy finally
did to solve his problem
makes a delightful story young
readers are sure to enjoy.
Susan Diner
Answers
Word Square:
OVEN
VINE
ENDS
NESTVA
Canoeing Veterans
Reminisce, Will Help Others
NEWARK Returning from
their recent 100-mile canoe
trip down the Delaware River,
Explorer Scouts from Good
Counsel’s Post 18 reminisced
of their adventure, boasted of
their low loss ratio and told
of plans to help other posts
make similar trips.
There were times wWn the
water was ankle deep and "we
had to walk our canoes," said
Steve Sisa.
Another explorer recalled
there was a couple of inches
of water in the canoe much
of the time "because of the
spray from rapids and from
climbing in and out of them.”
ADDIE SAYS when you’re
packing for your vacation
don't forget to include your
daily missal. Addie’s summer
motto is "God doesn't take a
vacation from me, and I’m not
going to take one from Him.”
Only two of 12 extra paddles
were needed and three canoes
capsized. One canoe was dam-
aged but was repairable and
no injuries occured.
RECOMMENDING the trip
to others, Mike Cawley said
you come home a “better ex-
plorer because of the knowl-
edge you gained—spirit, team-
work, even better cooks
and you know the other fellows
better.”
Another noted they had
learned to “take care of them-
selves for eight days with
hardly more than the elements,
canoes and food."
Plans for another eight-day
trip are being made for next
June.
After October, movies and
color slides will be available
through Eugene Schwerkert
Sr., post adviser, 818 Mt. Pros-
pect Ave., Newark.
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AGNES’
GOWNS
GOWNS FOR
ALL OCCASIONS
Bridal • Bridatmaidt • Formal
Cocktail and Mothars Dresses
65 LAKEVIEW AVE.
CLIFTON, N. J.
GRegory 1-2945
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Parisian Beauty School
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THE
ACADEMY
OF
BEAUTY
CULTURE
HONOR EMBLEM SCHOOL
0«y l Evinlng Claim .
HUbbard 7-2203
for your new car
AUT©
LOAN
instant money at TC*
ONLY ’4 PER 100
Every 15 minutes, TC okays a 4% Auto
Loan. We’ll be pleased if our next new
customer is YOU. Come in to any of our
oflices or phone OLdfield 3-4100, Exten-
eion 311.
The
Trust Company
of New Jersey
IS OFFICES SERVING HUDSON COUNTY
All Open Monday Evenings 6 to 8 P.M.
Jersey City • Hoboken * Weehawken •
Union City ♦ West New York • Secaucu*
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
4% intereit on savings deposited on* year or more
paid 4 times a year
4%
Fort Lee Trust
LENDS MONEY
for
taxes, insurance premiums9
home improvements, tuition ,
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Apply now for fast service
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Also Residential and Commercial Mortgages
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Golden Knights
Post 4th Win
NEWARK—The Blessed Sac-
rament CYO Golden Knights
posted their fourth victory of
the season July 11 by topping
nine other corps in the Moon-
light Serenade Drum and
Bugle Corps Competition at
Newark Schools Stadium.
The hosting corps, St. Lucy's
Cadets, highlighted the pro-
gram with an exhibition before
the 5,000 who attended.
The Golden Knights were
tops in marching, drumming
and general effects. Other
corps competing included the
Woodsiders and St. Rose of
Lima, both of Newark, and St.
Brendan's, Clifton.
St. Lucy’s, the Golden
Knights and St. Rose of Lima
.will compete again July 13
at the eighth annual Junior
Champions on Parade meet in
Bridgeport, Conn.
MINOR ADJUSTMENT - Little details can make the difference between winning and
losing in drum corps competition as members of St. Lucy's Cadets of Newark are be-
ing shown. Chuck Vitale, drum major, left and Thomas McCann, business manager,
right, adjust position of instruments for soprano buglers Joe Pannullo, Joe Nittoli
and Andy Campione, before the host corps gave exhibition at the Moonlight Sere-
nade at Newark Schools Stadium, July 11.
St. Brendan's Sets Starlight Fiesta
CLIFTON The St. Bren-
dan’s Cadets here will sponsor
the Starlight Drum Fiesta at
the Clifton School Stadium,
Rt. 46, at 8 p.m. Aug. 1.
The Ballantine Brewers and
the hosting cadets will give
exhibitions. Among the groups
competing in the drum and
bugle corps contest will be St.
Lucy’s Cadets, Woodsiders and
St. Rose of Lima, all of
Newark.
Institute Draws
Area Students
NEW YORK ClTY—Michael
Barbetta and Joseph Lynn of
St. Joseph’s of West New
York are among 53 high
school seniors attending a five-
week summer* institute in en-
gineering at Manhattan Col-
lege, July 6-Aug. 7.
Sponsored by the National
Science Foundation, the insti-
tute is to provide an overall
view of the methods and goals
of modern engineering to help
the students decide whether
they should choose that field.
Applicants were selected on
their high school records, prin-
cipals, evaluations, letters of
recommendation, College En-
trance Examination Board
scores and their own state-
ments of purpose.
Ford Paves Way
For Negro Students
NEW YORK - The Ford
Foundation will begin a five-
year, $7 million scholarship
program for outstanding Ne-
gro high school students in
October under the operation
of the National Merit Scholar-
ship Corporation.
The 1.000 students who re-
ceive the grants to be given
at the rate of 200 a year, may
apply them to colleges of their
choice.
School-Bus Hootenanny
SANTA FE, N.M. Barry Morrisroe became a school
bus driver to help pay his way through St. Michael's College
here but when he started singing to cheer his 75 young pas-
sengers up. his route got detoured into many strange stops.
The children responded by singing along. He taught them
carols, which were eventually sung on the morning and after-
noon trips before the holidays, surprising the parents. Later
the group recorded at a local radio station and appeared in
other school assemblies.
The part-time driver whose whole heart went into the joh,
arranged Easter egg hunts, picnics, a hootenanny and other
affairs for the children and their parents. Letters of appre-
ciation flooded the school superintendent’s and college offices
from residents.
Asa farewell gesture, the children presented Morrisroe
with $5O they had saved with nickels and dimes from lunch
money. But the singer-driver had the last note. With the $5O,
he hired a photographer to take a picture of the bus with the
children. Each one received an autographed copy as a
memento.
■ “They gave me something very wonderful to remember,"
Morrisroe said. “It was the least I could do for them.”
WINNING SMILES - Jack Williams, director, beams at members of Pope John XXIII
High School band of Lake Mohawk as they display first place trophies won recent-
ly. The band was named best in the Franklin Tercentennial parade and took first
at Warwick, N.Y., July 4. Others shown left to right ore Sister Mary Angelina, principal;
James Williams, Richard Fletcher and Thomas Yurchak.
In CYO Baseball
2 Teams Stay Unbeaten
MONTCLAIR St. Thomas
the Apostle, Bloomfield, and
St. Joseph’s, East Orange, are
still undefeated in the Essex
County CYO Intermediate
Baseball League and remain
deadlocked for the lead with
4 0 records.
Ed Cilento's two-hitter over
city rival Sacred Heart includ-
ed 11 strikeouts. Vince Restivo
gave up 19 hits to St. Thomas’
batters in the loss.
Vince Salerno fanned 13 to
pace St. Joseph’s over Imma-
culate Conception, Newark,
4-3. Carl Perrone led the win-
ners with three hits in four
times at bat against losing
hurler Joe Pace.
St. Peter's, Belleville, turned
back St. Aloysius, Newark, 9-6,
to stay out of the loop cellar.
Ron Stableton homered for the
winners pacing the sluggers.
All games are played at
Branch Brook Park Extension.
THE STANDINGS
W L
St. Thoms* 4 0
St. Joseph’* 4 0
Immaculate 2 2
Sacred Heart 2 2
St. Rose of Lima 2 2
St. Peter’s 1 3
St. Aloysius 1 3
St. Lucy's 0 4
JULY If SCHEDULE
St. Joseph’s vs St. Peter’s. 1 p.m.
Sacred Heart vs St. Aloysius. 3:30 p.m.
St. Rose vs Immaculate. 1 p.m.
Essex Registers
For 2nd Sessions
MONTCLAIR - The Essex
County CYO is accepting regis-
trations at 425 Bloomfield Ave.,
for the second sessions of the
two summer day camps, which
begin July 27.
The camps conducted at St.
Paul’s School, Irvington, and
St. Thomas the Apostle School,
Bloomfield, include swimming
instruction, handcraft, games,
athletics, special tours and re-
ligious instruction.
Music to Play
Convention Part
CINCINNATI - The 21st na-
tional Catholic Students’ Mis-
sion Crusade convention Aug.
27-30 at the University of Notre
Dame will feature a musical
program.
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For Air France Reservations
or Information, Call, Write
or See . . .
mm
AirFrance
offers
budget tours
toBombay for
the38th Int’l
Eucharistic
Congress, under
the Patronage of
His Eminence
RichardCardinal
Cushing
This year, worship with fellow
Catholics in beautiful Bombay. Fly
from there to the Holy Land,
Rome, or take a 7-day tour to Ire-
land. There is also an alternate
return route via Paris and an ex-
tension tour around the world.
Mail the coupon below for your
free tour booklets.
AIR PRANCE
■)H| WO-lO't IA»«I|T AIRLINB
Catholle Market Mi mgtr
Air Franca
683 Flllh Avar**, New York 77. N.Y,
Gentleman!
Please land me year tree totdert:
D National Pilgrimage to Bombay
□ Other Pilgrimage* to Europe
Name.
BONDS
Insurance
Final Summer Session of
...
SAINT PETER'S
COLLEGE
READING IMPROVEMENT
CENTER
JULY 20, to AUG. 7
REGISTER NOW!!
ELIGIBILITY:
• HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
• COLLEGE STUDENTS
• ADULTS
• COEDUCATIONAL
SPEED • COMPREHENSION • VOCABULARY
• STUDY TECHNIQUES
For Bulletins and Registration Information Contact:
Dr. Patrick J. Caufield, Reading Center
Saint Peter's College, Jeriey City, N.J. 07306 DE 3-4400
TtwSioiy •ll*»4(dkem
"A safe deposit
box?
But, Bev, we
haven't anything
to put in it."
"Don't you think our Marriage license deserves to be kept in a safe place,
Ed? And what about the insurance policies, the baby's birth certificate and
those four shares of AT&T Aunt Sarah gave us for our wedding present?
Besides, I expect to havea lot of very valuable things, likediamonds and pearls,
very soon. Our first anniversary is next week."
For more details about safe deposit boxes and other National State banking
services, write or call for our FREE booklet, "The Story of Bev and Ed."
The iiiaiiishio i»i,
Jgt NATIONAL STATE BANK
** OP NEWARK
Irvington • Or.ng. . Mlllburn-Short Hill*
Wait ■...x-Ckldw.ll
Mtmitr hiiral Ih petit Inmranct Corporation
OF
CATHOLIC
BOOKS
for CHILDREN
for RELIGIOUS
for EVERYONE
57 Halsey St, Hewirii
V k
SECUCWBEf
ummm techs
CMirntflunint
W. r. S. Utxnl
nequut Catalog (L)
eastern:
•S Sth Ava. (U $U N.Y. ) CH 2-3310 1
MODERN
HEAT-UIWM
NOW AVAILABLE
AT A SPECIAL
LOW RATE!
Buying or Building a Hew Home-Choose MODERN ELECTRIC HEAT
Electric heat is a comfort luxurythat ie now available at non-luxury cost
It’s the aitra-modem way to provide cold weather comfort Electric heat
gives yoa exclusive room-by-room temperature control work-saving
dust-free cleanliness ** no fuel delivery problemst** no moving parts to
wear out or replace.Call Public Service for full details about the special
low rate for Electric home heating. Public Service also will be glad to
help you plan your new Electric heating system, without charge. ▲
Call now.
I puauc csnvtci aiwcnsre and sm
mxp«vin« rtnuMir or * «m*t
COMPANY
wnoiKipmir
OUMi
** **>'£*
not
Mini
warmth
tw rirhTT
TVdr«oi»
jJrisMfor
comiortohks
deep'** playroom
cool lor
extra*
MAKE YOUR DEAL NOW!
'64 CHEVYS
Optn Daily * P.M. L. AMBROSINO, Prtf
Wad. « P.M.
.
Sal. S P.M.
Immediate Delivery • All Models & Colors
Biggest Savings © Guaranteed Used Cars
»t. BJT #
3085 Kennedy Blvd.
(Formarty Hud ton Blvd.)
JERSEY CITY • OL 6-8000
4 BLOCKS NORTH OF
JOURNAL SQUARE
I
ACADEMY OF
SAINT ELIZABETH
SECONDARY SCHOOL FOR OIRLS
founded 18*0 Fully Accredited
SISTERS OF CHARITY
Convent. New Jerney
JEHerson 9-1600
OPPORTUNITIES
FOR WOMEN 16-35
Seme God by Serving Others
Sister* of Reparation
of the Congregation of Mary
• Providino Horn* for Poor and
Friendless Woman and caring for
thair spiritual, mantal, physical
naads.
• Teaching Catachlim to all aaas of
Childran and Taan Agars.
• Conducting Ratldancas for Work-
ing Girls.
Write: Vocation Directress
143 West 14th Street, N. Y. 11, N. Y.
Telephone: CHelsaa 3 5540
CALDWELL COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
CALDWELI, NEW JERSEY
CONDUCTED BY THE SISTERS OF ST. DOMINIC
Fully Accredited Offering A.B. and B.S. Degree*
Founded in 1899 Sisters of Charity
College of Saint Elizabeth
Convent Station, New Jersey
PRIESTS JESUIT BROTHERS
•V. .! h * ,r *•*•"*• rnlnd and body to tha atrvlca of Jeaui Chrtjtand Hi* Church at homa and In tha foraign missions. For Information wrltat
Director of Vocation!, 39 E. 83rd St., New York 28, N.Y.
(Phone 212 RE 4-1146)
□ MM** □ Brother.
— Af»
Name .
Address
City ... Zona
m t M «i
rUHIIMI IKIIIltll IMIOI
« m
SETON HALL UNIVERSITY
Summer Workshop Theatre
pratant*
"DEVIL and DANIEL WEBSTER"
by Staphan V. Banat
"HOPE IS THE THING
WITH FEATHERS”
by Richard Harrlty
In Tha
AMERICAN HERITAGE SERIES
Thur«., Frl., Sat. July 16-2 S— 8:30 F.M.
Theatre-in-theRound
South Orange Campus
Sat. Mat. 2i30 SO 2-9000
Freeh Leaves No Stone Unturned in Search for Personal Development
By JOHN TEEHAN
PATERSON Dave Freeh
h»s touched a lot of bases
sihee he started his first base-
ball game in the Old Timers
Midget League as an 8-year-old
outfielder and he has "changed
the book” even longer as an
altar boy at St. Agnes Church
here.
As he grew into a 6-2, 210-
pound youth he grew out of
various uniforms and surplices
but never lost the desire to
participate in either activity
. t nor to excel.
Now 17, he looks forward to
his senior year at St. John’s
Cathedral High School here
with some encouraging words
from N. Y. Yankee coaches
ringing in his ears.
Freeh surprised the coaches
in a recent tryout with his
assortment of pitches. He was
the youngest of the 25 mound
candidates at the Yankee try-
out, most of whom were col-
lege players from other states.
"MAYBE I should have tried
out at first base," he second-
guessed at a recent interview,
recalling that the pitching
candidates did not get a chance
to bat.
During the 1964 season the
Ramblers' star alternated
mostly between the outfield
and first base and batted .394.
One of his three hurling vic-
tories was a one-hitter, while
his hits included two home
runs, three triples and three
doubles.
The Paterson Catholic Con-
ference picked Dave as All-
Conference first baseman.
After a 20-minute mound
stint, Freeh was told the Yanks
were interested in him enough
to take another look next year
with an eye to signing him
after graduation. He was also
instructed to stay away from
the knuckleball because the
unorthodox delivery could hurt
the arm of a young pitcher.
Freeh has used the knuckle-
ball occasionally as a change
of pace.
ONE THING they did not
have to tell him was to stay
in shape. Dave practices bas-
ketball or baseball every day
playing two or three baseball
games a week with the Pas-
quariello-Bradle Post 187 in
American Legion competition
and with the Totowa Mer-
chants in the Connie Mack
Development League.
Freeh’s first mound appear-
ance for the legion team gave
him a two-hit, 2-1 victory. He
has pitched two victories for
the Merchants, who were lead-
ing their league with a 7-0
record.
A scout for the N. Y. Mets
promised to contact him after
a legion game in which he
homered and tripled. In the
next loop game Dave repeated
those big blows adding a double
going five for eight in two
days. The Milwaukee Braves
also indicated interest in the
young lefthander (after Rev.
Michael Hart, St. John’s ath-
letic director, tipped them off).
WITH HIS physique, ability
and determination portending
a bright future, Freeh is a
lucky young fellow. But it was
not all luck nor did things
always look so bright.
For instance on May 2, the
man Dave would have wanted
most to accompany him to the
tryouts, died. It was his late
uncle, Dave Brady, who
showed young Freeh how to
pitch and acted as a second
father to him. Freeh’s father
died before he was born.
Mr. Brady, also a product
of St. Agnes Grammar School,
had pitched in semi-pro ball
and once played with the
Doherty Silk Sox.
Young Dave’s deep religious
feeling gave him the inner
strength to roll with the punch.
He was helped by Rev, Fin-
barr Corr with whom he came
in contact in church activities.
Freeh was vice president of
St. Agnes’ CYO last year. He
is now secretary of the newly-
formed Knights of the Altar.
FRECH .also received the
Serra Club’s outstanding altar
boy award. He 1 has bien a
faithful acolyte since the fourth
grade at St. Agnes.
His ball playing started in
the fifth grade when he struck
out 90 batters out of the 108
he faced in Midget League
play. Freeh learned how to
hit in the Junior Development
League, in which he batted
.600 and posted his first no-hit
triumph.
In 1960-61, Dave won the out-
standing player award of the
CYO Basketball, League. His
half-court jump shot at the last
second of the championship
game, that gave St. Agnes a
30-29 victory over St. Anthony’s
of Hawthorne, is one of his
most thrilling memories. He
had scored 15 points in that
tilt.
In 1963 Freeh added the Pat-
erson Diocesan Tournament
cage award Ur his collection
and belted a grand slam and a
three-run homer for the Toto-
wa Merchants in the Develop-
ment League.
IN HIS third appearance
for St. John's this spring,
Freeh suffered the first mound
defeat of his long career. It
was former teammate Rich
Corsetto (who transferred to
St. Bonaventure’s) who bested
Dave in their first mound
clash. Freeh had two shutouts
to his credit before that
If Dave does not make the
grade in baseball, he would
like to teach English or his-
tory.
"English is one of my best
subjects," he said.
Judging from past perform-
ances, Dave will either be the
most grammatical hurler in
forensic tilts with umpires or
the most skillful lefthanded
blackboard eraser in the teach-
ers’ league.
Gaglianos Score
Major Double Play
MEMPHIS, Tcnn. (NC) -
Rqlph Gagliano, IT, shortstop
'of Christian Brothers High
'School here became the second
‘member of his family to make
the major leagues when the
Cleveland Indians signed him
for a reported $60,000 bonus.
His brother Phil is a second
baseman with the St. Louis
Cardinals.
Gagliano. who batted .400 in
high school, will be farmed
Out to the Indians’ Dubuque,
lowa club,
Tokyo Offers Real Hospitality
TOKYO - Athletes and vis-
itors at the Olympics here in
October will find this city a
little confusing but very
friendly.
Hotels display unusual coop-
eration with the visitor in nu-
merous ways. For instance,
the way directions are given
to a Catholic church. The vis-
itor will be given a slip of
paper with the route in Eng-
lish on one side and in Japan-
ese on the other for the benefit
of both visitor and taxi driver.
Just as welcome a feature is
the no-tipping policy of the
city's hotels, restaurants and
taxicabs. A 10% service charge
in lieu of tips is adhered to
here unlike ether countries.
One of the new tourist at-
tractions will be the Cathedral
of the Immaculate Conception.
Knights Repeat
Grid Schedule
ORANGE Our Lady of
the Valley is going to repeat
the sequence of football
games played last year start-
ing with an open clash at Ora-
tory and climaxing with a
Thanksgiving Day tussle at
Immaculate Conception.
Six of the nine slated are
Big Eight Catholic Conference
contests including the opening
and closing tilts. Bayley-Ellard
is again the only loop oppon-
ent not included.
The complete schedule for
the Knights is:
S«pt. 27. >1 Oratory*.
, oe e <• St. Mary * (H)*| 10. at Mar-
s' A p; 1,1 Harriaom
24. at Clliforti Scott.
Nov. 1, Da Paul •; «. St LuktV:
14. Writ Orania Mountain: 20. at
Immaculate Conception (11 a.m.)
•Big Eight Catholic Conference
De Paul Slates
Two Changes
WAYNE Two changes ap-
pear on Do Paul of Wayne’s
grid schedule for 1964, Pope
Pius of Passaic will be the
opening opponent Sept. 9 re-
placing Bayonne. The other
newcomer on the Spartans,
slate is Lodi, which replaces
Kinnolon.
Morris Catholic remains in
the role of Thanksgiving Day
foe. Five of the nine games
slated. are in the Big Eight
Catholic Conference.
Here is the complete sched-
ule:
S«pt. 9, at Pop* Plu§,
Oct. 4. Rayley Kllard*i 10. at St.
Mary'a (R>*; 11. Immaculata Concep-
tion* ; 24. Lodi.
Nov. l, at O.L. Vallay*: 7, Saddle
Brook; 14. at Ptquannock; 26. at Mor-
ris Catholic (II a.m.)*.
•Big Eight Catholic Coufaranca
With Pirates
Seton Hall Coach Faces Rebuilding
Project, Stiff 1964-65 Cage Slate
SOUTH ORANGE - Seton
Hall University basketball
coach Richie Regan is not go-
ing to get much help from
the 1964-65 schedule as he
faces a rebuilding year with
his Pirates.
Going into his fifth season
at the helm, he can look for-
ward to the second straight
25-game slate with most of
the Eastern powers included
as well as reunions with some
old rivals.
Colgate, Fordham and St.
Bonaventurc's Universities re-
turn to the Pirates schedule
announced by Rev. John J.
Horgan, athletic director.
Colgate will visit Walsh Au-
ditorium Jan. 27 seeking to
even its record with Sotonia.
The only time these teams met
was during the 1938-39 season
when the Red Raiders dropped
a 45-43 squeaker.
THE RAMS from Fordham
are old rivals dating back to
1911-12 but the Pirates have
not played them since 1959-60.
The series stands 13-13 be-
tween them.
St. Bona venture’s took a 113-
100 decision the last time the
Pirates met the Bonnies two
years ago. But Seton’s cagers
have a 10-4 edge in the scries
that started in 1919-20.
The rough road schedule of
12 games also includes Prov-
idence, Georgetown, St. Jo-
seph's, La Salle, St. Francis
of Brooklyn and Duquesne.
REGAN, WHOSE teams
have won 59 games while los-
ing 37 for a .614 mark, will
have a big hole in his lineup
where Nick Werkman played.
Werkman finished third, firsi
and second in national scoring
races during his Seton career.
He totaled 2,273 points with a
32-point average.
Others who must be re-
placed include guards Sonny
Sunkett, Gerry Reldy and
Randy Chave, who graduated.
Richie Dec, 6-5, the team’s
second highest scorer, is ex-
pected to lead the strong front
court. Tonny Cuccolo, also
6-5, Harry Slaton, 6-7; Bob
Plocinik, 6-9; and Joe Barlik,
6-4. provide the Pirates with
balance and height.
Sophomore talent developing
includes Terry Morawski,
6-5; Bill Lavin, 6-3, and Rich
Westover, 6-3.
Vying for backcourt posi-
tions will be Charley Mitchel,
who saw considerable action
last year; Jack Dunlcavy,
John Evers and Vinnie Wright
a sophomore.
The schedule:
D*c. 4. 1-oyoU; 9, Fairfield. *w»y;
11. Wagner. away; 13, Georgetown,
away: 16. Fordham. away: 19. Bos-
ton U.i 22. L.1.U.;
J»n- 6. Fairlclgh Dickinson; 9. Army.
awayi 13. St. Joscph’i. away; 16. St.
John**; 23. Providence, away; 27, Col-
gate: 30, Boston College;
Feb. 3, St. Francis of Bklyn., away;
6- St. Ikn a venture, awtyj 11. Niagara;
13. St. Francis of Pa.j 16. La Salle,
away; Scranton, away; 21. Duqusnc,
away; 19. Scranton, away; 21. Duqueaie,
March 3, Villanova; 6. lona.
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GIVES
low
PRICES ON
Campbell
'64 OLDS
>uracK :dv
Now Jersey's Largest Olds Dealer
j
Irwin Burack, Preiident
165 CLINTON AVI. (Naar High SI.) NEWARK—BI 3-4121
WHY TAKE LESS ? ? ?
CURRENT
I,74
DIUIDEIID
ASSETS EXCEED
$53,000,000
WYCKOFF SAVINGS
A LOAN ASSOCIATION
MAIN OFFICE) 392 Main Strati, Wyckoff
Othar Offlcaai Midland Park. Saddla JUvar, Oakland 4 Franklin
OPEN MONDAY • FRIDAYM FRIDAY NIQHT M
Saint James
A •mill school lor M Colhollc baardlnf
boys ond a low day ihrdonts. ciosoaa
ara small and lha proarom la «rlda and
Ihorouah In icipa. Ona toachor far
aach 7 itudonts, Oradas 4 throuah 11.
Wookly rsports la papants. Paa mt
SIAM, all Incluslva.
Salnl Jamas School lartln i. Conn.
CAMP ST. JOHN
conducted by lha
Sisters of
St. John the Baptist
Gladstone, N.J,
234-0640
SOYS S-1S onus 4-14
$35 per Week
Activities include swimming,
hiking, tennis, srehery, pic-
nics, boating, hay rides, vol-
leyball, softball, campfires,
movies, dramatics, and in-
door games.
Sand lor hraohura
Ouost havsa avallakta lor woman
July 5 • August 22
COSanaa.ip>ss
CAMP CHRIST THE KING FOR BOYS
Ideal comp for Cothollc boyi 7 to 14. locoled on (In# lali# ntar Slain,
•own, N.J. Modern coblnt, excellent program, trained itaff, Special
emphaili on character d#v#lopm#nl. All iporti, iwlmmlng, compflret,
honeback riding, nolur# ttudy, arts and crafli, etc. R#ild#nt priori and
nvri#.
CAMP TEGAKWITHA FOR GIRLS
located on lake Hopatcong, New Jertoy't mod b#auli(g| natural lake,
(or glrli 7-15. friendly atmotphar#, excellent food, wall-plannad pro-
grom o( octlvlllar, horiabock riding. College-level coumalon. raildanl
print* Ond nun#. Comp#n ar# #ncourag#d *o acqulr# Hablti of courtety,
cooperotlveneii, lelf-retlance.
BOTH CAMPS or# conducted by Ihc Newark CYO and arc Fully accred-
tied by tk# Notional Catholic Comping Attoclatlon and tho American
Comping Aitoclatlon. Tutoring and hortoback riding available at alight
extra tort. Pate, (bath oampi)i Seaton (• wkl.), SMS. Month, sl*o. 1
wkt., SIS. Write far brochure, and map*. CYO CAMPS, 101 Plano St.,
Nowark. Mitchell 3-3140.
NEW YORK
Dining At Its Best
GILHULY'S
RESTAURANT and BAR
_
(Eit. 1183)
Delicious Luncheons and Dinner!
•erved In Homelike Atmosphere
CLOSED SUNDAYS. Alr-Cond.
Convenient to Coliseum <■ theaters
Choice Wines and Liquors. Musak.
SPECIAL FACILITIES FOR
PRIVATE PARTIES
ACCOMMODATING IS to M
tit Eighth Ave. at 4«th St.
NEW YORK CITY
There’s a future in
ELECTRONICS
Train for better pay while
you keep your present job
(fife) ElectronicSchool
35S Poliak A»«„ Knrny, N. 3,
T«Uphon* 998-8833
PIEASE SEND ME COMPUTE INFOtMATIM.
UNION COUNTY
OVER
150
USED
CARS
NEW
BUICKS
&
OPELS
GAYLIN
ONLY GAYLIN
OFFERS YOU THE LOWEST
PRICES ON USED CARS
PLUS
100% Parts and Labor
Guarantee at No Cost to You
BUICK * MU 8-9100
SPECIAL! ,
CHRYSLER'S all new ECONOMY CAR
ONLY $1 505 INCUIDINO THIUNIT FOIIOWINO EQUIP.
/ HEATER / DEFROSTERS /PADDED DASH l VISORS /ARM RESTS
/DIRECTIONAL SIGNALS /PERM OIL FILTER /WINDOW WASHER
GOOD SELECTION GUARANTEED USED CARS
MURPHY BROS. MOTOR SALES
501 NO. BROAD ST., ELIZABETH • EL 5-5600
Elizabeth's Only Authorized Dealer
CHRYSLER • IMPERIAL • PLYMOUTH • VALIANT • SIMCA
UNION COUNTY'S LARGEST VOLUME FORD DEALER
TOMORROW THE WORLD'S LARGEST
NAPPA FORD INC.
"Whtrt An AutomoblU li (old Inry M
655 NEWARK AVE, ELIZABETH
■ L 4-1031 0,.n 'HI II P. M.
GET
ALL3
At BENICK DODGE
On The Brand New
’64 DODGE
1. Lower Prices 2. Better Service 3. Immediate Delivery
Thil'l What Makaa tha Bit Dltfaranca bttwtin Binlck Dod|t and othir
«aalara. Tht prlcu iri alwayi rl«ht at Binlck Dodaa . . , You'll Ilka tha
aftlclant way our iirvlct work li dona at Banlck Dodia , . ,
“
it B»nlc*Dodia
BUOY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!
Shop BtnJcfc Today!
BENICK
Naa Jaraay'a Hlakait
Aria Ranatratiao Malar.
Authorlzad Dodia Oaalar
DODGE
l hit at Cardan Itata
. IaWSWA
JfclU UN 4117
"»•»»» rmmt wn 1*7232
»KN W, MILANA. PHESIDK.NT
the place
for year
9round vacations
8 Day-7 Night
Package Tours
Available
PLAN IT NOW!
Thinking about going to Ber-
muda? Then by all means get
a f roo rnnu nf *«,*a free copy of
Bermuda.''
‘A Key to
This colorful and Informative
folder contains an excellent
map of the Islands, and over-
flows with helpful hints on
clothing, shopping, customs,
duty, transportation, things to
see and do.
We'll gladly send you one of
these useful folders or, if you
prefer, stop in, pick one up,
and let us help you plan your
trip.
0 :r
m&§■
m
JOS. MU BYRNE CO.
Travel Service
828 Broad St Market 3-1740 Newaric2.HX
“Serving the Public Since 1886"
Authorized New Car Dealers
Sales - Service
FOR THE BEST DEALS IN AUTOMOBILES
ROTCHFORD PONTIAC
433 North Ave., We»tfleld, NJ.
Tel: 232-3700
EDMUND J. ROTCHFORD, Pre».
A FINE SELECTION OF WESTFIELD
TRADED USED CARS
Of All Make* Pontiac 3rd In New Car Sale*
THIRD STRAIGHT YEAR
CLOSED WEDNESDAY EVENINGS
WHERE THE ACTION IS!
oi
ONLY DIRECT FACTORY
TOWN
OLDS DEALER in tht STATE
NEW and USED CARS
HU 6-5555
400 E. ST. GEORGES AVE. LINDEN, N.J.
ONE OF THE CHEVROLET BIG
SEE THEM ALL
AT MOORE
WHERE YOU BUY & SAVE
525 N. BROAD ST.
ELIZABETH EL 4-3700
MOORE CHEVROLET
S»rvln» Union County For Ov*r 40 Yonro Ctoood Wod. Evoo
r-
~
WHEN BUYING OR TRADING
mm
D™»,Knm
TLamJiLeJi.
MORE VALUE • MORE COMFORT
MORE ECONOMY • MORE STYLE
Call PL 6-8664
Hoblitzell Rambler
133 Eat! sth St.,
Plainfitld
Campaign Office
Is Still Open
Headquarters of the New-
ark Archdiocese Develop-
ment Campaign is continu-
ing to function in the Seton
Hall Building at 31 Clinton
St., Newark, MArket 3-9000.
number is MAtket 3-9000.
The campaign, now in the
final stages of pledge pay-
ment, raised funds for new
high schools, homes for the
aged and a philosophy build-
ing at the seminary.
In Committee Post
PASSAIC Sister Eileen
Teresa, administrator of St.
Mary’s Hospital here, has
been named to the committee
on mental health of the New
Jersey Hospital Association.
Family Life
PRE-CANA POR THE ENCAGED
July 19-26 NuUey, St. M»ry-». OK 2-
M 55.
Au*. 2-9 Bergcnflcld. St. John
Evangelist WH 5-0120.
Aug. 2-9 Uvingstw. St. Philomena’s.
OR 2-5855.
Aug. 18-23 Roselle Park, Assumption.
289-8218.
Aug. 16-23 Newark. St. Francis
Xavier. OR 2-5855.
Pray for Them
Mother Christina of Dominicans Dies
TOMS RIVER Requiem
Masses were offered at St. Jo-
seph’s Church here July 10 for
Mother Christina Marie Mc-
Donald of Jersey City, former
mother general of the Sisters
of St. Dominic of Newburgh,
NY.
Mother Christina, superior
at St. Joseph’s Convent and
principal of the parish school
here for five years, died at
Lakewood July 7.
Mother Christina entered
Mt. St. Mary’s Novitiate, New-
burgh, in 1917 and made her
profession of vows two years
later.
She spent 18 years at
St. Lawrence School, Laurel
Springs, and earned degrees at
Villanova University and Se-
ton Hall University before be-
ing assigned to St. Mary’s,
Paterson, where she was
principal of the grammar and
high schools for 13 years.
In 1947 she was named su-
perior of Mt. St- Mary’a and
, later that year was elected
mother general.
She is survived by a sister,
Margaret McDonald of Jersey
City.
Sr. Mary Callista
CONVENT—Requiem Mass
was offered at St. Anne Villa
Chapel here July 9 for Sister
Mary Callista Marsden of the
Sisters of Charity of St. Eliza-
beth who died at the villa
July 6 after a long illness.
A native of New York, Sis-
ter Mary Callista entered the
Sisters of Charity in 1916 and
taught at Star of the Sea
Academy, Long Branch; Sa-
cred Heart, Newark, and St.
Michael's, Newark. She was
transferred to tile villa be-
cause of illness in 1962.
She is survived by two sis-
ters, Louise and Marie Mars-
den of Mt. Vernon, N.Y.
Sr. Maria Anita
CONVENT Requiem Mass
was offered at St. Anne Villa
Chapel here for Sister Maria
Anita Turner of the Sisters of
Charity who died at the villa
July 11 after a long illness.
A native of Brooklyn, Sister
entered the Sisters of Charity
in 1896 and taught at St.
Teresa’s, Summit; St. Colum-
ba’s, Newark, and Seton Acad-
emy, Orange. She was trans-
ferred to the villa in 1959 be-
cause of illness.
Other Deaths
....
Mrs. Mary Wall Freeman,
sister of Rev. Richard D.Wall
of St. Joseph’s, Newark, died
July 5.
Mrs. Veronica Biel Swinicki
of Bayonne, grandmother of
Sister Antonilia, C.S.S.F., of
Lodi, died July 6, in Jersey
City Medical Center.
Helen M. Farrell, 39, of Jer-
sey City, sister of Rev. Edward
P. Farrell, 0.P., of Sacred
Heart, Jersey City, and Sister
Margaret, 0.P., died July 7
in Christ Hospital, Jersey City.
Domenico Tarquini, 85, of
Dumont, father of Sister Mary
Elaine, C.S.A.C., of the Bronx,
died July 6 in Teaneck.
Mother M. Teresa, one of the
seven founders of the Carmel-
ite Sisters for the Aged and
Infirm in 1929, died July 6 in
Carmel Manor Home, Fort
Thomas, Ky., which she found-
ed.
Dr. Andrew Nelson, 68, re-
tired chairman of the account-
ing department of St. John’s
University, Jamaica, N. Y.,
died July 7 at his home in
Elizabeth.
Rev. Floyd Keeler, 83, a
widower and great-grandfather
who was ordained at the age
of 72, former member of the
NCWC News Service and Cath-
olic Near East Welfare Asso-
ciation staffs, died July 10
in Martinsburg, W. Va.
Patrick J. Waldron, 78, fa-
ther of Rev. Raymond P. Wal-
dron of St. Michael’s, Union,
died July 12 at his home in
Garwood.
Mrs. Marie Dunn Kentz of
Summit, mother of Sister Ma-
ria Regis, S.C., of Jersey City,
Sister Mary Joan, S.N.D., of
Stevenson, Md., and Sister
Mary Anita, S.N.D. of Greens-
boro, N.C., died July 12.
Thomas M. Hickey, 61, of
Englewood, father of Sister
Marie Emmanuel, S.C., of St.
Elizabeth’s, Madison, and Sis-
ter Marie Sharon, 0.5.F., of
Syracuse, N.Y., died July 9.
Edward P. Sheehy, 66, of
Jersey City, father of Brother
Edward Sheehy, S.J., died July
8.
Mrs. Mary Hornyak, 75, of
Elizabeth, sister of Sister
Mary Waltrude, S.C. of St.
Elizabeth’s College, Convent,
died July 12.
In your prayers also re-
member these, your deceased
priests:
Newark
Rev. Joseph E. Ostino, July
18, 1936
Rev. Joseph Ascheri, July 21,
1910
Rev. James P. Ferguson, July
19, 1934
Rev. John J. Cassidy, S.J.,
July 21, 1953
Rev. Louis Rinaldi, 5.D.8.,
July 22, 1956
Rev. Arthur Dombrowski, July
22, 1942
Rev. Sebastian J. Umauer, O.
Carm., July 22, 1955
Rev. Thomas F. O’Donnell,
July 23, 1948
Rev. Peter J. Daly, S.J., July
23, 1960
Paterson
Rev. Godfrey Weitekamp,
0.F.M., July 21, 1962
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Michael F.
McGuinness, July 22, 1945
Irish Day at Fair
NEW YORK - Aug. 1 will
be New York Irish Feis Day
at the New York World’s Fair,
with special activities at the
Singer Bowl from 2 to 6 p.m.
Top Sodality Award
For Bayonne Man
BAYONNE - John Czcr-
wienski, prefect of the men’s
sodality at Mt. Carmel parish
here, has been named to re-
ceive the sodality’s highest
award, the Gold Emblem, by
the National Sodality Office,
Washington. J
Rev. Stanley M. Grabow-
ski, sodality moderator, will
make the presentation July 16.
The award is made for serv-
ices to the sodality and out-
standing leadership in the
movement.
N.Y. Study Week
For Christophers
NEW YORK (NC) The
Christophers will hold a study
week here July 20-24 to in-
vesUgate ways to increase
apostolic consciousness among
laymen.
Among those who will par-
ticipate in the program are
Rev. Gerard Sloyan of Catho-
lic University of America,
Washington: Rev. Bernard
Haering, C.SS.R., of the Al-
fonsianum in Rome, and Rev.
Avery Dulles, S.J., of Wood-
stock College, Md.
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SEE
FOREST
LAKES
for
"Unspoiled Natural Beauty"
ROUTE 206
ANDOVER, N.J.
YOU WILL LIKE IT
MOST PEOPLE DO
'/4-ACRE BUILDING SITES
MANY LARGER
From 1,995
Terms to Meet Your Budget
Buy now for present use
or future investment
Not only one— but many
builders ready to serve
you.
You will be glad you saw
Forest Lakes on Route 206,
Andover.
tntm you look >t this Svoom honw ft
«M* up to unusual value, Hi* rooms ara large
*nd the doaet space it extravagant. There art
3 b«brooms, 2 full baths, living room, dining
room, work-savor kitchen with dinetta ana, 27
ft recreation room with direct aoctss to a 3-
ear garage, laundry room plus a 10 ft. by 10
ft patio porch j»toff tha kitchen.
' But that's only half tha veto. Tha immediate
atrroundings at Carlton Woods ara truly breath-
taking. A stone’s throw from your door is the
f
■wandering Ramapo River with the majestic
Ramapo Mountains rising from its far short.
Only minutes away ara crystal dear Mas (or
fishing, boating and swimming, golf and coun-
try dubs, riding trade in beautifai Campgaw
Mountain Reservation,
Carlton Woods offers nary modem fadOty,
too, Sevan higMyratad public and parochial
schools. A fraa ncfsatioa program. Suparb
shopping. And commuting is excellent) Only 30
minutes from New York City or Newark, 35
minutes from the Tappan Zea Bridge.
MODELS OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK, TO AJL TO DUSK
TWO OTHER OUTSTANDING MODELS
AYAHABU FOR YOUR INSPECTION
f —MM - apadon wadi wtt 1 be*
raa
mem, imnKUy room and omralnd
(■ran wfOi stilnwv to basement $29,990.
Tf avwwrnta - cimw 3-»tw7 coionw
eome with 4 bedrooms, 2t4 bethi, liybia
room, kitchen, panelled family
, (OR basement androom, lemdry room.
*«er farai*. $31,990
10% DOWN
30-YEAR FINANCING
W V wdfc//
lv Mmc/j
Q
IN OAKLAND,
BERGEN COUNTY
FROM BERGEN COUNTY) Route 4 and 208 to exit marked “Route 202 North." Proceed north
on Route 202 tor approximately 1% miles to model homes. FROM PASSAIC COUNTY. Rout* AS ta Garden
exit
approximately I
***** CeewltantS) Bltr-Hlnlns RealtyAssociate*. Inc., 67 Allendel* Aw., Saddle Khrer, HIM 7-5600 / Modal phone, ff 1
r " ul " “tnutn uuumn kouw a ara to arked " 202
ßouta approximately es. F SSAIC UNTY) ute 46 to i
forty "SJ!" *o &it 160. Turn left on Passaic St. ta Route 4 west. Then Route 208 north to
marked Route 202 North. Proceed north on Route 202 for 1% mites to models.
’14,300Complete
►
NSW JERSEY'S FINEST LAGOON DEVELOPMENT
ON BARNEGAT BAY, WAREIOWN, N.J.
Quality, Cutlom-Bullf, Year 'Round ?
Honrn on Larg«, Fully Bulkhwadad |
Lagoon Lots
From
Mod«l 37 3-Bedroom
Ranch with Florida Room
r
IVwi our lowoat priced models have all those featuroo. Check them against other lagoon developments.
■ Speoious Airy Rooms ■ Ctnrmlng Driveway Gaslight ■ Full Garage 11'xZP
■ Qu Hot Water Baseboard Heat ■ P*vsd Road*
■ Full Insulation ■ 100 Ft. Wide Bulkhesded Lagoons
■ Scrssns ■ Minimum OS' x 100' Lots
■AH City Utilities - Sowars, Watsr " Prlv »>* club Hou, «
Mains, Oaa, Elactrlclty ■ Prlvats Sandy Baach
_ , t , (In and paid for) ■ Launching Ramp
Model homes open 9 a.m. 'till dark
Phono 609 - MYrtlo 8-2698, or write for information.
DIRECTIONS: Take New Jersey Garden Slate Parkway south to Exit 74(Lacey Road), Turn left on Lacey Hoad. Turn right at trafflo light onto Route
S. Follow signs to Skippers Cove -• three minute drive.
ac
■ Largs Closet*
■ Ceramic Tiled Bath rooms
■ Custom Built Kitchen Cabinets
■ 13 Cu. Ft Refrigerator
■ Qae Range with Hood
■ Oaa Clothes Dryer
■ Gas Watsr Heater
Ikipper*
Cove*
•Wholly owned subsidiary of Suburban Propane Gat Corporation
Dept. A-71*
•ox lIS,
Whlppony, NJ.
f
HURRY!
HOME BUYERS
i- SUMMER
& CLEARANCE
| SALE!
S'
up to
50%
on Reg.
Prices
Your Fixture
Allowance
Always Goes
Further At
(Paramut)
154 ROUII 4. PARAMUS, N J
* LOT OWHERS
and Non-Lot Owners
WE CUSTOM-BUILD YOUR COMPLETE
HOME IN 70 DAYS UNDER ONE SINGLE CONTRACT!
. Flexible financing program « Over 1,000 lots to choose Irom
• Homes and lots from $lOO down.
| LAFAYETTE HOMES of Ledgewood Circlei
I Route 46, (4 miles West of Dover) ju4.4918 I
LOCATION
SEACREST BEACH HOMES
(ON THE ATLANTIC OCEAN)
SEACREST, N. J.
• Private Beach Club
• Fine View of Barnegat
Bay
• Liberal Financing
available.
• Select your lot no<v
FREE CAS DRYER WITH ALL GAS
Directions: Garden State Parkway South to Exit 82; then
hast on Rt. 37 to Seaside Heights; then north (approx ) 2
miles on Rt. 35.
° p Of? /NSPECi -f\o^
SEACREST REALTY CO. 793-4241 - 349-5487
ADVOCATE CLASSIFIED MARKET PLACE I
Ratvi: 1 insertion 42c per line 4 Inierfiom 40c
per line Minimum 3 lines
Deadline: Monday 4 P.M.
Write to The Advocate
31 Clinton St., Newark, N. J.
or phone MArket 4-0700, Ext. 32
HELP WANTED FEMALE
WE HAVE OPENINGS FOR
FEMALE-STENO
TYPIST
SECRETARY
MALE - SALES
ENGINEERS
EXECUTIVE
"MANY OTHERS”
BURNS
EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
COOK
In Morris County,
with no depend'
• Houeeworker Waitrcia
{or rectory In Bin both, sleep In, other
1 SrIMU5rlMU ,n residenceMature woman desired. Reference!
Box Ml. w.
■■
lewsrk. N.
«iwrtenced to fit children
-T- Institutions. Permanent
No
o
!.^. hour '
AUTO-DEALERS NEW CARS
CADILLAC
~
•ALES k SERVICE
CENTRAL CADILLAC INC.
999
L
AVt * a a . Ntwirk
Phone MA 4-2255
BROGAN CADILLAC-OLDS
imm
&tkS3T c ' m *°
Authortred CADILLAC - OLDS
_ > .*A E^S * serviceTIS Passaic Are. Clifton N
OR T-MOO
MOORE CHEVROLET
Established Since 1922
SERVICE - PARTS
OR USED CARS
Dial EL 4-3700
--
«M N, Broad St, Elisabeth
CHEVROLET
SARGENT MOTORS, INC.
Authorised
“'“V* SERVICE
N. Aril niton WY 1-K
CHEVROLET
CORVAIR CORVETTE
KONNER CHEVROLET
“One ef America's Largest,
Chevrolet Dealers
4TI Bloomfield Ave. Caldv
CA 6-6666
DEMARTINI CHEVROLET
Authorised Salsa Service
CHEVROLET CHEVY n
CORAIR - CORVETTE
Complete Line of Good Used Cars
MS Anderson Ave.. ClUfeide Perk
AUTO DEALERS NEW CARS
CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH VALIANT
TOWNE MOTORS INC.
Direct Factory Dealer
Sale# Parte Service
Deed Care Body Shop
IS St. George Ave. W. Unden. N. J.
Phone HUnter 6-1400
PATERSON
LINCOLN-MERCURY
"Large Enough to Know You"
Small Enough to Serve You
.
Authorized Faitory Dealer
LINCOLN - MERCURY . COMET
SALES - SERVICE . PARTS
AR 1-2700
McLean Blvd., Pateraon
FLETCHER
LINCOLN - MERCURY CORP.
Continental . Mercury • Comet
Salea 4 Service Parta 4 Acceaaorlea
Safe Buy Uaed Cara
B FRANKLIN PL. SUMMIT. N. J
CR 7-0940
For the Beat Deal In
OLDSMOBIIE
eee JOYCE OLDSMOBILE
• Authorized Salea 4 Service
• Guaranteed Uaed Cara
PI 4-7500
ITI Plan Ridge Ave, Montclah
TOPPETA MOTORS INC.
VALIANTS e PLYMOUTHB
CHRYBLERS • IMPERIALS
OairintMd UMd fin
PARTS • SERI ICE • BODY SHOP
Dial HU 3-0015
OB Mocmfleld Ave. New art
1964 PONfIAC - TEMPEST
AU Modcla and Colora Available
For Immediate Delivery
BEST DEAL IN STATE
MAXON PONTIAC
Phone WA 3-6900
1477 N. Broad St. HI!
PONTIAC
New Car Salea - Service . Parta
Guaranteed Uaed Cara
Flnaat Body Work 4 Repair Service
TROPHY PONTIAC
•M B*way. Cor. ttth St. Bayonne. N.
HE 7-4900
RAMBLER
See Jerry Signore
ELM AUTO SALES
SALES - SERVICE - PARTS
WYman 8-7311
M Kearny Ave. Kearny, N,
VOLKSWAGEN
TAYLOR MOTOR SALES INC.
Authorized Dealer
SALES e SERVICE e LEASING e PART
Phone 489-1300
Ave.. MaywoMO Went Paaaalo
Bergen County.
AUTO DEALERS NEW CARS
C. J. DILLON INC.
Authorized VOLKSWAGEN
SALES - SERVICE - PARTB
Cotillion Work a Specialty
CA 6-8620
523 Bloomfield Av.» Caldwell
AUTO SERVICE j REPAIRS
G. M. Transmission Service
Plymouth. Ford. Chevrolet, Bulck. Oldi
mobile, Cadillac, any roaka autoj wa
will install a rebuilt tranamlaslon. guar*
anteed g months j 1 price quoted, bo
upe. E-Z terms. 1 day senrice. 174 Acad-
emy St. Newark. For prices call Ml
2-SS34, 8 A.M. to g P.M.
BUILDERS
Builders Over 40 Years
Alterations Masonry Carpentry
Waterproofing. Shrines.
MULCAHY BROS.
IN Vltley St.. So. Orange. SO M3C2
or 80 S-X7l, Cronins. DR S-5443.
BUILDING MATERIAL
VIOLA BROS. INC.
Maaon k Lumbar Mart
COMPLETE LINE OF BUILD INQ
MATERIALS k SUPPLIES
For Prompt Delivery Can
NOrth 7-7000
ISO Waahlnston Ava. Ntttlay, N. J.
DRIVING SCHOOLS
MARIAN'S
DRIVING SCHOOL
WOMEN INSTRUCTORS
Wa Pick You Up <• Return You Home
MU 6-0533 UNION. N. J.
FUEL OIL • OIL BURNERS
JOHN DUFFY FUEL CO.
"Making k Servian Frlenda
Since ISSI*
Oil Burner. InateUed k Serviced
Metered Deliveries 24 Hour Service
Dial Ml 2-2727
IM-1M Adame SL Newark. N. J.
FLORISTS
JONES THE FLORIST, INC.
Nutley'a Oldest Flortat Cat ISM
Call Us For Yotur Floral Need*
NOrth 7-1022
Store and Greenhouse
1M Paeaalo Ave- Nutter. N. J.
MOVING a STORAGE
Moving k Trucking. Reduced rate* tor all
Bargan end nearby counties. Please call
before f A.M. or after T P.M.
544-ISSS ■ WALTER BALZI
MOVING A STORAGE
In Jersey City and All Hadaon County-
Call
- GALLAGHER
MO VINO <1 STORAGE INC.
DELWARE 3-7600
Tor local and lona dlatanca moving
HENRY P. TOWNSEND
MOVING STORAGE PACKINO
At Your Prompt Service
PL 5-1831 • AD 2-4464
Ml North Ava. W. Weetfleld. N. J.
Call theee Phonaa:
CH 5-2483 • MU 8-4465
NURSING HOMES
BROOKBEND
__
CONVALESCENT ROME
Whara profeeeional nursing car*
la guaranteed to tha medical,
surgical and as«d paUent by
RUTH D. HINSON, R.N.
Owner 1> Res. Nuria la Charfe
4» Nswark-Pomptoo Tpk.
OXlord 4-MM Wayne N.J.
LAUREL MANOR - A CERTIFIED
HOME lor elderly men and women
'lS** *J‘* nUo “ and care, rates reason-
abtoi ELrawood 6-4106, P.O. Boa U 6
Spring Valley. New York.
THE HEMLOCKS
• Distinctive Country Surroundinfs
• Kind M-Hour Nursing Care
• Physicians In Attendance
• Surgtciil-Medica]-Chronic-Aged
a ALL MEALS HOME COOKED
N. PASSAIC AVE. CHATHAM. N. J.
Dial ME 5-6966
PHARMACISTS
NUTLEY
BAY DRUGS CO.
James Rlcclo. Reg. Phar.
Baby Needs
Prescriptions Promptly Filled
Cut Rats Drags and Cosmetics
an Franklin Avo. NOrth 7-909
JERSEY CITY
VALENTI'S PHARMACY
JOSEPH VALENTI. Res. Phar.
Prescriptions - Baby Needa
Photo Dent. Flee Delivery
736 Weet Side Ave., opp. Falrvlew
Jersey City. N. J.
PHONE: DE 3-5054
NEWARK
Sam <i George Mariorsns. Prope.
USS PHARMACY
Established over 30 years
Four Registered Pharmacists
Free Delivery Open Every Day
From t a.m. to 11 p.m.
T64 ML Prospect Avenue, cor.
Montclair Avenue.
HU 9-4746 Newark. N. J.
PLUMBING A HEATING
NO MONEYDOWN,lEY DOWN. No payment lor 6
1 years |e pay. SORCHINI BROS.
ES 1 4440. Plainfield PL 74643.
TRAILERS FOR SALE
NIMROD CAMP TRAILERS
Riviera tsw.. Pioneer 6666. Safari tm„
Restate WO. per week Jim Heal In.
371 Rt 33. Wayne. N. J. CL 64070.
TRAVEL AGENCIES
JOS. M. BYRNE CO.
TRAVEL SERVICE
Serving the PubUo Since IBM
Steemshtp 6a Air Reeervatlnna
feurs C rules a— Honeymoon Tripe
830 Brand St.. Newark MA S-1740
- bedrooma. JV4 batha. rec. room
J ear (arafe, daeirabta location.
wooncurr LAKE ns JO1 room ruck, 1 fun bathi. lari'
axpanaion attic. a car aarajto, £
12S * aoo. Murt ba Mao.
C. W. SOMMERS - Broker
4M llilledal. A vacua
HUledale. N. J.
WMW Eva. MJ4) 1J»
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
KEARNY
BORGOS & BORGOS
REAL ESTATE IN ALL ITS PHASES
and APPRAISALS
Phone WYman 1-4344
SM Kaarny Aw. Kearny
LAKEWOOD
Trl-L*v*l. almost new- | Br. 1
££'&*?*** “ ‘“• 00 ° -
JAY KAPLAN REALTY CORP.
STREET. LAKEWOOD
»«MMB Open T Dm Mfc Phwm. Servlet
2 bedroom ranch. 2 car laraie, patio,
*H" Kn 11, twm - hot water heat.OE kitchen, clow to parkway. Phona
owner Friday ami Saturday evenings alter
" FOxcroft 3-3218.
Nine room colonial homo: screened porch
* kltcheiu: 2 refrigerators; is cu. It,,T SvtH‘
.
b*! h * l drapertea: (lowan
ahruba: alao 1 bedroom apt. over 2 ca
narajte with acreened porch (rented): Clt
water: property off Rt*. t. ] blka t
acbool: on JW acrea. Secluded. Thla I
«ood Income property FHA or V.A. mort
(Uea. Price 112,000. Call alter S P.M
363-0907.
UTTLE FALLS
JAMES E. MARSTON
Renllora • Inaurora
Phone: ISO MOO
II Center Avo„ Uitla Falla
LITTLE SILVER
Little Silver: Four bedroom. 2Vt Bath
Colonial. Fire place la Uvlna room. Con-
lull baeement with built In "bar. Larga
•bade
_
treee. Kacetlent neighborhood.
Offered at 222.000. Weart-Nemeth Agency
Real tore. 102 W. Front St.. Red Bank.
N.J. Call 741-2240 lor appointment.
MONMOUTH COUNTY
EXCEPTIONAL VALUE. 4 Bdrm. Ranch.
2 Bathe. Larie Uvlna Room. Kitchen with
•operate breakfaet area. Play Room Cellar.
18*22 awlm pool. 1222100.
J. LESTER RIGBY, Astoc., Inc.
104 Shrewsbury Ave.. New Shrewabury
Phone 7<l-T7tl
MOUNTAIN LAKES
2 bedrooma. 2 bath, ranch, panelled den
with fireplace, large acreened porch,
lovely landacaped lot, carpeting and
*um btdodoA Al condition. Mid IJO'e.DE 2-1823.
NORWOOD
NORWOOD NEW
Beautiful Colonial aplll. I bedrooma 2H
bath*, family room, with beamed celling
and parquet fleora. lovely lot. In area oi
line home*. 3 Mka from Immaculate Con-
caption achool. Buy direct from builder.
GAMELOT CONSTR. CORP.
TE Htll
PT. PLEASANT BEACH
YEAR ROUND OR SUMMER
Seven room ranch with fuU cellar and
*“W< .fireplace In the living room toadd that homey feeling bring your boat
tfrioo y<>Ur l ,Wn - P * rt * ct ,or U* chUdran
READY TO RETIRE
lVavlng' KS' 1
D. A. MAHONEY REALTOR
1200 Beaver Dam Road. Point PltaaanL N.J.
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
SPRING LAKE
Gerald A. Murphy
Realtor . Multiple LlMlnt Member.
Fully (umlfthcd summer home Ideally
■uUed to Urge family - *3 bedrooms, a
bath, living room, (ire place, dining room.
Kitchen open porch, garage. Walking die*
lance to beach and church.
$24,500
500 Washington lilvd. Sea Girt
Olbeon »737>
SUMMIT
EDMONDSON if FISHER. Re.lter*'
Residential. Commercl.l, Imluitrlel
Serving Summit. New Providence,
14 Beechwood Rd.. Summit* 1 CR 3-7300
Ut our experienced tull
Kind e home (or you
We Will Take Your Home la Trad*
HOLMES AGENCY
Realtor Eat. 1890
291 Morris Ave., Summit. CR 3-2400
TENAFLY
TKNAKLY to yr. Brick A haw
on nice 7S»ISO plot 4 Bran. -1H baths .
very Is. pan rec. rm. 4, wat bar - Ctmr,
to Schema (In Famed Mount CariMl
Area) • 2 car • 11. W. by saa. 01.000.
E. E. BUNIVA
REALTOR
10 Hlshwood Ave Tenafly
ICloaed Sundaya July-Augttat)
UNION
in Unfon County a aurroundlns ereSL
u> help y.iu to aelect e heme to*
vour comfnrt end happlneaa.
Our eaperlenre la rour protection to
buy or a.ll call on
JOHN P. McMAHON
ISAS Morn. Ave., Union MV VMM
WAYNE
JOHN WEISS CO Realtor
Iltn p.itrson Hamburg Tpke Ways*.
OX 4-moo
WOODCLIFF LAKE
WOODCUFT LAKE
*
BEST BUT
4 Bit Colonial, nearly completed.On heavily wooded elte. Truly a
cunom home contalnlns such luxury
(ealurei aa lamlly rm panaled Jn,
Antique Elm with WW (ple„ bramed
relltnsa. planked flooring DR/par-
qurt lloora. cabinet, end vanltorlna
made o( wormy cheatnut.. with aep-
arote laundry area on main floor.
Feature a 19'xlS' maater HR with
4 ctoaetai 3 walk-lnai t cedar lined,
alap separate dressing vanllory with
to 1. P
rlc
” *0.900 NO EX-
IRAS. Must bo seen tu appreciate
the line detalla. By appt only.
KENT BUILDERS CO 3-4800
SUMMER VACATION RENTALS
■•«•••* **••»*»» am«ilive 7 room nom
WM.
,rom Au ‘“« *
Ocean drove, attractive"
™i,
“»o,ajry; good location! near oe
mediate occupancy- thru Septable. CaU Olbaon. M174 eves..
FOR RENT- Two bedroom house _
block from beach at Green I.landi ■
Toma ltlver, F'urnlahod ready lormediate ooeupancy. CaU 349-3417, By wor month. •
TRACY * HANKINS. INC,
Form Committee
Knights Organize
For Decency Fight
— A statewide
Public Decency Committee
was formed by the Knights of
Columbus as New Jersey K. of
C, leaders held their annual re-
organization meeting at the
Robert Treat Hotel here July
11.
"State Deputy Stewart A.
Schoder Jr. announced the
formation of the new commit-
tee. He said it will operate on
a; permanent basis and aug-
ment the work of parents, ed-
ucators, civic, fraternal and
religious organizations already
engaged in combating inde-
cency in areas outside the
responsibility of government
offifcials.
DANIEL L. McCormick of
Maplewood, a supreme direc-
tpif- of the knights, said the
stand “is in full accord with
the supreme council’s policy to
support Cardinal Spellman’s
plea for the formation of pub-
lic decency commissions.”
George E. Emery of Colonia
was named chairman of the
committee. He said a study
would be initiated of ways in
which the profit can be taken
out of pornography through
the enforcement of existing
legislation and the introduc-
tion of new legislation.
He also said the Republican
and Democratic conventions
have been asked to include
decency planks in their party
platforms and that a meeting
with Gov. Richard J. Hughes
and state legislative leaders
will be sought. Purpose of the
meeting would be to the
need for the appointment of
judges who would be respon-
sive to public sentiment in ob-
scenity hearings.
Decent Books
Drive Launched
By Distributor
Detroit <no -a major
distributor of paperback books
and a better literature group
have joined forces to condbat
newsstand sales of objection-
able reading matter by pro-
moting wholesome reading.
The Ludington News Com-
pany, cooperating with the
Mefh>politan Detroit Council
fop' Decent Literature for
Yoiith, is making a recom-
mended reading list available
through its drivers to more
than 2,000 rptailers.
If the retailer indicates an
Interest in the program, a
driver will set up a display
rack designed by the company
with sample titles from the
list.
Joint Effort
On Obscenity
NEWARK A seminar on
mailed pornography will be
held at the Essex County
Courthouse here Aug. 6 under
the auspices of Sheriff Leßoy
J. D’Aloia and Newark Post-
master Joseph J. Benucci.
Postal authorities and law
enforcement officials from
North Jersey will attend.
D'Aloia and Benucci noted
that the threat posed by
mailed smut has become so
great it is no longer possible
to deal with it on a local basis.
Speaking at the seminar will
be Rev. Paul Hayes of the
Legion of Decency of the New-
ark Archdiocese. Discussion
panels on liaison between pos-
tal authorities and sheriffs'
offices will be led by postal
inspector J.R. Kallies of New-
ark and Det. Arthur Magnus-
son, a special investigator in
the sheriff's office.
D’Aloia revealed that in re-
cent weeks his department has
made nine arrests on porno-
graphy charges.
New York Court
Upholds 'Fanny Hill'
< ALBANY, N.Y. (NC) The
New York State Court of Ap-
peals, the state’s highest court,
in separate actions has re-
versed a ban nn the 18th cen-
tury novel 'Memoirs of a
Woman of Pleasure” and over-
turned convictions of two men
for selling the book to a minor.
In both cases the court di-
vided 4-3.
THE ROOK, popularly
known as "Fanny Hill,” was
Written by John Cleland and
in London in 1749. It
(deals with the experiences of
j* prostitute.
The book’s sale and distribu-
tion in New York City was
banned last year by an injunc-
tion against the publishing
firm of G.P. Putnam's Sons.
• IN THE SECOND case, the
Court reversed lower court rul-
ings against Irwin yfclsfeld,
proprietor of Bookcase, Inc., in
New York, and John Downs, a
clerk in the store. Downs,
charged with selling the book
to a 16-year-old girl, was sen-
tenced to. 10 days in jail. Weis-
told received a 30-day sen-
tence and was fined $5OO.
The appeal court held their
convictions unconstitutional on
grounds of vagueness in a sec-
tion of the state penal law
barring sale to persons under
18 of a book "the cover or con-
tents of which exploits, is de-
voted to, or is principally
made up of description of illi-
cit or sexual immorality.”
THE MAJORITY opinion,
written by Associate Judge
Francis Bergan, held that
"Fanny Hill” is not qbscene
by standards established by
tho United States Supreme
Court.
"The suppression of a book,'.’
Judge Bergan said, "requires
not only an expression of judg-
ment by the court that it is so
bad, in the view of the judges,
that it is offensive to commu-
nity standards of decency as
the legislature has laid down;
but also that it is so bad that
the constitutional freedom to
print has been lost because of
what the book contains.
"The.history and tradition of
our institutions stand against
the suppression of books,” he
said.
Sees No Need to Regulate
Decent Literature Activity
; VERONA - The Town Coun-
cil here has Issued a report
saping it finds no reason to
act against the activities of de-
cent literature committees.
It Issued its report after a
three-week study undertaken
ht the request of two residents
who submitted a petition with
269 names deploring the ac-
tivities of such committees in
neighboring Caldwell and Ce-
dar Grove. The petitioners said
their own investigation indicat-
ed a similar committee was
being formed in Vcrqna.
Subsequent statements to the
council revealed that a Verona
Decent Literature Committee
(jisbanded two years ago be-
cause merchants were exercis-
ing due care in magazine dis-
play on their own. It was also
made known there are no
plans to reactivate the com-
mittee at this time.
The Verona Council found
that the Cedar Grove group'
had sought the cooperation of
stores in a Verona shopping
center near the Cedar Grove
line but the merchants there
said they welcomed the com-
mittee’s help.
It also said the existence of
such groups "is not an area
which can be properly legis-
lated by local ordinance" and
that Its survey showed "no in-
stance of forced censorship
nor . . . any display of obscene
literature.”
At the meeting where the re-
port was made public Joseph
Percevault of the Junior
Chamber of Commerce said
the chamber had, adopted a
resolution supporting efforts
that might be necessary If the
sale of pornographic material
becomes a problem in Verona.
Change of Address
For Two Chaplains
NEW YORK - Two service
ohaplains from this area have
baton transferred, according to
the Military Ordinarlst.
Rev. Peter J. Ferreri, form-
erly chaplain on the USS
♦Northampton, is now at U.S.
•NaVal Station, Bldg. 17, New-
port, R. I.
lyThe new address for Rev.
’James J. Driscoll, formerly
Davis-Monthan Air Force
Base, Arlsona, is Chaplain,
-7333rd Air Base Gp., Box 1334,
APO 253, New York.
Williams Honored
For Helping Migrants
NEWARK For legislative
leadership in Improving the
lot of migrant workers, Sen.
Harrison A. Williams received
the Elizabeth Herring Award
of the National Council /on
Agricultural Life and Labor
at the Essex House.
The presentation was made
by Rev. James L. Vlzzard,
S.J., chairman of the group’s
administrative committee. Rev.
Aloysius J. Welsh, social action
director of the Newark Arch-
diocese, gave the invocation.
Fall Dinner-Dance
WAYNE—Our Lady of Con-
solation pariah, Rev. Carl J.
Wolain, pastor, will mark its
first anniversary with a din-
ner-dance at the Brownstone
House, Paterson, Oct. 24.
OFFICIAL GREETINGS - Emil Ladner (right), president of the International Catholic
Deaf Association, welcomes delegates of the Newark Archdiocese's Mt. Carmel Guild
to the association's convention in Brooklyn. From left ore Rev. George Ligos, Catherine
Prendergast, Rev. Edward Hayes Andrew Pecorara, Rev. Walter Gorski and Edward
Bradley.
Jerseyan Heads
Project for Deaf
BROOKLYN - The Interna-
tional Catholic Deaf Associa-
tion has voted to establish a
junior association for training
Catholic leaders among deaf
persons 14 to 20.
The vote by the 2,000 dele-
gates to the association’s con-
vention, also named former as-
sociation president John Car-
roll of Morristown, N.J., as
head of the program.
Delegates attended a week-
long sign language retreat on
•he theme "To Live for
Christ.”
St. Ann Novena
At Newark Parish
NEWARK Rev, Flavian
O’Donnell. C.P., of St. Joseph’s
Monastery, Baltimore, will
conduct a novena in honor of
St. Ann at St. Rose of Lima
Church here July 19-27. He is
a native of Bayonne.
At Seton Hall
AID Sponsoring
Dr. Bennett Talk
SOUTH ORANGE Catho-
lic and Protestant clergy and
laymen from this area have
been invited to a lecture to be
given by Dr. John C. Bennett,
president of Union Theological
Seminary, New York, at Seton
Hall University July 20 at 8
p.m.
Dr. Bennett’s topic will be
"Christian Unity and an In-
terdependent World.” He will
talk at a special public meet-
ing presented by the Institute
dor International Service.
iTHE INSTITUTE is spon-
sored by the Association for
International Development, lay
mission-sending group in Pat-
erson, with the cooperation of
Seton Hall.
It is primarily for Latin
American, Asian, African and
North American participants,
but the weekly Monday and
Friday evening talks are open
to the public. They are held
in McNulty Hall.
Dr. Bennett is a noted schol-
ar, lecturer and author. He
has served as a member of 11
national or international or-
ganizations, including the
World Council of Churches and
National Council of Churches.
He has written 11 books and it
co-chairman of the editorial
board of Christianity and
Crises.
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Give yourself a present
New additions to your Tulip Time flatware
Now you can complete your Tulip Time settings with these
magnificent serving pieces. Each deposit of $lO or more allows
you to buy: A. 6 butter knives ($2.20) B. 6 teaspoons ($2.20)
C. serving spoon ($1.65) D. gravy ladle($1.65) E. soup ladle($3.30).
TULIP TIME is an international gourmet’s delight-Danish de-
sign, finest Swedish stainless steel, handcrafted in Holland.
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tor our 100th Anniversary
we’ll give you a present
.-•M
1
FREE 5-piece place settings of Tulip Time flatware with a $25
or more new savings account or a $25 increase in a present'
savings account. With each additional deposit of $lO or more,
add another 5-piece place setting for only $2.50. At any office.
Hie First National Bank
OF JERSEY Cm
On. Exchang. Plan.. Off*.. in J.,»y city, Hamlaon, Hoboten, K..rny and Waat N.. V.,!,. Call DE1...,. 3-1300 for ,11 oftlc. Mamba,. FDIC, Fad.,.l Raaarva SyManv
CHURCH DEDICATED -Abbot Patrick O'Brien, O.S.B., congratulates Rev. Claude F.
Micik, O.S.B.,pastorf Blessed Sacrament parish, Elizabeth, after new church, shown
in top photo, was dedicated by Auxiliary Bishop Stanton July 11
News of Education
Becker Plans Second Letter
WASHINGTON (NC) - Rep.
Frank J. Becker plans an-
other letter to U.S. Bishops
asking their opinion on his
proposal to amend the Consti-
tution to permit prayer in pub-
lic schools.
The New York legislator
sent a letter June 24 to all
229 Bishops, but only 35 re-
plies had been received by
July 9, a spokesman said, not
a sufficient number in Beck-
er’s judgment to be indicative
of a trend.
Becker is the chief force in
the House behind an effort to
amend the Constitution to per-
mit voluntary prayer in pub-
lic schools and thus override
U.S. Supreme Court decisions.
The House Judiciary Com-
mittee held lengthy hearings
on Becker’s proposal and
about 145 similiar ones, but
it has taken no action.
Becker’s letter to the hier-
archy was prompted, he said,
by the NCWC Legal Depart-
ment’s attitude of caution and
reserve toward the so-called
prayer amendments.
* He asked the Bishops for a
response to these two ques-
tions: "Do you support the
premise that children in pub-
lic schools be permitted to
pray on a voluntary basis? Do
you oppose such an amend-
ment?"
•
■Brooklyn Boosts Pay
BROOKLYN, N.Y. (NC)
The Brooklyn Diocese has an-
nounced anew salary scale
for lay teachers in its 14 dio-
cesan high schools.
Beginning Sept. 1 salaries
will range from $4,800 yearly
for a first-year teacher with
a bachelor’s degree to $9,000
for the holder of a doctorate
after 14 years, with an extra
$250 annually for a department
head. The old scale ranged
from $4,200 to $7,250.
There are 200 lay teachers
in the diocesan high schools,
almost one-third of the total
faculty of 625. It is expected
that the diocese’s other 28 par-
ish and community high
schools will adopt the new sal-
ary scale this year or next.
•
Proposals Advance
WASHINGTON (NC) - The
House special committee on
education has sent to the full
Education Committee a bill to
revise and extend the National
Defense Education Act for two
years over its expiration dale
of 1965.
Sponsored by Rep. Edith
Green of Oregon, subcommittee
chairman, the bill would end
inequities for private school
and collcgo personnel in some
sections of the original 1958
law.
Chief among these is the
provision that a college student
who borrows federal funds to
finance his education can get
50% of his debt forgiven if he
tcachos five years in a public
grade or high school. The
provision does not apply to
those in private systems.
•
Layman Chosen
WICHITA, Kan. (NC)
- A
layman has been elected by
the 19-member school board
of the Wichita Diocese to serve
as its chairman.
Election of Raphael Letour-
ncau, vice president of a local
construction firm and father
of 10 children, was described
by local Church officials as the
first time a layman has been
named to head a Catholic
school board.
Bishop Leo C. Byrne, apos-
tolic administrator of Wichita,
said the "new board follows
the suggestions of our beloved
Pope John that we invite our
lay people to share their points
of view with us."
Student Group
In Meeting:
WASHINGTON (NC) - The
biennial general assembly of
Pax Romana will be held July
19-29 at Georgetown University
here, the second convention in
the U.S. of the 43-year-old in-
ternational movement of Cath-
olic Students.
Kev. Theodore M. Hesburgh,
C.S.C., University of Notre
Dame president, and Bernard
Cardinal Alfrink of the Nether-
lands will be
among the
speakers.
Topics at seminar confer-
ences will include: problems
of development and distribu-
tion of wealth, political free-
dom as an essential condition
to development, the seculariza-
tion of life and emergence of
the laity, and Christian unity
aspirations.
Brothers Meet
At Manhattan
NEW YORK Manhattan
College will be host to the 25th
national conference of the
Christian Brothers Education-
al Association July 20-23.
Nearly 150 representatives
from the seven American pro-
vinces of the Brothers of the
Christian Schools will attend.
The Brothers, who instruct
more than 85,000 young men
in the U.S., will examine in-
tellectual and social changes
in the U.S. and their affect on
education. Brother Clair Stan-
islaus, F.S.C., of London, will
give the keynote address.
Taste of Politics, Teacher’s Reward
NORTH ARLINGTON _
Thomas C. Murray, Essex
Catholic High School teacher
from North Arlington, has a
new appreciation of the leg-
islative process as a result of
two weeks in the Washington
office of Rep. Frank C. Os-
mers Jr.
Murray was the recipient of
a fellowship from the New
Jersey State Society, which
inaugurated the program sev-
eral years ago when Osmers
was its president. Selection of
Murray for the political in-
ternship was made by the
Eaglcton Institute of Politics
at Rutgers University.
THE PROGRAM is de-
signed to give participants a
realistic look at the workings of
the legislative process and the
interrelationship of Congress
with other branches of gov-
ernment.
Murray, a graduate of lona
College, has a long-time in-
terest in politics and political
science. He founded lona's
Political Science Forum in
1956. At Essex Catholic, where
he is a history teacher, he is
founder-moderator of the So-
cial Science Federation and
directed the school's Project
300, widely praised salute to
the state's tercentenary.
In the fall, he plans to direct
a mock election and referen-
dum at Essex Catholic. He
said his experience in Wash-
ington will be helpful in this
regard.
Murray spent each morning
in Congressman Osmer’s of-
fice. He attended committee
hearings and was given brief-
ings at the State Department
and White House and con-
ferred with members of na-
tional campaign committees.
"I had never really realized
the complexities which con-
front our legislators each
day,” said Murray. "I have a
better understanding now of
the demands made upon our
Congressmen.”
CAPITAL TOPIC - Thomas C. Murray (left) of the faculty
of Essex Catholic High School and Rep. Frank C. Os-
mers Jr. discuss a piece of legisation at the Capitol.
Gifts to College Fund Show $6,000 Rise
NEWARK Donations of
$272,489 were made to the New
Jersey College Fund Associa-
tion by 204 corporations doing
business in New Jersey, ac-
cording to Garrett J. Connolly,
executive director of the as-
sociation.
The association, organized
in 1953, is composed of 12 in-
dependent non-tax-supported
colleges in New Jersey. All of
the state’s five Catholic insti-
tutions of higher learning are
members.
The latest figures are for the
1963-64 campaign year which
ended on June 30.
The total donations rep-
resent an increase of $6,533 in
donations over last year but
a decrease in the number of
corporate givers from 210 to
204.
"ALL GIFTS made through
the fund are distributed each
year in full to the member
colleges and universities and
are an important factor in
helping New Jersey’s private
colleges continue to provide
opportunity for a higher edu-
cation to more qualified young
men and women and to im-
prove the quality of higher
education provided at the
member colleges and uni-
versities," Connolly said.
He said the member schools
are "greatly encouraged by
this continuing financial sup-
port" from New Jersey busi-
ness.
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SAVINGS and Loan Association
40 Commerce Street, Newark 2, N. J. Mitchell 3 0260
Doily, 9 to 4, Wednesdays !o 8 p.m.
fill PARKING AT KINNfy GAKAGI ACROSS THI STRICT
Joseph H. Browne
Company
1004 OUR 40th YEAR 1*44
Institutional
Cleaning Supplies
• ASM CANS • MATS • SOAP
• ROUSH • BROOMS • BRUSHES
• WAX .• SPONOfS • FAILS
• toiiit paper
• MOPPING EQUIPMENT
PAPER • PAPER TOWELS • CUPS
278 Wayne Street
Jersey City, N. J.
HEndarton 3-0470
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A NEW MONEY-SAVING
SHOP-RITE FOR YOU!
GRAND OPENING
WEDNESDAY, JULY 15, 1964 - 10 A.M.
ashington Shop-Rite
ROUTE 24 & BRASS CASTLE ROAD
WASHINGTON, N. J.
V
EVER YTHING’S PRICED
RIGHT AT SHOT-RITE!
SHOP-RITE
RUNE JUICE
Jt J:?,!- $ %
MORE?
SHOP-RITE'S TOP QUALITY YOUNG STEER BEEF
CHUCK STEAKS
TASTY GOOD TRIM
FRESH GROUND BEEF
Hondy
___ .39'
Cut Short for Bor-B-Qur
Rib Steaks
Froth and Loan
Ground Chuck * 59* Shoulder Steak * 95*
AH Moat No Woito
■>■69* Cube St aks
Cut for London Broil
- -
WESSON OIL 139'
SCOT
OWELS
White 200 $
or Assorted count
CM Mont*
Fruit Cocktail 3 'Hl *1
GIANT
NIBLETS CORN
RIB ROAST
__ REGULAR
°VEN PA ( STYLE
READY lb J 7 m
49!
», 69*
■i
bag
of 6
1 2-oz. cans
Star Kht Chunk 3c OH I
LIGHT TUNA *l
Alwoyt a 800 l Troat r„ _. .■ .„ . .
Beejfgb^s
EltRrst 59 Chid&lUv.r,
SMJ!!;1 R0,,5l *69 Htilion Sausage *69«
For Pottmgand Bronmg Hr mouth Bock/M^kol
Beef Short Ribs *4s* Smoked Butts *s9*
SHOP-RITE S TOP QUALITY CORNED BEEF BRISKET
CORNED THICK CORNED ■■
BRISKET gfSrs9,!. 39
COFFEE SALE
Beechnut 4c OFF!
Ehlers, mnv
Chase 6> Sanborn 4c OFF! (
Martinson's Red or Blue ' K
Maxwell House can J*
Regular, Drip or Silex
Coffee Mate 39*
1< CA| E BUY ONE FOR 39c
GET ONE FOR Id
BLUB ORAL
SHOP-
RITE
ANTISEPTIC
2 = 40*
•FRESHNESS MAKES THE DIFFERENCE!
GRAPES California Seedless *29*
NECTARINES cs»r.f lb 19*
CANTALOUPES
ORANGES 1049*
J bo-« $ Hormoi Quality Loan
SAVINGS /.V EVERY DEPT. AT SHOP-RITE!
ORANGE JUICE SHOP-RITE FROZEN 4~89*
FRESH SALADS „ sk? 2 -■ !to<
™ POTATO or COU SLAW Mm «ont. eS M
S RIMP ",r
COLOSSAL SIZE I LARGE SIZE
WHITE UNDER IS PER IB SELECT 41 to SO Pf Rlb
Soap Podt
BBIUQ ** r,¥ ' r 1 Sliced Bacon ,*.^s9*
Keatemon
■ m • „ _ M Virginia Bokod Horn or Mud-«l«.it***
Lemon Juice 159 chkk-nitoii
For Cooking Armour or Hormoi
Marola Oil £49* £r*dHom
wMomocrDoi. Cottage Cheese ** 39*
Pine. Juice !re««Tm -sv
w™ W-, Njght Jut, it, 1964, Not (, „ w
I'™1'™ ' There’s a Shop-Kite Near You—Call ESgex 5-7300
lb $Kf 89
;
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ENJOY A FUN FiLLED VACATiON...
AT HOME WITH A POOL OF YOUR OWN!
SUPPLEMENT TO
TheAdvocate
JULY 16, 1964
Pool Adds Fun,
Value to Home
A Stamps Con bairn Release
A fast-growing facet of out
door living is the swimming
pool, which first gained gener-
al popularity in California and
Florida, then filled in along
the southernmost part of the
U.S., and finally spread
throughout the entire nation.
To illustrate the speed with
which home pool construction
has increased, slightly more
than 50,000 installations were
made in 1958, while the final
figure for 1962 was approxi-
mately 50% higher than four
years ago.
In addition to the family fun
In swimming, a home pool can
be an excellent investment
W'orth hundreds of dollars
more than its cost. For ex-
ample, a pool costing $3,000
often will increase the resale
value of the home by $4,000 or
even $5,000,
Besides these attractions,
swimming pools on farms and
in rural areas have consider-
able value as water reservoirs
in case of fire, and can mean
the difference between saving
a home or not if pumping units
have a handy supply of water
from which to draw.
Enjoyment of pools can be
lengthened between two and
four months each year by in-
stalling in LP-gas automatic
pool heater that will maintain
water temperatures within two
degrees of the desired setting.
Or if year-round swimming
Is desired, the pool can be en-
closed in a weather-resistant
patio structure heated to a
comfortable 75 degrees with
an LP-gas space heater. With
such an installation, the fam-
ily pool will be a popular
gathering place —as well as a
profitable home improvement
during the 12 months of the
year.
Among the more popular
types of pool construction are
waterproof poured concrete,
sprayed concrete or concrete
blocks, steel, aluminum, plas-
tic molds or shells and other
variations.
Channel Adds ‘Leisure Living Center'
A Gaskill Release
Channel Lumber Company’s
Leisure Living Center, Rt. 22,
Springfield, (adjacent to the
Channel Lumber store) of-
ers 15,000 square feet of ex-
hibits featuring the latest ma-
terials and designs In home
improvements including kitch-
ens, finished basements, fin-
ished attics, recreation rooms,
bathrooms and patio ideas.
The Leisure Living Center
includes actual patio settings
for the suburbanite to use as
idea-getters plus a 16 by
32 ft. sunken swimming pool.
These and other outdoor liv-
ing themes will serve as head-
quarters for ideas and innova-
tions.
The Leisure Living Center
also shows sample kitchens
time and step-savers designed
to make kitchen chores easy,
quick and pleasant. Several of
these designs are available in
the form of actual "mock-up”
kitchens, according to C. Per-
ry Connell, vice president of
Channel.
Basements and attics are
on display also. Leisure Liv-
ing Center offers a wide var-
iety of ideas on changing them
into playrooms, recreation
rooms and entertainment cen-
ters, said Connell.
Each member of the center
staff, said Connell, is well-
versed in the use of the var-
ious items on display and will
be able to offer advice, aid
and suggestions to the con-
sumers.
Also part of this store is the
recreation and hobby area
featuring complete equipment
lines for sports, with par-
ticular emphasis on thoso
which have boomed during th«
last five to 10 years. These
include isometric exercises,
skin diving, scuba diving,
camping, and interest in out-
door cooking.
Coif, tennis, skiing, fishing
will also be represented at
Leisure Living Center, witli
special equipment for Mrs.
Suburbanite as well as her
husband. Connell said
AT SHOWROOM - On display, at the indoor showroom of the new Channel Lumber
Leisure Living Center is this 16x32 swim pool.
Fampmobile
For Outdoor
Living
A Gottesmann Release
In a world that is get-
ting more and more unnatural
every day, it’s heartening to
find that there are still places
that remain untouched by hu-
man hands. These places are
known as campsites, and there
are over 7,000 of them in the
U.S. today,
tertainment.
As for camping facilities,
some are primitive and de-
signed for those who like to
rought it;” others are modern
In keeping with a swelling
but still untapped interest in
camping, many business firms
will spend millions of dollars
next year in the manufacture
and promotion of equipment
for outdoor living. One local
firm that has already Invested
in this market is Hagin &
Koplin, Inc., authorized Volks-
wagen agency at 380 Elizabeth
Ave., Newark.
According to Harry Koplin,
president, Volkswagen has de-
veloped anew version of its
"Campniobile" conversion k.l
which, when fitted into anew
or used VW station wagon or
truck, provides all the essen-
tials for living in the great
outdoors.
A fully assembled ‘'Camp-
mobile" is on display at llagin
it Koplin, Inc.
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v* Stock Up for the Weekend/
ONLY I CALORIE
PER GLASS
7
SUGARLESS
Wonderful
Flavors
D'f
TRY
THEM ALL
"Prld« of lh« Gordon Slalo"
BROOKDALE
BEVERAGES
BLOOMFIELD - CLIFTON
FOR THE NAME OF THE STORE NEAREST YOU:
• Phone 472-6900
- —-
{%l%i
Gentlemen AD 7-14
W»w M»J m* mor« information
No oWifetiofi.
Noma
_
AJJr.„
City Zone
....
'T "" »«OP OUI M, TIAR
OftN WEEKDAYS » to ♦) WEEKENDS 10 AM. to S P.M.
ROUTE 22, SCOTCH PLAINS, N. J.
(Oppotito Bow croft)
CAll COLLECT AD 3-2919
I !
Pool on Display
At World’s Fair
A Page Release
The billion-dollar Worlds
Fair has opened with Ameri-
ca’s swimming pool industry
represented by a vinyl lined,
steel, in-the-ground swimming
pool, known as “The Pool of
Tomorrow” and sold locally
through Ray Westdyk Swim-
ming Pools, Inc. of Wyckoff.
The only residential pool se-
lected by the Fair is a Buster
Crabbe egg-shaped pool, with
a vinyl liner, manufactured by
Cascade Pools of Edison.
Popular Olympic swimming
champion Buster Crabbe, ex-
ecutive director of Cascade
Pools, joined members of the
press corps, executives of Cas
cade, and the World’s Fair to
officially open the pool exhibit
at the House of Good Taste.
Norma Westdyk. president of
Ray Westdyk Swimming Pools,
Inc. said the World’s Fair pool
is called the Trinidad Model
It measures 18 by 32 feet, with
a diving depth of nearly nine
feet, and a shallow area with a
depth of three feet. It is one
of 18 different shapes and sizes
manufactured by Cascade and
sold locally, some below Si,ooo.
AT THE FAIR - This is the Buster Crabbe pool exhibited
at the World's Fair and sold locally by Ray Westdyk of
Wyckoff.
Now You Can Take
Your Pool With You
A Cherensnu-Carroll Release
A leading New Jersey swim-
ming pool builder is offering
buyers * new plan of owner-
ship that guarantees: "You
tan take it with you!"
The plan, aimed at both in-
surance and reassurance, is
being offered by Cypress Pools
of Rt. 22, Scotch Plains. Ro-
bert W. Wilson, president of
Cypress Pools, explained the
plan this way:
■ We are guaranteeing buy-
ers who request this reasur-
anee that we will move their
swimming pool for them to any
suitable location in our selling
area if circumstances require
them to move within three
years of their purchase. We
v ill move the pool and fill in
the vacated area, and the
buyer will be required to pay
only a small part of the costs."
The service will be costly to
Cypress Pools if the company
is caller) on to carry out its
promise, but Wilson said the
offer was being made for three
reasons.
The first, he said, Is to
dramatize the sturdiness and
durability of a Cypress Pool,
to demonstrate that even after
installation in the ground it
can be moved.
The second reason, he said,
is to overcome reluctance on
the part of homeowners who
are fearful that for some un-
foreseen reason they may find
it necessary to move.
The thin! reason, Wilson
said, is to emphasize the feet
that a swimming pool so en-
hances property values that an
owner will be able to get a
premium price for his home,
more than covering the cost of
installation, and will be able
to sell much more quickly than
he would without this added
asset. The difference, accord-
ing to Wilson, will more than
pay for anew pool.
The cost to a Cypress Pool
fcuyer who does exercise the
option will be about $750. This
is less than half the expense
of the operation. Wilson said.
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Getaway car.
Our getaway car it really a VW Camp,
mobile. Any Standard Station Wagon, Kombi
or Panel Truck we sell con be one. It’s just a
matter of getting one of our Campmobile Kits.
For Instance, if you like super de luxe living,
get our Super De luxe Kit. Beds for four big
people and two little people. Icebox. Stove.
Running water. Dinette. Shower. And john.
There's even an upstairs.
Or If you prefer light housekeeping,get our
Basic Kit. That way you can pick up things
as you go along, like on icebox. Or stove. Etc.
The nice thing about ony of our Comp*
mobiles is that when you return home las If.
you'd ever want to ), it will happilysettle down
and become itself again. All you have to do is
remove the main components. (Once installed
they can quickly be taken out or put bock in.)
And you have a station wagon or delivery
truck again.
Suggestion! Take your next vacation In o
VW Campmobile. It’s a very moving experience.
HAGIN & KOPLIN i
OOICN «
NEWARK ONLY Factory Authorized Volkswagen Dealer
380 ELIZABETH AVENUE TA 4-2000
5 minutti from Gord.n Stott Porkwoy till #143 ond N.w Jtnty Turnpilt exit #l4
1 »
with BUSTER CRABBE'S
POOLS OF TOMORROW
m
V4-Vy,s
OR
a
It
Uniiph.ro pr.t.ntod by United Statu Stool
(<) 1941 Now York World'. Fair
1964 1965 Corporation
selected
for displayat
The House
Of Good Taste
NEW YORK
WORLD'S FAIR
1964-65
r^*' rg? rf l PRICES PROM
——,im-.-
-
•m-.. >jr'rip .ppHou
ThU Is one of our Installations featured In the March Issue of Parents Magazine,
and also appearing In The Home Decorating Guide.
r
*895 *3995
SELECT YOUR POOL HERE.
UIM IS * 44
• It
/n ||
“»« *»H MiM SI 1H USSS 14>46
Khalit Many Other Sizes A Shapes Available
RAY WESTDYK SWIMMINfI POOLS INC.
652-0062
Ray Westdyk Pools Inc.
431 Grandview Ave.
Wyckoff, N. J.
I would liko moro Information, pric.r and krochur.o.
□ Commercial or Club Plan
□ laoJdentlal
Name.
Street-
City.
Phone.
-State.
Product of CoMado Induitrloc
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I m Anne. I'm lour years old today because
I'm having a birthday party
Mary and Teddie came to the parly first
They had pretty presents
Everybody sang when we lit the candles
Listen "Happy Birthday to you
m
Yes. Your slides speak
automatically
with the new
SI Photo/Sync
Tape Recorder 211-TS
Ck
,;.
r<Ha ,f ,.K njoy the Professi .onal quality sound show you have so simply and easilyproduced. It s all there your narration, on-the-scene recorded sounds and even musical back-
ground coming from your screen through the miracle of tape in synchronization with yourslides. Programming? Do it once* then forget about it. The amazing new Sony Photo/Sync TapeRecorder automatically remembers and controls your slide projector—no matter how often
exclusively 10, pholo
I’™** Sony/Supc,scope.
St' ,anBU3!e and muaic " ai "'" B
Sony recorders start at less than 579.50; all Sony
recorders are now equipped with the exclusive new
Cine/Sync strobe disc, a 'most-wanted' feature for
the home-movie producer.
■ Sony recorders have been selected by the "House
of Good Taste" at the New York World’s Fair. ■ Visit
your local Photo Tape Dealer for your free copy ofthe Sony/Superscope booklet! “How to Shoot tor
Dramatic PhotolSoundlSynct''
*
Simply puts thit button
to idd tn iniud/blo ccntnl
signel to your itcordid
notation ond beclgrcund
topi. I hit silent sipntl
chenges the slides.
No need lor primitive
metellic stripping: the
built-in Sony sync pulse
generetor progrems
eleclronicelly.
Why not updete ell your
lovoriti silent slides to
'lilting pictures ?
Complete with Sony F-9S
Dynimic Microphone,
less than $139.50
sony jjEsjanzj The Tupvwny to Stereo
Schaeffer
Camera
595 BROAD STREET
NEWARK . MA 2-2383
"THE BEST IN
Sight Sc Sound’’
Open Wed. 'til 9
Closed Sat., during July & August
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t SEE
LEISURE
LIVING
EXHIBITS!
Thousands of items on dis-
play to make your home
a Vacationland . . . not
just this year, but every
year, all yearl See three
full size model kitchens,
bathrooms, basements,
finished attics, playrooms,
etc.
£ V :
f
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•Mr I »
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— —■ v ;
FREE
PIAID STAMPS//
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.• : A &
mmmrj.
■mRSHdrP?
(W full value of iviry
Home Improvement or
Fool Installed by Chan*
net
BASEMENTSt? ; i m l
«n t
can ba beautiful fuui
CHAMMfi know* how to
plan and kaU year kaa
Irving room.** At always.
I
■•■yi *
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KITCHENS
YeaH bo proud of yoor
custom designed kitchen
ofter CHANNEL helps you
dowpa it and CHANNEL'S
M otter Craftsmen install it.
You'll bo proud ol tbo
monoy you iav« tool
Choice of wood finith or
famous Fermico.
FINISH THAT
.
ATTIC
Why wait* ipac*? T*a can
olway* ia an ntra M-
roam ar a d.n CHANNEL
lp*ciali*H h*lp y*a plan it
economically and baild it
VrV
msm , -
.
I «MT
ADD-A-ROOM
CHANNEL’S tarrific n.w
money-saving plan to on-
largo your homo ot your
family grows —and will
you savel Lot CHANNEL
show you how. Our own
tkfted workman will givo
you qooßty plus at monoy
saving low pricosl
SIDING
CHANNEL has tho topi In siding,
too. Alsco "30" with Du-Polnt Ted-
lar guaranteed for 30 years
asbestos, asphalt anything you
want. Beautifies, Insulates, eliml-
ates expensive maintenance. Wood
siding availablo 100. Expert
CHANNEL APPLICATION - perm-
onently trouble-free.
PORCH ENCLOSURE
Combine Indoor and outdoor living and
make your homo larger at the same
time. Balmy spring nights, hot summer
daye or crisp and haiy autumn all
will bo more enjoyable, your home more
cample* with a porch-enclosed by fam-
ous Channel Master Craftsmen. Screened
for summer, or Jalousie-enclosed for cool-
er weather.
CHANNEL'S NEWPORT POOL
A beautyI Galvanized steel sides with attractive aqua-green vinyl
interior that never needs maintenance
. . .
lasts 40 years or morei,10 of them covered by a comprehensive written guarantcel Size#;
241 V x SO*; depth to B'6". Complete pool and installation at a total
price thot will surprise you.
7 OLYMPIC Sizes to Choose From
Be A "Channel Swimmer"
The magnificent full size pool set up In the Center for your inspec-
tion is but one of a host of exhibits and merchandise displays youwill find at the new CHANNEL "Leisure Living Center" disploys of
Home Improvements. You've never seen anything like the Center
because there is nothing like it in the Eastl We've gathered together
here for your convenience and pleasure everything for better living!
more family fun indoors and outdoors
... everything you've ever
dreamed of for your home . . . including every kind of sports
equipment. And, best of all, you'll find everything priced for sensa-
tional savings!
Up to 7 Year* to Pay - NO MONEY DOWN
VALUABLE
CERTIFICATES
Ev«ry visitor will receive valuable certificates that can
be worth hundreds of dollars.
COME SEE IT— |
Next To Channel Lumber Store *
I
I
I
Route 22, Springfield
Seeing b Believing Or If You Can'll
Call For Free Estimate 1
DR 6-8621
Mail Coupon lo Adv.
CHANNEL LUMBER CO.
LEISURE LIVING CENTER
Rt. 22, Springfield
I would like Froo Eitimato.
Havo roproiantativo (all.
I am intoroitod Ini
□ FOOL 0 Kilt lion 0 Dormer 0 Attic
□ Basomoni 0 -Addition 0 Roofing
0 Porch Encowro □ Aluminum Siding
0 Alterations 0 oxpamlon
CHANNEL & LUMBER
LEISURE LIVING CENTER
